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Silver Creek. Photo: HeartLands Conservancy.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Executive Summary Contents

Introduction
Stormwater management for Madison County is guided by the
policy framework established in the Madison County Stormwater
Management Plan, a county-wide document that seeks to address
the effects of urbanization on stormwater drainage. The plan sets
broad policy for Madison County as a whole, and plans for
individual watersheds, such as upper Silver Creek, set policy and
provide specific recommendations for each watershed’s unique
circumstances.

Introduction
Goals, Objectives, & Targets
Issues
Critical Areas
Management Measures Action
Plan
Information & Education Plan
Implementation
Measuring Success

In 2013, Madison County and HeartLands Conservancy received a
grant from the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) to
develop a Watershed Plan for upper Silver Creek, a tributary of the Kaskaskia River. The intent was to
fully analyze the watershed and make recommendations toward improving water quality, mitigate
adverse effects of flooding, and provide watershed-level recommendations for stormwater
management.

The upper Silver Creek watershed is the area of land which drains into Silver Creek in Madison County.
The watershed includes surface water bodies (e.g., streams), groundwater (e.g., aquifers), and the
surrounding landscape, which is largely agricultural land. Thirteen municipalities fall within the
watershed boundaries.
The Watershed Plan offers guidance for managing watershed resources on public property, as well as
providing a platform to encourage other watershed stakeholders (landowners, residents, businesses,
developers, public agencies, and non-profits) to participate. The plan is not regulatory, meaning it does
not become law. The intent is to encourage voluntary improvements to water quality and stormwater
management in the watershed, for agricultural, urban, and natural areas and waters.
9
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Watershed Location
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The Upper Silver Creek Watershed
The upper Silver Creek watershed is located 20
miles northeast of St. Louis, Missouri. The majority
of the watershed lies within Madison County,
Illinois, and small portions lie within Macoupin and
Montgomery counties. The watershed’s 480 miles
of streams drain roughly 120,000 acres of land.
Silver Creek flows south from the project area to
join the Kaskaskia River, which ultimately drains into
the Mississippi River.
The upper Silver Creek watershed project area
contains numerous subwatersheds, called HUC12s
and HUC14s. “HUC” stands for Hydrologic Unit
Code, a number that identifies the general location
and size of the watershed. Many of the issues
identified in the watershed are assessed at these
subwatershed levels.
Most of the watershed’s 26,200 residents live in
unincorporated areas where farming is the primary
Location of the upper Silver Creek watershed
land use. Agricultural land makes up 75% of the
in Illinois.
watershed, with most of that land in row crop
farming. Thirteen municipalities, fourteen townships, and three counties are located within the
watershed.

Goals, Objectives, and Targets
The plan promotes a functioning, healthy watershed and guides the development, enhancement, and
implementation of actions to achieve these goals:
GOALS
GOAL 1: Improve Surface Water Quality
GOAL 2: Reduce Flooding/Mitigate Flood Damage
GOAL 3: Promote Environmentally Sensitive Development
GOAL 4: Support Healthy Habitat
GOAL 5: Develop Organizational Frameworks
GOAL 6: Conduct Education and Outreach

Objectives were developed to specify progress towards these goals. Targets in this plan were set at
levels that can feasibly be reached by the implementation of a suite of Best Management Practices
(BMPs), or Management Measures, over time. The targets include a 25% reduction in phosphorus
loading and a 15% reduction in nitrogen loading by 2025 (based on Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction
Strategy), a 20% reduction in sediment loading (based on estimated impacts of proposed BMPs) by
2045, and a 68% reduction in fecal coliform loading (based on 35 Ill. Adm. Code 302) by 2045.
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Key Watershed Issues
Analysis of the existing and predicted future conditions in the watershed (Appendix A: Watershed
Resource Inventory) included collecting data from several government data sources, delineating HUC14
watershed boundaries, using the USEPA’s Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Loads (STEPL),
conducting an aerial assessment of stream and riparian conditions, field checks at 117 field locations,
and stakeholder engagement. From this research, the following issues were identified:
Surface water issues








Primary Sources of Water Quality Impairment. The primary causes of impairment identified by the IEPA to
Silver Creek and its tributaries are phosphorus, sediment, Dissolved Oxygen (DO), and manganese.
Soil Erosion from Agricultural Land. With 75% of the watershed in agricultural use, soil erosion is common,
carrying nutrients and sediments from fields to waterways.
Soil Erosion from Streams. Streambank and channel erosion contributes approximately 63% of the sediment
loading.
Logjams. Logjams contribute to soil erosion as stream flow acts to erode the stream channel.
Private Sewage and Animal Waste. Poorly maintained private sewer systems and runoff of animal waste
contribute bacteria such as E. coli to surface water.
Infiltration into sanitary sewers (de facto combined sewers). Aging sanitary sewer infrastructure leaks cause
sewer backups and combined sewer overflows, leading to higher water treatment costs.
Dumping and Littering. Trash and debris is an issue in places where roads cross the creek and its tributaries.

Flooding issues




Prevalent Flooding. Flooding is highly common both inside and outside of floodplains, with frequent damage
to homes, businesses, and crops, leading to health impacts and monetary loss.
Extensive Floodplain. Almost 11% of the watershed is in the 100-year floodplain.
Flooding Outside of Floodplains. The flatter, higher ground at the edges of the watershed experiences flash
floods/urban flooding, often as a result of large areas of impervious surfaces, changes in local hydrology, and
severe storm events. Lack of stormwater infrastructure, inadequate infrastructure, aging infrastructure, and
inadequate maintenance of infrastructure contribute to the problem.

Land cover and development issues



Poorly Planned Development. Population growth in the watershed will likely be accompanied by new
development on agricultural land or forest. Many older developments did not include well-designed or
adequate drainage infrastructure, which has exacerbated water quality and flooding issues.
Poor Aquifer Replenishment. Replenishment of aquifers has declined as impervious surfaces increased.

Habitat issues




Invasive Species Present. Invasive species crowd out native plants that protect streambanks from erosion.
Unprotected Habitat for Endangered Species. Where their native habitat is not preserved as open space,
endangered species cannot be expected to thrive over the long term.
Poor Riparian Conditions. Approximately 9% of the riparian area, the area directly adjacent to streams on
either side, is in “poor” ecological condition (Appendix A, p.87).

Organizational needs/issues




Need for Partnerships. A network of partners is needed to improve water quality and flooding issues and
implement this plan.
Need for Updated Operations. Existing municipal, township, and county operations would benefit from
changes that then become routine and long-lived.
Need for Funding. Leveraging funding from government and other programs is needed to fully implement the
plan and ensure landowners have ongoing support.
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Information and outreach issues




Need for Communication. More communication about funding and technical resources is needed between
potential partners.
Lack of Access to Technical Resources and Funding. There is a need to connect and assist potential partners,
with technical resources and funding opportunities.
Need for Outreach to Key Stakeholders. A large group of landowners and other key stakeholders working
together is needed to to achieve the goals of this plan.

Critical Areas

“Critical Areas” were identified at locations in the watershed where existing or potential future causes
and sources of pollutants or existing functions are significantly worse than other areas of the watershed,
OR there is significant potential for the area to make a difference in making improvements towards one
or more of the plan’s goals. The Critical Areas were identified using survey and stakeholder information,
aerial and field assessments, and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) modeling.
The following Critical Areas were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Critical Stream Reaches: Highly degraded stream reaches (2.75 miles)
Critical Logjam Areas: Stream reaches with high susceptibility to logjams (37.5 miles)
Critical Riparian Areas: Highly degraded riparian areas (34.7 miles)
Critical Flooding Areas: Areas of prevalent flooding (HUC14s ranked by flood damage impact)
Critical Wetland Areas: Areas suitable for wetland restoration (500 acres)

This image is an example of Critical Riparian Areas (orange) and Critical Stream Areas (red) on a
tributary east of Troy.
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Implementation

The “Action Plan” is designed to provide partners with recommended actions, known as Management
Measures, that address the plan’s goals, objectives, and targets.
Recommended Management Measures
Programmatic Measures, including general remedial, preventive, and policy watershed-wide measures,
and Site-Specific Measures, on-the-ground practices that can be implemented to improve surface and
groundwater quality and flooding, are recommended. Management Measures identified for Critical
Areas are prioritized for short-term implementation (e.g., wetland restoration projects in Critical
Wetlands Areas). All recommendations in the plan are for guidance only and are not required by any
federal, state, or local agency.
Together, these practices can make changes in the watershed that will meet and exceed the Impairment
Reduction Targets. Significant participation from local landowners, farmers, residents, municipalities,
and developers will be needed to achieve these targets.
Programmatic Measures
Protection and management of natural areas






Conservation Development design, which protects natural features like streams, steep slopes, and forest in
new development (especially subdivisions).
Open space and natural area protection from the design stage through to the stage where the landowner
owns the property.
Green infrastructure incentives, which promote the protection of forest, wetlands, and other green
infrastructure.
Long-term management and maintenance of natural areas, through management agreements with
responsible entities.
Monitoring of water quality, flow, and stream health to help measure progress.

Restoration of natural areas




In-lieu fee ecological mitigation, a type of program that funds the restoration of ecologically sensitive wetlands
and streams to mitigate for the losses of those features to new development.
Native landscaping, which encourages the use of native plants on public and private property.
Stream Cleanup Team, which removes litter and debris from streams and waterbodies.

Wastewater management



Sewage Treatment Plant upgrades, which reduce the pollutant loading in wastewater discharge from
wastewater facilities.
Private sewage monitoring, a proactive program that samples private sewage systems to check for water
quality problems and to encourage regular maintenance.

Natural resource policy





Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance, which limits inappropriate development in floodplains, adopted by
counties and municipalities.
Riparian Buffer Ordinance, which limits development in riparian areas (areas adjacent to streams and
waterbodies), encouraging forest and grassland that helps to filter and slow down runoff.
Watershed Plan integrated into community policies and programs.
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Funding




Federal and state programs such as the Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) and the
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) are available to landowners in the watershed to finance
practices that prevent soil erosion, among other benefits.
Financial support for stormwater infrastructure, such as a Stormwater Utility, that is dedicated to upgrades
and maintenance of detention basins, ditches, and other conveyance structures.

Site-Specific Measures
Agricultural












Contour buffer strips, which are narrow strips of perennial vegetation that slow surface runoff and trap
sediment, significantly reducing sheet and rill erosion and removing pollutants from runoff.
Cover crops, which prevent erosion, improve soil health, break pest cycles, and suppress weeds.
Grassed waterways, which are vegetated channels designed to slow surface water to reduce soil erosion and
flooding.
Ponds, which store stormwater, settle out sediments, and allow nutrient uptake by aquatic organisms.
Reduced tillage (conservation tillage/no-till), which leads to a reduction in soil erosion and the transport of
associated nutrients, such as phosphorus, to the waterways.
Riparian buffers, which are vegetated zones immediately adjacent to streams that protect the stream channel.
Terraces, which consist of ridges and channels constructed across the slope of a field, reducing soil erosion
and surface runoff on sloping fields.
Waste (manure) management through a Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan and waste storage
structures can eliminate unwanted runoff, incorporate manure nutrients into crop nutrient budgets, and
efficiently apply manure to cropland, reducing water pollution and increasing soil health.
Water and Sediment Control Basins (WASCOBs), which are small earthen ridge-and-channel structures or
embankments built across a small watercourse in a field. They hold runoff, reducing the amount of sediment
and sediment-borne phosphorus leaving the field and preventing the formation of gullies.
Wetlands, which function as one of the most effective pollution removal practices.

Urban areas







Detention basins (new and retrofitted), which store flows during and incrementally release the stored water.
Pervious pavement, which allows infiltration of stormwater into a below-ground storage area through holes in
the pavement.
Rain gardens, which temporarily store and infiltrate rain water, significantly slowing the flow of water,
improving water quality, and providing wildlife food and habitat.
Rainwater collection and reuse, using rain barrels or cisterns.
Single property flood reduction strategies, which differ from property to property, based on the sources of
flooding and appropriate flood reduction strategies.
Stormwater system maintenance and expansion, which is crucial for the efficient conveyance of stormwater.

In-stream



Streambank and channel restoration, which includes stabilization and grade control structures. These reduce
erosion and, in some cases, provide flood storage.
Logjam removal, which removes debris from the stream channel, reducing scouring in the stream channel and
the risk of floods overtopping the channel.

Measuring Success
Water quality monitoring will be conducted by the National Great Rivers Research and Education Center
(NGRREC), as funding allows, on a 3-5 year cycle through the year 2025. A set of Progress Report Cards is
included in Appendix H, and it includes milestones for short-term (1-10 years; 2016-2026), medium-term
(10-20 years; 2026-2036), and long-term (20+ years; 2036+) timeframes. The report card can be used to
identify and track plan implementation and effectiveness. Checking in at appropriate milestones helps
15
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watershed partners make corrections and ensure that progress is being made towards achieving the
plan’s goals.

Information and Education Plan
Public outreach and educational activities are vital for supporting a healthier watershed. The
Information and Education component of this plan supports the cumulative actions of partners,
stakeholders, and the public across the watershed to accomplish its goals and objectives.
Recommended information and outreach activities include:










Municipal outreach;
Watershed plan outreach;
An Agricultural BMP Workshop;
A BMP or Demonstration Project Tour;
A public events booth;
Field days;
Educational signs;
School projects; and
Watershed protection awareness.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
Simply stated, a “watershed” is the area of land that drains
into a common waterbody, such as a creek or river. It can be
thought of as a large bathtub: when a drop of water hits
anywhere in the tub, it eventually finds its way to the drain
(the lowest point). The rim of the bathtub is like the
watershed boundary – any drop falling outside it will not
reach the drain. On land, a watershed boundary is
determined by topography, and it includes surface water
bodies (e.g., streams, rivers, lakes, reservoirs, and
wetlands), groundwater (e.g., aquifers and groundwater
basins), and the surrounding landscape.
The upper Silver Creek watershed is a largely agricultural
area in southwestern Illinois that drains to the Kaskaskia
River (Figure 1). Rain falling on the watershed collects
phosphorus and sediment on its way downhill to Silver
Creek. Excessively high concentrations in the creek earned
Silver Creek a place on the Illinois EPA 303(d) list of
impaired waters for several successive years. Flooding is
also a problem throughout the watershed, both where
creeks rise up out of their banks and in urban areas (i.e.,
“flash flooding”).

Figure 1. Location of the upper Silver Creek
watershed in Illinois.

In 2012, Madison County began work on a county-wide
Stormwater Management Plan to manage stormwater runoff. The plan is founded in four principles:

1. Acknowledging that multiple communities are connected by waterways and the actions of one
jurisdiction will impact upstream and downstream jurisdictions, focus stormwater management
on a watershed-scale perspective.
2. Recognize that a systems approach is needed in managing stormwater.
3. Recognize that existing streams, creeks, bodies of water, and wetlands are infrastructure that
need to be protected and maintained.
4. Recognize that future growth and a high quality of life are dependent on managing the effects of
stormwater.
Based on these principles, the county will incorporate watershed-level stormwater management plans
for all of the major watersheds in the county. In 2013, Madison County and HeartLands Conservancy
received a grant from the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) to develop a Watershed Plan
for upper Silver Creek.
A Watershed Plan is a strategy for managing watershed resources on public property, as well as
providing a platform to encourage other watershed stakeholders (land owners, residents, businesses,
17
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developers, and non-profits) to participate. The plan is not regulatory, meaning it does not become law.
The intent is to encourage voluntary improvements to stormwater management and water quality in the
watershed.

Upper Silver Creek Watershed
Table 1. Jurisdictions in the watershed.

The upper Silver Creek watershed is located 20 miles
northeast of St. Louis, Missouri, in southwestern Illinois.
The majority of the watershed lies within Madison
County, and small portions lie within Macoupin and
Montgomery counties. The watershed’s 480 miles of
streams drain roughly 120,000 acres of land. Silver Creek
flows south from the project area to join the Kaskaskia
River, which ultimately drains into the Mississippi River.
The upper Silver Creek watershed project area contains
numerous subwatersheds, called HUC14s (Figure 2).
“HUC” stands for Hydrologic Unit Code, a number that
indicates the general location and size of the watershed.
Wendell Branch, Mill Creek, and Lake Fork are major
tributaries to Silver Creek in the watershed project area.
Wendell Branch drains the Troy area, Mill Creek drains
the area south of Troy, and Lake Fork drains the area
south of St. Jacob. East Fork Silver Creek joins the
watershed between Highland and St. Jacob, bringing
water from Highland and Silver Lake.
The watershed is home to approximately 26,245 people.
The majority live in unincorporated areas where farming
is the primary land use. Agricultural land makes up 75% of
the watershed, with most of that land in row crop
farming. All or portions of thirteen municipalities,
fourteen townships, and three counties are located
within the watershed (Table 1).
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Jurisdiction
County (including
municipalities)
Macoupin
Madison
Montgomery
Municipalities
Alhambra
Edwardsville
Glen Carbon
Hamel
Livingston
Marine
Mount Olive
New Douglas
St Jacob
Staunton
Troy
Williamson
Worden
Unincorporated Areas
Macoupin County
Madison County
Montgomery County
Township (County)
Cahokia (Macoupin)
Mount Olive/Staunton
(Macoupin)
Alhambra (Madison)
Edwardsville (Madison)
Hamel (Madison)
Jarvis (Madison)
Leef (Madison)
Marine (Madison)
New Douglas (Madison)
Olive (Madison)
Omphghent (Madison)
Pin Oak (Madison)
St. Jacob (Madison)
Walshville (Montgomery)

Area within
watershed
(acres)
120,089
10,408
107,943
1,738
6,685
428
100
61
746
683
453
392
33
53
113
2,496
994
135
113,428
9,904
101,786
1,738
120,089
223
10,172
15,582
260
11,726
18,953
277
8,849
4,629
19,475
1,888
18,576
7,596
1,725

Upper Silver Creek Watershed Plan

Figure 2. The upper Silver Creek watershed, containing 20 HUC14 subwatersheds and all or portions of 13
municipalities.
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Purpose
The purpose of the Upper Silver Creek Watershed Plan is to promote a healthy, functioning watershed
that sensitively balances farming, development, and natural ecosystems, including restoring surface
water quality to Silver Creek and its tributaries and managing stormwater in floodplains and
communities. The plan should enhance, manage, and protect the watershed’s human, natural, and
socio-economic resources by identifying strategies and resources that promote the health and safety of
human inhabitants, improve surface and groundwater quality, prevent flood damage, protect wildlife,
and increase environmental education.
Madison County Stormwater Plan
The Madison County Stormwater Plan is the overall framework for stormwater management in the
county which guides regulations, identifies flood and water quality problems, establishes BMPs, and
prioritizes projects. The upper Silver Creek watershed is one of ten watersheds for which a Watershed
Plan will be developed as part of the Stormwater Plan. Direction and approval for the Stormwater Plan
comes from the Madison County Stormwater Commission, whose members include County Board
members and municipal representatives.
The Madison County Stormwater Plan also references stormwater
runoff which is transported through Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4s). Madison County acts as the Coordinator for the MS4
Co-Permittee Group which consists of 26 communities (including the
county itself). MS4 members within the upper Silver Creek watershed are
shown in Table 2. The Group works together to help the individual
communities and townships meet the 6 minimum control measures of
their ILR40 permits.

Table 2. Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) Co-Permittee
Group members in the Upper Silver
Creek watershed.
Municipalities
City of Edwardsville
City of Troy
Village of Glen Carbon
Townships
Edwardsville Township
Jarvis Township
Pin Oak Township

The minimum requirements are: 1) Public education and outreach, 2)
Public participation/involvement, 3) Illicit discharge detection and
elimination, 4) Construction site runoff control, 5) Post-construction runoff control, and 6) Pollution
prevention/good housekeeping. Madison County’s MS4 activities in 2014 included technical training,
outreach at public events, and hazardous waste collection.
Authority
The State of Illinois Counties Code (55 ILCS 5/) gives counties the authority to adopt and enforce
floodplain regulations that apply to all buildings, structures, construction, excavation, and fill in the
floodplain. The Counties Code also allows “management and mitigation of the effects of urbanization on
stormwater drainage” in Madison County, St. Clair County, and seven other counties (55/ILCS 5/51062.2).
(55/ILCS 5/5-1062.2) Stormwater management. … The purpose of this Section shall be achieved by:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Consolidating the existing stormwater management framework into a united, countywide
structure.
Setting minimum standards for floodplain and stormwater management.
Preparing a countywide plan for the management of natural and man-made drainageways.
The countywide plan may incorporate watershed plans.
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The Section also allows the establishment of a stormwater management planning committee, whose
principal duties “shall be to develop a stormwater management plan for presentation to and approval
by the county board, and to direct the plan's implementation and revision.” The Madison County
Stormwater Commission fulfills this role. The Stormwater Plan it creates must be reviewed by the Illinois
Department of Resources Office of Water Resources (IDNR-OWR), and can include elements such as
rules for floodplain and stormwater management, fees or taxes from new development, and incentives
for using green infrastructure and other approved drainage structures. Illinois municipalities also have
the authority to adopt stormwater plans (65 ILCS/ Art 11 prec Div 110 – Flood Control and Drainage).

Methodology
Madison County and HeartLands Conservancy developed a watershed planning approach based on
guidance from the Stormwater Master Plan, county Stormwater Commission, IEPA’s Nonpoint Source
Program, and the USEPA’s nine elements of watershed planning. The process included the following
components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Watershed area data collection and analysis
Delineation of subwatersheds
Technical Committee
Stakeholder engagement
Key issue identification and goal setting
Critical Areas identification
Management Measure and target development
Implementation plan
Stormwater Commission and County Board review
Integration into the county-wide Stormwater Master Plan
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Planning inputs
Watershed Data Collection and Analysis
A Watershed Resource Inventory (Appendix A) was developed, which
reviews the existing conditions within the watershed. The inventory
documents existing conditions in Silver Creek and its tributaries
including channelization, erosion, riparian area condition, soil types,
demographics, land use/land cover, and climate. Existing pollutant
loads of nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment are estimated from
existing land uses using the Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant
Loads (STEPL) from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).
See Planning inputs (right) for a list of data collected or generated for
the Watershed Resources Inventory.
Aerial assessment of stream and riparian conditions
Little information existed about the condition of the streams in
the watershed. To gather information about the stream
reaches, geo-referenced video footage was taken on low-level
helicopter flights over the larger streams in the watershed (276
miles or 57.2% of the total stream miles in the watershed).
Midwest Streams viewed the videotapes to assess three
parameters for each stream: streambank erosion, degree of
channelization, and condition of the riparian area. Later,
Midwest Streams followed up with field checks at 117 locations
in order to collect bank height data for erosion calculations.
Detention basin survey
The project team looked at aerial photographs of the
watershed, along with USGS topographic maps, an elevation
dataset, and the National Hydrography Dataset, to identify
detention and retention basins. A point was created for each
basin located in or very close to a group of 5 or more buildings,
to avoid classifying natural ponds as detention basins. Sixtyseven (67) detention or retention basins were identified in the
watershed, with the majority in the lower portion. Site visits
were made with Madison County in April 2015 to 10 of the 44
accessible basins identified, in order to determine their
condition.
Delineation of subwatersheds
At the start of the process, the project area had already been
divided into seven subwatersheds, or hydrologic units (HUCs),
called HUC12s. To provide more detailed analysis and
recommendations for the watershed, the HUC12s were further
divided into 20 even smaller HUC14 subwatersheds. The project
team used USGS methodology for defining watersheds in the
Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD), a component of the
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The following types or sources of
data were used to shape the Plan:
Watershed Resources Inventory
Watershed boundaries (incl.
HUC14s)
Streams and waterbodies
Direction of flow
Topography
Climate (incl. temperature and
precipitation)
Geology
Aquifers
Wells
Hydric and hydrologic soils
Erodible soils
Water table
Jurisdictional roles (federal, state,
and local)
Demographics
Land use/land cover
Ecological significance
Fish and wildlife populations
Transportation infrastructure
Cultural/historic resources
Impervious cover
Streambank & streambed erosion
Channelization
Logjams
Detention and retention basins
Floodplains
Infrastructure in floodplains
National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP) communities
IEPA 303(d) impaired waters
Other water quality data
Spreadsheet for Estimating
Pollutant Loads (STEPL) analysis
Watershed Plan
Agricultural Conservation Planning
Framework (ACPF) GIS tools
Best Management Practice (BMP)
pollutant reduction efficiencies
Stakeholder engagement
Open House Events
Stakeholder meetings
Flood Survey
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National Hydrography Dataset (NHD). During the development of the Watershed Resources
Inventory (WRI), the HUC14 subwatersheds were given draft HUC codes for submission to the
WBD. Some of the HUC14 codes changed as a result of review by USGS. The final codes and
names are used for the Plan, but the draft codes are used in the Watershed Resource Inventory
(Appendix A).
Throughout this plan, the term “subwatershed” refers to the HUC14 subwatershed level.
Technical Committee
A Technical Committee consisting of experts in stormwater management, water quality, stream and soil
health, conservation, and urban planning guided data collection and analysis. The Committee was
represented by Madison County Planning and Development, HeartLands Conservancy, National Great
Rivers Research and Education Center (NGRREC), Madison County Soil and Water Conservation District,
and Midwest Streams. The Technical Committee helped to guide the process and formulate the
Watershed Resources Inventory (Appendix A), and provided technical guidance on recommendations
and subsequent drafts of the plan. Specifically, the Committee reviewed the aerial assessment
methodology and results, the Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Loads (STEPL) use, draft nutrient
reduction targets and other targets, the Flood Survey design and analysis, and milestones for Plan
implementation.

Stakeholder Engagement
Early on and throughout the planning process, the planning team
interviewed numerous stakeholders including townships, the
Madison County Farm Bureau, County Board members, and nine of
the 13 municipalities in the watershed. Four Open House events
were also used to gather input and get feedback from the general
public. Municipalities were asked about their drinking water
source(s), wastewater treatment system(s), and flooding, as well
as issues such as erosion, siltation, and water quality issues. Other
stakeholders were asked about these issues in their jurisdiction or
on their property. A table summarizing the input from
municipalities can be found in Appendix A (Watershed Resource
Inventory). Stakeholder input was particularly helpful in shaping
the Critical Area locations and the Information and Outreach
section of the Plan, which identifies outreach gaps and
opportunities with specific events and groups. Some of the issues
identified during outreach include recurrent flooding; high levels
of sediment, phosphorus, and nitrogen; and inadequate
communication/coordination among potential watershed partners.

Stakeholder meeting with
farmers, summer 2014. Photo:
HeartLands Conservancy.

Flood Survey
Another component of stakeholder outreach, the Madison County Community Flood Survey for
the upper Silver Creek watershed was sent to 2,000 randomly selected addresses in the
watershed, and put online, following the initial stakeholder meetings in 2014. More than 500
responses were received. The results revealed trends in flooding locations, frequency, and
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impacts (Appendix B). The survey found that 26% of respondents experienced flooding in the last
decade, and those respondents experience and average of 2.7 floods per year.
Key Issue Identification and Goal Setting
Using the results of the stakeholder outreach process, the project team and technical committee
identified the key issues—such as erosion and flash flooding—in the watershed. As the key issues
evolved, common themes emerged and the project team was able to develop overarching goals and
objectives for the upper Silver Creek watershed.
Critical Areas Identification
In addition to identification of key issues, the project team used information gathered from
municipalities, townships, the county, individual property owners, and a variety of technical and spatial
data resources and modeling to determine the locations of Critical Areas in the watershed. A “Critical
Area” is a location in the watershed where existing or potential future causes and sources of pollutants
are significantly worse than other areas, or there is significant potential to make improvements toward
watershed plan goals.
Management Measures and Targets
Based on the Watershed Resource Inventory and input from stakeholders and the public, management
measures and targets were identified. Management Measures include potential Best Management
Practices (BMPs) for prevention, remediation, restoration, and maintenance to achieve water quality,
natural resources, and flood control objectives. For each BMP, the plan identifies pollutant load
reduction and other benefits, approximate costs, and a schedule for implementation. Sources of
financial and technical support are also identified, and measures of success and milestones are
established to monitor the ongoing progress of the plan.
Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Loads (STEPL)
The National Great Rivers Research and Education Center (NGRREC) used the Spreadsheet Tool
for Estimating Pollutant Loads (STEPL), which uses land cover, precipitation, and elevation data to
estimate nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment runoff from specific drainage areas. The tool
created estimates for current land use conditions and future land cover scenarios incorporating
Management Measures. The Technical Committee used these numbers to set targets for
pollutant load reduction in the watershed.
Agricultural Conservation Planning Framework (ACPF)
HeartLands Conservancy used the Agricultural Conservation Planning Framework (ACPF), a set of
GIS tools developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to identify locations where
certain Best Management Practices (such as terraces and grassed waterways) would be wellsuited. The ACPF uses topographic data (LiDAR) to create maps of drainage pathways across
agricultural land. These drainage pathways are used alongside land cover, rainfall, and soils data
to create useable maps within the watershed. HeartLands Conservancy worked closely with USDA
to use the ACPF tools to get the most accurate and useful results for this watershed. The Upper
Silver Creek Watershed is one of the first watersheds in the State of Illinois to make use of the
ACPF for planning purposes.
Implementation Plan
For each Management Measure, an implementation schedule was developed. Partners in the watershed
plan can monitor progress and effectiveness using progress report cards (Appendix H).
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Water quality monitoring
NGRREC staff collected existing water quality monitoring data for the watershed (from ISGS, IEPA, and
other sources), and created a monitoring plan for the coming years (Appendix X).
Stormwater Commission and County Board Review
Drafts of the plan were reviewed by the Madison County Stormwater Commission. The Stormwater
Commission makes a recommendation to the County Board on whether to adopt the plan as a part of
the county-wide Stormwater Management Plan.
Integration into Madison County Stormwater Management Plan
Upon adoption by the County Board, the Upper Silver Creek Watershed Plan will become a part of the
county-wide Stormwater Management Plan.
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SECTION 2: GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND TARGETS
Goals and Objectives
A set of long-term goals and objectives were developed to address the challenges and issues associated
with maintaining a healthy, functioning watershed (Table 3). These goals address the issues identified in
the Watershed Resources Inventory, Community Flood Survey, and input from residents, land owners,
businesses, and government officials.
Each goal and objective aligns with a challenge/issue to be addressed, a set of recommended Best
Management Practices (BMPs), the roles of organizations implementing those BMPs, specific and
general projects using those BMPS, and ranking of the priority of the recommended BMPs.
Table 3. Goals and objectives of the Watershed Plan.
Goals

Improve Surface Water
Quality

Reduce
Flooding/Mitigate Flood
Damage

Promote
Environmentally
Sensitive Development

Support Healthy Habitat

Develop Organizational
Frameworks
Conduct Education and
Outreach

Objectives
 Decrease pollutant loading to Silver Creek.
 Reduce phosphorus by 25% by 2025.
 Reduce sediment by 20%.
 Reduce nitrogen by 15% by 2025.
 Maintain Dissolved Oxygen (DO) levels above standard minimums.
 Maintain manganese concentrations below 1,000 µg/L.
 Reduce fecal coliform by 68%.
 Create a private sewage assessment strategy.
 Monitor water quality and identify trends.
 Increase awareness of consequences of littering/illegal dumping.
 Increase stormwater captured, stored, and infiltrated.
 Limit development in the 100-year floodplain.
 Institute development standards that minimize impervious surfaces.
 Preserve the natural flow of streams and slow peak stream flow.
 Promote ongoing maintenance of stormwater storage and conveyance infrastructure.
 Provide information about flood damage prevention and insurance.
 Conserve sensitive lands.
 Increase the acreage of forest, native grassland, and wetlands.
 Use wetland mitigation banking or in-lieu fee programs.
 Implement low-impact development strategies.
 Work with municipalities to amend policies and regulations to include conservation,
native landscaping, stormwater management, and low-impact design.
 Promote healthy ecosystems within streams and riparian areas.
 Monitor fish and aquatic macroinverterbrate communities.
 Identify and protect key natural features and wildlife corridors.
 Prioritize “green” stormwater management approaches.
 Create an invasive species removal strategy.
 Formalize a network of partners to implement the plan.
 Leverage funding from a variety of sources to implement the plan.
 Identify opportunities to assist stakeholders with watershed management.
 Connect watershed stakeholders to decision-makers and experts.
 Offer opportunities for public education and participation in watershed matters.
 Develop public recognition programs focused on the watershed plan’s goals.
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GOAL 1: IMPROVE SURFACE WATER QUALITY
This plan aims to improve surface water quality in the upper Silver Creek watershed, so that the
streams can be safely used by residents, and to remove Silver Creek and its tributaries from IEPA’s
303(d) list of impaired waters.
The upper Silver Creek watershed has been a source of excessive phosphorus and sediment to Silver
Creek, earning it a place on the Illinois EPA 303(d) list of impaired waters for several successive years.
For this plan, numerical reductions for impairments in the watershed are based on observed conditions
and monitoring data, as well as Illinois water quality standards. The main water quality parameters of
concern are sediment, phosphorus, and fecal bacteria (E. coli). The Watershed Impairment Reduction
Targets table on page 32 (Table 4) provides details on the sources of these reduction targets.

Water Quality Objectives:
1.1 Decrease overall pollutant loading to Silver Creek.
1.2 Achieve a 25% reduction in phosphorus from the watershed by 2025. (i.e., a 25% reduction in the annual
total phosphorus load by 2025, based on the Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy.)
1.3 Achieve a 20% reduction in sediment from the watershed by 2045. (i.e., a 20% reduction in the annual
sediment load by 2045 (the long-term watershed planning horizon), based on estimates from a suite of
BMPs that also address the needed phosphorus reduction.)
1.4 Achieve a 15% reduction in nitrogen from the watershed by 2025. (i.e., a 15% reduction in the annual
total nitrogen load by 2025, based on the Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy.)
1.5 Maintain Dissolved Oxygen (DO) levels above standard minimums. (i.e., consistently maintain levels
higher than the minimum concentrations set in Illinois standards (35 Ill. Adm. Code 302, set by the Illinois
Pollution Control Board in 2011). These standards are different for March to July and August to
February.)
1.6 Maintain manganese concentrations no higher than 1,000 µg/L. (i.e., maintain samples no higher than
Illinois’ “general use” water quality standard of 1,000µg/L, and achieve a general reduction.)
1.7 Achieve a 68% reduction in fecal coliform from the watershed by 2045. (i.e., achieve a 68% reduction by
2045 in order to reach the Illinois Pollution Control Board standard of 200 cfu/100ml.)

Monitor the upper Silver Creek watershed’s water quality to identify trends and evaluate the success of
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GOAL 2: REDUCE FLOODING AND MITIGATE FLOOD DAMAGE
Manage and mitigate floods to improve water quality, reduce property damage and health risk, and
reduce infrastructure maintenance costs.
Within the upper Silver Creek watershed, there is a need for further outreach and dissemination of
resources about flood damage prevention and flood insurance; a decrease in impervious surface area;
preservation and slowing of natural stream flow; an increase in flood storage and infiltration features
such as detention basins, wetlands, and no-till agriculture; and changes in policy to discourage
development in flood-prone areas.

Flood Management Objectives:
2.1 Increase the amount of stormwater captured, stored, and infiltrated in the watershed, particularly
upstream of areas with periodic or regular property damage caused by flooding.
2.2 Limit development in the FEMA identified 100-year floodplain.
2.3 Institute development standards that seek to minimize the amount of impervious surfaces in new
development and redevelopment projects.
2.4 Preserve the natural flow regime of streams in the watershed, and identify opportunities to slow peak
stream flow and recharge groundwater where increases in flood height are acceptable.
2.5 Promote ongoing maintenance of stormwater storage and conveyance infrastructure (e.g. detention basins
and ponds) to maximize storage capacity.
2.6 Provide information and outreach about flood damage prevention and flood insurance.
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GOAL 3: PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES
Promote development practices that protect environmentally sensitive lands (e.g., steep slopes,
wetlands, and forests), conserve soil, limit new impervious surfaces, and increase the use of native
vegetation.
Development Objectives:
3.1 Conserve sensitive lands by taking them out of crop production and/or protecting them from
development. These lands include cropland that frequently floods, steep slopes, and forested lands
adjacent to waterways (riparian areas).
3.2 Increase the acreage of forest, native grassland, and wetland in the watershed while reducing the acreage
of impervious surface area and turf grass. Reconnect forest tracts for habitat connectivity.
3.3 Use wetland mitigation banking or in-lieu fee programs to offset the environmental impacts of new
development.
3.4 Implement low-impact development (LID) strategies so that important watershed processes and water
resource functional values are protected. Development should allow high infiltration, use minimal
impervious surface area, protect trees and native vegetation, and have adequate stormwater and
sediment detention.
3.5 Work with municipalities to amend their comprehensive plans, zoning ordinances, and subdivision
regulations to include conservation, native landscaping, stormwater management, and low-impact
development standards.

GOAL 4: SUPPORT HEALTHY FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT
Improve and protect habitat in streams and water bodies to promote biodiversity.
Habitat Objectives:
4.1 Promote healthy ecosystems within streams and riparian areas to provide habitat for a wide variety of
native fish, invertebrate, plant, and animal species.
4.2 Monitor fish and aquatic macroinvertebrate communities alongside water quality data to assess
suitability of habitat.
4.3 Identify and protect key natural features and corridors for wildlife, including wetlands, forest, and
grassland, to prevent the loss or degradation of fish and wildlife habitat.
4.4 Prioritize “green” stormwater management approaches that use native vegetation to naturally filter
pollutants over conventional structural approaches, such as riprap and piped conveyance.
4.5 Create a strategy to remove invasive species within the watershed, and educate landowners about
invasive species and how to safely remove them.
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GOAL 5: DEVELOP ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORKS TO IMPLEMENT
WATERSHED GOALS
Facilitate partnerships with stakeholders and leverage resources to implement the watershed plan.
Organizational Framework Objectives:
5.1 Formalize a network of partners dedicated to implementing the watershed plan and other water quality
and stormwater management issues throughout the County.
5.2 Leverage funding from a variety of sources to implement the watershed plan.

GOAL 6: CONDUCT EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Promote public awareness, understanding, and stewardship of the watershed and the Watershed
Plan.
Education and Outreach Objectives:
6.1 Identify opportunities to assist municipalities, counties, state and federal agencies, and other stakeholders
with watershed management and conservation efforts.
6.2 Connect watershed residents, farmers, and business owners to decision-makers and experts with
knowledge about water quality, flooding issues, and solutions.
6.3 Offer effective opportunities for public education, training, and participation in watershed matters,
including information-based resources and demonstration projects.
6.4 Develop public recognition programs focused on the watershed plan’s goals.
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Watershed Impairment Reduction Targets
Establishing “Impairment Reduction Targets” is an important part of the watershed planning process. It
enables calculations to be made about how implementation of a suite of Management Measures can be
expected to reduce watershed impairments over time. The Implementation Reduction Targets for this
Watershed Plan are based on the Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy, published by IEPA in 2015.
The Strategy describes a comprehensive suite of BMPs for reducing nutrient loads from wastewater
treatment plants and urban and agricultural runoff. Its targets are a 25% reduction in phosphorus and a
15% reduction in nitrogen by 2025, with an eventual target of 45% reduction for both nutrients. This
Watershed Plan adds a target of a 20% reduction in sediment (Table 4).
Additional watershed-wide impairment reduction targets were established for dissolved oxygen,
manganese, fecal coliform, flood damage, habitat degradation, wetlands, surface water infiltration, and
private sewage.
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Table 4. Watershed-wide impairment reduction targets, their basis, and reductions from Critical Areas and other areas recommended.
Impairment: Cause of
Impairment

Water Quality/Aquatic
Life: Phosphorus

Basis for Impairment

264,952 lbs/year of phosphorus
loading, based on STEPL model

Reduction Target

Reduction from Critical Areas and other areas

25% or 66,238 lbs/year reduction in
phosphorus loading by 2025, based on
the Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction
Strategy

TOTAL

Water Quality/Aquatic
Life: Sediment

60,230 tons/year of sediment
loading, based on STEPL model

20% or 12,046 tons/year reduction in
sediment loading by 2045 (the long-term
watershed planning horizon), based on
estimated impacts of proposed BMPs.
Similar target to phosphorus; sediment is
its primary transport mechanism.

1,178,496 lbs/year of nitrogen
loading, based on STEPL model

15% or 176,774 lbs/year reduction in
nitrogen loading by 2025, based on the
Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy

TOTAL

Water Quality/Aquatic
Life: Nitrogen

TOTAL

Water Quality/Aquatic
Life: Dissolved Oxygen

Minimum 2 mg/L (mean 7.7
mg/L) dissolved oxygen, based
on samples collected from the
Silver Creek between 1972 and
2011 by the Illinois Water
Science Center and IEPA

No samples lower than the minimum
concentration in streams:
March – July: 5.0 mg/L at any time, 6.0 mg/L
daily mean averaged over 7 days
August – February: 3.5 mg/L at any time, 4.0
mg/L daily mean averaged over 7 days, 5.5
mg/L daily mean averaged over 30 days

Based on 35 Ill. Adm. Code 302 (Illinois
Pollution Control Board (IPCB), 2011).
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6,194 lbs/year reduction from critical stream reaches
and other poor condition stream reaches
11,561 lbs/year reduction from critical riparian areas and
other riparian areas
600 lbs/year reduction from critical wetland areas
60,224 lbs/year reduction from other agricultural areas
5,345 lbs/year reduction from other urban areas
77,330 lbs/year or 29.3% total phosphorus reduction
567 tons/year reduction from critical stream reaches and
other poor condition stream reaches
1,207 tons/year reduction from critical riparian areas
and other riparian areas
90 tons/year reduction from critical wetland areas
10,258 tons/year reduction from other agricultural areas
645 tons/year reduction from other urban areas
12,199 tons/year or 20.3% total sediment reduction
26,648 lbs/year reduction from critical stream reaches
and other poor condition stream reaches
43,889 lbs/year reduction from critical riparian areas and
other riparian areas
1,173 lbs/year reduction from critical wetland areas
299,509 lbs/year reduction from other agricultural areas
22,345 lbs/year reduction from other urban areas
366,917 lbs/year or 31.1% total nitrogen reduction
72,600 feet streambank and channel restoration,
including riffle pools and other structures that increase
re-aeration
57,394 feet (99%) of poor condition riparian areas
ecologically restored, including 100% Critical Riparian
Areas

Upper Silver Creek Watershed Plan
Impairment: Cause of
Impairment

Water Quality/Aquatic
Life: Manganese

Basis for Impairment

Reduction Target

Reduction from Critical Areas and other areas

Mean 417 µg/L, median 290
µg/L, and maximum 3200 µg/L
dissolved manganese, based on
samples collected from Silver
Creek (1972-2011, Illinois Water
Science Center and IEPA)

No samples higher than the general use
water quality standard of 1,000 µg/L,
and a general reduction in the mean
concentration.* Source: Lower Kaskaskia
River TMDL Report, 2012.

Soil erosion control practices also reducing manganese:
49 acres contour buffer strips
29,032 acres cover crops
494 acres grassed waterways
29,032 acres reduced tillage (conservation tillage/no-till)
100,000 feet terraces
881 acres Water and Sediment Control basins

68% or 430 cfu/100 ml reduction by
Median 630 cfu/100ml fecal
Reductions following maintenance and replacement as a
2045, to reach geometric mean of 200
coliform concentrations, based
result of private sewage inspections
Water Quality/Aquatic
on samples collected from Silver cfu/100 ml in a minimum of 5 samples
Reductions following waste (manure) management
Life: Fecal coliform
Creek (1972-2011, Illinois Water taken over ≤30 days; based on 35 Ill.
systems installation
Science Center and IEPA)
Adm. Code 302 (IPCB, 2011).
26% of Flood Survey
100 acres dry detention basins installed
100 acres dry detention basins installed
respondents experienced
100 acres wet detention basins installed 100 acres wet detention basins installed
Flood Damage:
flooding in the last 10 years,
Retrofits & maintenance of existing
Retrofits & maintenance on all 67 identified existing
Flooding inside and
outside floodplain
reporting a total of >$330,016 in detention basins
detention basins (average size: 1.4 acres)
Critical Flooding Areas prioritized
costs over that time
Single property flood reduction strategies
Habitat Degradation:
57,918 feet of riparian areas are 100% Critical Riparian Areas restored
57,394 feet (99%) of poor condition riparian areas
Invasive/non-native
currently in poor condition, per
Majority of riparian areas in poor
ecologically restored, including 100% Critical Riparian
plant species in riparian the aerial assessment results. Of condition restored
Areas
100% Critical Logjam Areas assessed
areas; hydrologic
this, 183,036 feet are Critical
100% Critical Logjam Areas assessed
5% Critical Logjam areas have logjams
changes due to loss of
Riparian Areas. 37.5 miles
9,900 feet or 5% Critical Logjam areas have logjams
removed
wetlands; logjams
Critical Logjam Area identified.
removed
Wetland Loss: Flood
Thousands of acres of wetlands
storage and filtration
lost since pre-settlement; loss of 100% Critical Wetlands Areas restored
500 acres (100%) Critical Wetlands Areas restored
functions
ecosystem functions
Current 3% impervious cover;
Preservation of open space and
Preservation of open space and infiltration measures in
2.8% annual increase in
infiltration measures used in new and
all new and redevelopment, e.g. designed for
Reduced infiltration to
redevelopment
impervious cover (2006-2011);
Conservation Development and green infrastructure
groundwater
Increase in rain gardens
current 6,981 acres developed
20,000 sq. ft of rain gardens installed
Increase in pervious surfaces in new and
open space (2011 NLCD) or
100 rain barrels/cisterns installed
redevelopment
1,289 acres open space (EWG)
Over 3,000 private sewage
Reduction in in-stream measured fecal
Reduction in in-stream measured fecal coliform at the
systems estimated in watershed coliform (see fecal coliform target above) USGS gauge site
Fecal Coliform: Private
Estimated 10% private sewage
Proactive inspection programs for
Proactive county/municipal inspection programs for
sewage
failure rate nationwide
private sewage, not just complaint-based private sewage, beyond complaint-based assessment
* Note: The public water supply standard is 150 µg/L (eg for Mount Olive & Staunton surface water public supply).
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SECTION 3: ISSUES AND CRITICAL AREAS
Key Issues Identified
The following issues were identified in the watershed planning process. Issues are organized by the
primary goal to which they relate, such as flooding. For some issues, Critical Areas where the issue is
most prevalent or impactful were identified (see p.41).
Surface water quality
Issue: IEPA Primary Sources of Impairment. The primary sources of
impairment to Silver Creek listed on the IEPA 303(d) list are: animal
feeding operations (non-point source pollution), crop production (crop
land or dry land), and municipal point source discharges (storm
sewers). Fertilizers and erosion on crop land contribute to significant
phosphorus and sediment loading. The 2015 Illinois Nutrient Loss
Reduction Strategy identified the need for statewide reductions in
nutrient pollution (including phosphorus) in Illinois waterways.
Wetlands, which act as natural filters and remove nutrients and other
pollutants, were once widespread in the watershed but are now
scarce. Over 500 acres of Critical Wetland Areas have been identified
in the watershed, in locations which are highly suitable for
restoration/construction of wetlands (see p.43).

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Decrease pollutant loading to
Silver Creek.
♦ Reduce phosphorus by 25% by
2025.
♦ Reduce sediment by 20% by
2045.
♦ Reduce nitrogen by 15% by 2025.
♦ Maintain DO levels above
standard minimums.
♦ Maintain manganese levels
below 1,000 µg/L.
♦ Monitor water quality and
identify trends.

Additional surface water issues reported by municipalities include
turbidity (from high concentrations of suspended solids) and duckweed growth on ponds. (None of the
municipalities interviewed had conducted surface water quality testing.) Point sources of pollution come
from ten facilities that require a NPDES permit discharging wastewater into the watershed. Table 5 lists
the known water quality impairments in the watershed and their associated causes and sources.
Municipalities in the watershed do not typically use surface water for their water supply. Most
communities purchase surface water originating in the Mississippi River from suppliers such as the
Bond-Madison Water Company (which buys water from Illinois American Water).
Issue: Soil Erosion from Agricultural Land. Because 75% of the
Objectives addressing this issue:
watershed is agricultural (and most is row crops), farming practices
♦ Reduce sediment by 20% by
factor significantly in the amount and type of pollutants reaching the
2045.
waterways. An estimated 32% of sediment and 87% of phosphorus in
the watershed comes from cropland (see Appendix A, p.144). In Madison County, 75% of corn and 37%
of soybeans are produced using conventional tillage practices, which contribute to high soil erosion.
Conservation tillage (reduced tillage) and no-till practices contribute significantly less sediment and
nutrients. Only 1% of corn and 7% of soybeans in Madison County are in no-till crop production. Marine
and Edwardsville highlighted soil erosion issues within their municipal boundaries. Both municipalities,
and several townships, mentioned instances where row crops are consistently planted up to the edge
and into drainage ditches, leading to greater soil erosion and widening the ditch.
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Table 5. Causes and sources of watershed impairments and the associated goals that address them.
IEPA or other impairment

Cause of impairment

Known or potential source of impairment
Streambank & channel erosion;
Agricultural row crop runoff;
Failing private sewage systems;
Wastewater treatment plants;
Lawn fertilizer;
Level of landowner education;
Livestock operations (manure)
Streambank & channel erosion;
Agricultural row crop runoff;
Construction sites;
Livestock operations (manure)
Heated stormwater runoff from urban areas;
Lack of natural riffles in streams (incl. channelized
streams)

Goals

Water Quality - Aquatic Life

Nutrients: Phosphorus
(known impairment)
and Nitrogen
(potential impairment)

Water Quality - Aquatic Life

Sediment: Total
Suspended Solids /
Turbidity
(known impairment)

Water Quality - Aquatic Life

Low dissolved oxygen
(known impairment)

Water Quality - Aquatic Life

Manganese
(known impairment)*

Naturally high manganese levels in soil and rocks;
Atmospheric deposition from industry (e.g. primarily
coal-fired power plants);
Discharges from industrial operations;

1

Water Quality - Aquatic Life

Fecal coliform
(potential impairment)

Failing private sewage systems;
Wastewater treatment plants;
Livestock operations (manure)

1

Habitat Degradation

Invasive/non-native plant
species & degradation in
riparian and other natural
areas
(known impairment)

Existing and introduced invasive species populations;
Logjams, trash/debris, and other obstructions in
streams;
Level of public education

Habitat Degradation

Loss and fragmentation
of open
space/wetlands/natural
habitat
(known impairment)

Structural Flood Damage

Encroachment in 100year floodplain
(known impairment)

Structural Flood Damage

Urban flooding / flash
flooding
(known impairment)

Inadequate protection policy;
Lack of land acquisition funds;
Traditional development design;
Streambank, channel, and riparian area modification;
Lack of restoration and maintenance funds;
Wetland & riparian buffer loss
Channelized streams;
Agricultural drain tiles;
Wetland & riparian buffer loss;
Logjams and other obstructions in streams;
Existing and future urban impervious surfaces;
Existing and future urban impervious surfaces;
Inadequate stormwater infrastructure (e.g. too few
detention basins);
Poor stormwater infrastructure design & function;
Lack of funding for stormwater infrastructure;
Agricultural drain tiles;
Traditional development design

* Manganese may not be a significant impairment. Manganese measurements taken before 1997 are higher than those taken
recently, perhaps due to better measurement procedures and a more accurate detection level.
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Issue: Soil Erosion from Streams. In addition to soil erosion from
farmland, streambank and channel erosion contributes much of the
sediment loading in the watershed. Streambank erosion has a very
high sediment delivery rate (100%) to the stream. 264,525 feet of
streams assessed in the watershed had high streambank erosion
(including Critical Stream Reaches, which had high streambank
erosion and high channelization – see p.41). An additional 283,512
ft of streams assessed had moderate streambank erosion.
Streambanks contribute an estimated 63% of sediment in the
watershed to streams (see Appendix A, p.144). Stream erosion is
especially problematic in areas that are becoming increasingly
urbanized, due to the increased volume of water reaching streams
in “flashy” surface flow during storm events. Marine and Hamel
reported unstable streambanks and erosion issues upstream of
their water and wastewater treatment facilities, respectively,
threatening the viability of those facilities in the event of a bank
blow-out. Several Open House attendees also reported erosion on
their properties from widening ditches, tributaries, and creeks.

Issue: Logjams. Streambank erosion is also exacerbated by logjams,
which are woody vegetation and/or other debris which obstructs a
stream channel and backs up stream water. Over 37 miles of Critical
Logjam Areas (identified at locations of concentrated logjams) were
identified in the watershed (see p.41). Logjams can be both a cause
and a result of streambank erosion. They can alter flow, directing
water outwards to the streambanks, increasing scouring and bank
erosion. Logjams result from streambank erosion when a stream is
incising or meandering excessively, causing large woody vegetation
on the banks to be undercut and fall into the stream. Several
stakeholders identified beavers as a cause of logjams along Silver
Creek.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Reduce sediment by 20% by
2045.

Severe streambank erosion on Silver
Creek near Troy, spring 2014.
Photo:HeartLands Conservancy.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Reduce sediment by 20% by 2045.

Logjam in the Silver Creek
watershed, summer 2014. Photo:
NGRREC.

Issue: Contamination from Private Sewage and Animal Waste. Large
spikes in fecal coliform levels have occurred at monitoring gauges
Objectives addressing this issue:
on Silver Creek. The watershed has more than 3,000 private sewage
♦ Create a private sewage
systems (i.e. septic systems). USEPA uses a figure from the U.S.
assessment strategy.
Census Bureau that at least 10% of septic systems nationwide have
♦ Reduce fecal coliform by 68%.
stopped working, while local government officials estimate that the
failure rate in this watershed is actually much higher (up to 90% in older developments). Several
municipalities and Open House attendees reported occurrences of and bad odors from failing systems.
Waste from livestock and other animal feeding operations (AFOs) can also contribute nutrients and
bacteria to surface water. Private sewage and animal waste are considered point sources of pollution
that emanate from specific locations. Municipal wastewater is largely treated at facilities within the
watershed, and residents are encouraged to tap on to municipal sewer lines when feasible.
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Issue: Infiltration into Sanitary Sewers (De Facto Combined
Sewers)
All of the municipalities in the watershed have separate storm and
sanitary sewer systems. However, several municipalities report that
aging infrastructure has led to instances of infiltration of
stormwater into the sanitary system, resulting in sewer backups, de
facto combined sewers, and occurrences of combined sewer
overflows (CSOs). This results in property damage, raw sewage
draining into surface water, and increased costs of cleanup and
sewage treatment for municipalities.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Decrease pollutant loading to
Silver Creek.
♦ Decrease fecal coliform by
68%.
♦ Promote ongoing maintenance
of stormwater storage and
conveyance infrastructure.

Issue: Dumping and Littering. Trash and debris is an issue in places
Objectives addressing this issue:
where roads cross the creek and its tributaries. People throwing
♦ Decrease pollutant loading to
trash out of car windows or dumping unwanted or hazardous
Silver Creek.
materials leads to debris deposits that are eyesores, harm fish and
♦ Increase awareness of
wildlife, and create obstructions in the creek. Illegal dumping of
consequences of littering/illegal
large objects into or next to creeks is also an issue, particularly in
dumping.
wooded, secluded areas. Several Open House attendees mentioned
litter, trash, and debris on their property or on the creeks and streams they drive past.

Flooding
Issue: Prevalent Flooding. Flooding is highly prevalent in the upper
Silver Creek watershed, both inside and outside of floodplains, and
in rural and urban areas. Urban flooding was probably the most
important to the municipalities interviewed; all of them had
experienced at least some flooding in developed areas. Open
House attendees and Flood Survey respondents reported flooding
on their properties and on the roads around them. The Madison
County Community Flood Survey,
administered in 2014, revealed
significant and widespread flooding
problems affecting residents and
property owners in the watershed
(Appendix B). Frequent flooding
damaged homes and businesses, causing
health and safety impacts, as well as
monetary loss. See Table 5 for causes
and sources associated with flooding.

Road overtopping near Marine, 2013.
Photo: Village of Marine.
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Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Increase stormwater captured,
stored, and infiltrated.
♦ Institute development
standards that minimize
impervious surfaces.
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Issue: Extensive Floodplain. FEMA has identified almost 11% of the
watershed as 100-year floodplain. This area is almost entirely
riverine floodplain around Silver Creek and its larger tributaries.
Five communities in the watershed are enrolled in the National
Flood Insurance Program, but seven are not fully covered by a
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM). A 2010 Oates Associates report
for Madison County found seven road overtopping locations in the
watershed based on FIRMs, mostly where roads cross Silver Creek
(Appendix A).

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Limit development in the 100year floodplain.
♦ Preserve the natural flow of
streams and slow peak stream
flow.
♦ Provide information about
flood damage prevention and
insurance.

Issue: Flooding Outside of Floodplains. The flatter, higher ground at Objectives addressing this issue:
the edges of the watershed is not in the floodplain, but it has still
♦ Institute development
been flooded by flash floods/urban flooding from time to time. This
standards that minimize
flooding is a result of increased impervious surfaces (developed
impervious surfaces.
areas), changes in local hydrology (such as ditches installed or filled
♦ Promote ongoing maintenance
in), and severe storm events with heavy rainfall. Sixty-two percent
of stormwater storage and
of the flooding reported in the Madison County Community Flood
conveyance infrastructure.
Survey did not occur in floodplains (Appendix B). Lack of
stormwater infrastructure, inadequate infrastructure (such as undersized culverts), aging infrastructure,
and inadequate maintenance of infrastructure all contribute to the issue of flooding outside of
floodplains. Critical Flooding Areas were identified through analysis of available flood data, leading to a
flood risk/impact ranking for each of the HUC14 subwatersheds (see p.42).

Land Cover and Development
Issue: Poorly Planned Development. Flooding and water quality
issues are exacerbated by new development that does not include
well-designed drainage and green infrastructure. The upper Silver
Creek watershed includes several examples of such poorly planned
development, where floods, siltation, and sewer backups have
plagued the structures, roadways, and adjacent property. Current
development policy among the watershed communities does not
actively promote green infrastructure as a way to manage
stormwater and allow infiltration.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Conserve sensitive lands.
♦ Implement low-impact
development strategies.
♦ Increase the acreage of forest,
native grassland, and wetlands.
♦ Use wetland mitigation
banking or in-lieu fee programs.

Development in the Metro East is occurring at a rapid pace. Madison and St. Clair counties combined
lose 1/3 acre of agricultural land to development every minute, according to the USDA’s National
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) for 2007-2012. The population in the watershed is also projected to
increase over the next few decades. New development will likely occur within and around municipalities
and in unincorporated areas in the watershed, consuming as much as 40,000 acres of farmland and
7,000 acres of forest/grassland. New impervious surfaces will compound the problems of flooding, lack
of infiltration, and poor water quality. Without changes in policy, local flash flooding will pose significant
risks to both new and existing development. Furthermore, maintenance agreements are not always put
in place for new development to ensure stormwater features continue to function. (See the issue, “Need
for Updated Operations”.) Municipalities in the watershed need stronger policies to maintain
stormwater infrastructure, protect steep slopes, and preserve native vegetation as development occurs.
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Issue: Poor Aquifer Replenishment. The water table is very shallow
over much of the watershed, and rainfall slowly replenishes
groundwater supplies removed by people or evapotranspiration.
However, replenishment of aquifers has declined as impervious
surfaces have increased in area. Continued development outside
municipalities – urban sprawl – has added impervious surface which
does not allow infiltration and replenishment of the water table.
Future development is likely to continue this trend.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Work with municipalities to
amend policies and regulations
to include conservation, native
landscaping, stormwater
management, and low-impact
design.
♦ Prioritize “green” stormwater
management approaches.

Additionally, conventional row crop agriculture, which covers most
of the area in the watershed, results in less infiltration of rainwater compared to conservation and no-till
farming practices due to the destruction of natural soil structure. The Illinois State Geological Survey has
documented 1,193 water wells in the watershed, including municipal water supply, irrigation, industrial,
and commercial wells. Reductions to aquifer replenishment may become an issue for the several
municipalities and private residences that use these wells for their drinking water supply and other
purposes. (Only one municipality – Alhambra – uses groundwater from within the watershed for its
water supply, and even then, only as a portion of its supply.) No wellhead protection plan is known to be
in place in the watershed.

Habitat
Issue: Invasive Species. Invasive species,
such as bush honeysuckle, tree-ofheaven, garlic mustard, and climbing
euonymous (wintercreeper), are threats
to many natural areas because they
crowd out native trees and shrubs that
protect streambanks from erosion.
Invasives also crowd out food sources of
animals and insects, further degrading the
ecosystem. See Table 5 for causes and
sources associated with habitat degradation.

Issue: Endangered Species. Endangered
species such as the Indiana bat and leafy
prairie clover may be present in the
watershed. Removing invasive species
and protecting native habitat around
streams will provide locations for
endangered species to thrive.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Create an invasive species removal strategy.
♦ Work with municipalities to amend policies and
regulations to include conservation, native landscaping,
stormwater management, and low-impact design.
♦ Increase the acreage of forest, native grassland, and
wetlands.
♦ Monitor fish and aquatic macroinvertebrate
communities.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Promote healthy ecosystems within streams and riparian
areas.
♦ Conserve sensitive lands.
♦ Use wetland mitigation banking or in-lieu fee mitigation.
♦ Identify and protect key natural features and wildlife
corridors.
♦ Monitor fish and aquatic macroinvertebrate communities.
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Issue: Poor Riparian Conditions. The forested corridor (or riparian area) along Silver Creek provides
habitat for neo-tropical migratory songbirds which
Objectives addressing this issue:
fly through and/or nest there after migrating from
♦ Conserve sensitive lands.
Central and South America. The songbirds require
♦ Work with municipalities to amend policies and
dense forest interior conditions without holes or
regulations to include conservation, native
gaps, which encourage nest predators such as
landscaping, stormwater management, and lowraccoons, opossums, skunks, and
impact design.
cowbirds. Approximately 9% of the riparian area
♦ Prioritize “green” stormwater management
along streams is in “poor” ecological condition
approaches.
(Appendix A, p.87). Over 34 miles of streams were
♦ Identify and protect key natural features and
identified as Critical Riparian Areas (see p.42).
wildlife corridors.
Issue: Poor Macroinvertebrate Diversity. The quality and diversity
Objectives addressing this issue:
of macroinverterbate populations indicates the health of the
♦ Monitor fish and aquatic
ecosystem and quality of water for human consumption.
macroinvertebrate communities.
Macroinvertebrates (animals without a backbone that are large
enough to be viewed through a microscope) are an important part of the aquatic food chain and serve
as indicators of stream health. Monitoring of macroinvertebrate populations within the upper Silver
Creek Watershed indicate very poor to fair conditions over time, and the watershed lacks diversity of
macroinvertebrate populations.

Organizational needs/issues
Issue: Lack of Coordination/Partnerships. There are many
Objectives addressing this issue:
potential partners in the region dedicated to different aspects of
♦ Formalize a network of
water quality and stormwater management, including federal
partners to implement the plan.
agencies, state agencies, non-profits, land trusts, land owners,
institutions, and local governments. To effectively implement the watershed plan and the County’s
stormwater program, a network of these partners should be established to help tackle certain issues
and objectives.

Issue: Need for Updated Operations. The plan can be most
Objectives addressing this issue:
effective when its goals, strategies, and recommendations are
♦ Identify opportunities to assist
integrated into the operations of partner organizations. When an
stakeholders with watershed
organization or community has made a commitment to the plan by
management.
adding its recommended BMPs to its operations schedules and
budgets, those BMPs become much easier to implement. Madison County’s MS4 program is a good
source of information about stormwater BMPs. Maintenance agreements are an indispensable tool to
help municipalities, Homeowners Associations, and others with the operation and maintenance of
stormwater infrastructure. A detailed maintenance agreement will lay out the responsibilities of the
parties involved in maintaining a functioning drainage system. There are few maintenance agreements
in effect in the watershed at present on private land.
Street sweeping is an important municipal operation that improves the water quality of urban runoff. It
is not included in this plan as a separate Management Measure; all of the MS4 municipalities in the
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watershed already conduct regular street sweeping (Edwardsville, Troy, and Glen Carbon). Townships
that do street sweeping on oil and chip roads in the watershed (such as Jarvis, Edwardsville, and Pin
Oak) are able to reclaim the excess rock swept up and reuse it the next time the roads are oiled.

Issue: Need for Funding. There are a variety of funding sources and
programs available to implement goals and objectives of the
watershed plan. Existing resources include IEPA Section 319,
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), Conservation Reserve
Enhancement Program (CREP), Environmental Quality Incentives
Program (EQIP), Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP),
foundation grants, and various other programs.

Objectives addressing this issue:
♦ Leverage funding from a
variety of sources to implement
the plan.
♦ Develop public recognition
programs focused on the
watershed plan’s goals.

Information and Outreach
Issue: Need for Communication. The public engagement process
Objectives addressing this issue:
for the plan revealed a need for education on water quality and
♦ Connect watershed
flooding for the general public. For example, the Flood Survey
stakeholders to decision-makers
revealed a need for further education about flooding and flood
and experts.
insurance. Ten percent of Flood Survey respondents did not know
♦ Offer opportunities for public
that all or part of their property was in the floodplain. The majority
education and participation in
of flooding reported in the survey (87%) was outside of FEMAwatershed matters.
designated floodplains, and several property owners had flood
insurance policies on structures outside of the floodplain. Over half of respondents who had flooding did
not report it to anyone. Given that a quarter of respondents experienced flooding over the last ten
years, there is a clear mandate to further educate residents on flood damage prevention and mitigation.

Issue: Lack of Access to Technical Resources and Funding. The
Objectives addressing this issue:
public engagement process also revealed that many land owners in
♦ Offer opportunities for public
the watershed want to help. Many came to meetings requesting
education and participation in
technical support and assistance with obtaining funding to
watershed matters.
implement BMPs on their land. The Madison County Stormwater
Coordinator received an average of 17 complaints about drainage and flooding per year between 2012
and 2015 (Appendix A), a very small number compared to the number of flooded properties in the
county identified in the Flood Survey. Municipalities also need access to resources and funding to
implement projects within city limits.

Issue: Need for Outreach to Key Stakeholders. Because a large
Objectives addressing this issue:
proportion of the watershed is private property, and water-based
♦ Develop public recognition
recreation is uncommon, individual interactions with streams and
programs focused on the
waterbodies in the watershed are limited. Education and outreach
watershed plan’s goals.
efforts to engage landowners and other key stakeholders are
needed to increase environmental awareness and achieve the goals of this plan. A single regulatory
agency or group cannot be as effective as a combined effort with other groups all working towards the
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same goal. Many people will work hard to help make the watershed better if they understand what to
do and how it will help.
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Critical Areas
For this plan, a “Critical Area” is best described as a location in the watershed where existing or
potential future causes and sources of pollutants or issues are significantly worse than other areas of the
watershed, OR there is significant potential for the area to make a difference in making improvements
towards one or more of the Watershed Plan goals. The following Critical Areas were identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Highly degraded stream reaches (Critical Stream Reaches);
Stream reaches with high susceptibility to logjams (Critical Logjam Areas);
Highly degraded riparian areas (Critical Riparian Areas);
Areas of prevalent flooding (Critical Flooding Areas); and
Areas suitable for wetland restoration (Critical Wetland Areas).

The Management Measures recommended are focused on these Critical Areas, but are also
recommended for application elsewhere in the watershed where conditions are suitable.
The location and extent of each Critical Area was informed by data collected in the Watershed Resource
Inventory, including an aerial assessment of streambank condition, riparian area condition, and
channelization; as well as through information collected during stakeholder engagement The
Agricultural Conservation Planning Framework (ACPF), a GIS model developed by USDA, provided
locations for Critical Areas on agricultural land. The following explains how the Critical Areas were
delineated.

Critical Stream Reaches
Critical stream reaches exhibit highly eroded banks or stream beds, or degraded channel conditions, that
are a major source of total suspended solids (sediment), phosphorus and nitrogen carried with it. 2.75 miles
of stream reaches have been identified as high priority “Critical Stream Reaches”, using aerial assessment
and field verification data on streambank erosion, streambed erosion, and channelization. The Critical
reaches have high streambank erosion and high channelization. Streambank stabilization and channel
restoration BMPs, including bioengineering, will greatly reduce sediment and nutrients transported
downstream, increase dissolved oxygen levels, and improve habitat.
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Critical Logjam Areas
Critical areas for logjams were delineated from known locations of logjams identified in the aerial stream
assessment for this Watershed Plan, from the stakeholder engagement process, and in the 2008-2009
Madison County Stream Cleanup project. The Critical Areas are stream reaches that are within 0.25 mile of
another reported logjam along the same stream. These areas represent current or likely locations of
logjams, but not where they would cause the greatest flood impacts or damage. 37.5 miles of stream
reaches have been identified as Critical Logjam Areas. Localized assessment is recommended for these
reaches to determine whether logjam removal is appropriate and cost-effective at specific locations. The
American Fisheries Society’s 1983 “Stream Obstruction Removal Guidelines” are a reliable source for
determining what types of logjams should be removed.

Critical Riparian Areas
Critical riparian areas are areas adjacent to stream reaches that:
1) Have limited or no vegetated buffer beside the stream (i.e., “poor” riparian condition as determined
by aerial assessment), and/or
2) Receive significant surface runoff and groundwater and have high ecological significance (i.e.,
riparian areas that are determined as “Critical Zones” by the ACPF modeling – see Appendix D).
Along the stream corridors, 183,036 feet (34.7 miles) were identified as Critical Riparian Areas. Removal of
invasive species and revegetation of these areas with appropriate native vegetation will increase surface
water infiltration and reduce sediment and nutrient flows to the streams.
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Critical Flooding Areas
For flooding, instead of individual locations being identified
as critical areas, a flood risk/impact ranking was applied to
the HUC14 subwatersheds using the following criteria:
1) Flooding and flood impacts reported from the
Madison County Community Flood Survey
(specifically, flood prevalence, frequency, neighbors’
flooding, and flood damage);
2) Extent of the 100-year floodplain;
3) Areas between 90 and 100% impervious cover; and
4) Flooding events reported by stakeholders at small
group meetings and Open House events.

Flood overtopping a road that crosses Silver
Creek, 2013. Photo: Village of Marine.

The top 10 of the 20 ranked HUC14 subwatersheds for
flooding are shown in Figure 4 on page 47, with different colors denoting flood risk/impacts. In these
subwatersheds, which often see repeated flooding in specific locations, best practices include structural
detention basin systems and wetlands, along with multiple non-structural elements that increase infiltration
of surface runoff. Topographic maps should be consulted to determine the most effective BMP locations.
The southern half of the watershed is weighted more heavily for flood risk/impact because there is more
floodplain area, more impervious cover, and a greater population there (three of the ranking criteria
above).

Critical Wetland Areas
Wetlands are highly effective at filtering pollutants from surface water, in addition to providing flood
storage and wildlife habitat benefits. Critical wetland areas, which are highly suitable for
restoration/construction of wetlands, include:
1) Areas on agricultural land that are highly suitable for nutrient removal wetlands and have high, very
high, or critical runoff risk, as determined by the ACPF; and
2) Areas identified as having a high restoration rank (8 to 13 on a scale of -2 to 13) from the Missouri
Resource Assessment Partnership (MoRAP) assessment of wetland importance.
Because the ACPF tool is directed at agricultural land, the nutrient removal wetlands output by the model
are all in agricultural fields. They also tended to be large areas (greater than 1 acre each). And because the
MoRAP wetland restoration assessment used hydric soils and proximity to existing wetlands as criteria for
its algorithms, the areas with high restoration rank values are largely in or close to the stream corridor. The
MoRAP-generated wetland areas tended to be much smaller areas (less than a tenth of an acre in size), but
several such areas were often close together. They are difficult to see on the maps on the following pages
because they are so small in size.
The Critical Wetland Areas identified can catch sediment which has eroded from agricultural land and
stream channels close to the sources of such sediment. There are 500.4 acres of Critical Wetland Areas in
the watershed.
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All of the Critical Areas identified in the watershed are shown in Figure 4. Pages 48 to 67 show the
Critical Areas in more detail in each HUC14 subwatershed. Each individual type of Critical Area is shown
in maps in Appendix D, with more information about the sources of data behind the selection of Critical
Area locations.
The planning team expected to see more overlap between Critical Stream Reaches, Riparian Areas, and
Logjams, but these areas are largely geographically separate. This illustrates the conservative nature of
the assessments used to find these areas – stringent criteria used to identify each type of Critical Area
that created very narrowly defined/small areas of each. It is important to note that a measure taken to
address one of these problems, such as streambank restoration, will likely address logjam issues and
improve riparian conditions as well.
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Figure 4. Critical Areas for stream reaches, logjams, riparian areas, wetlands, and flooding. See Appendix D for
maps of each individual Critical Area type.
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HUC 07140204050101: Heeren Pond-Silver Creek (Mount
Olive Area)
This subwatershed is a long, diamond-shaped drainage area at the northern end of
the upper Silver Creek watershed. It extends from Mount Olive in the north to
below the Macoupin-Madison county line in the south.
Area: 9,613 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Macoupin, Madison, and Montgomery
Municipalities: Mount Olive
Townships: Mount Olive/Staunton, Walshville, Olive, and New Douglas
Critical Logjam Areas: 19,034 feet (3.6 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were
identified. They are largely in the forested area at the confluence of three
tributaries at the north end of Silver Creek.
Critical Stream Reaches: 1,435 feet (0.27 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were
identified. Some are on a tributary to Silver Creek north of Staunton Road, one
section is on Silver Creek south of Staunton Road, and three sections are on a
tributary just south of the Madison-Macoupin county border.
Critical Riparian Areas: 2,988 feet (0.6 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were
identified on several tributaries, with some overlap with Critical Logjam Areas.
Critical Wetland Areas: One 0.38-acre Critical Wetland Area was identified directly
adjacent to Silver Creek near the outflow of the subwatershed.
No flooding locations were identified by stakeholders in this subwatershed.
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HUC 07140204050102: Binney-Silver Creek (West of New Douglas)
This subwatershed is an approximately square-shaped drainage area bisected by New Douglas Road near the
northern end of the upper Silver Creek watershed. It is entirely within Madison County.
Area: 5,273 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: New Douglas
Townships: Olive and New Douglas
Critical Logjam Areas: 14,884 feet (2.8 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified. This includes a large section
along Silver Creek itself, and segments of three tributaries to the east.
Critical Stream Reaches: 1,442 feet (0.27 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were identified. It is all along a tributary
to Silver Creek south of New Douglas Road. It overlaps a segment of the Critical Logjam Areas in this subwatershed.
Critical Riparian Areas: No Critical Riparian Areas were identified in this subwatershed.
Critical Wetland Areas: 2.95 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, largely along the Silver Creek corridor.
No flooding locations were identified by stakeholders in this subwatershed.
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HUC 07140204050201: Big Four Reservoir (Williamson Area)
This subwatershed is a long, diamond-shaped drainage area bisected by 1-55. Half is in
Macoupin County, draining to the other half in Madison County.
Area: 6,518 acres
Named streams: None (tributaries to Silver Creek)
Counties: Macoupin and Madison
Municipalities: Williamson and Livingston
Townships: Mount Olive/Staunton and Olive
Critical Logjam Areas: 4,310 feet (0.8 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified.
They are in two main segments: one running north-south through Williamson, and
another east of Livingston.
Critical Stream Reaches: 256 feet (0.05 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were
identified. This small stream reach is located near the outflow of the subwatershed,
and overlaps a Critical Riparian Area.
Critical Riparian Areas: 7,433 feet (1.4 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified
along tributaries, including a 0.2 mile segment in Williamson.
Critical Wetland Areas: 13.49 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, including
two large areas on forested land adjacent to the tributary east of Williamson and
Livingston.
Flooding locations identified by stakeholders are also shown. Only one flooding
location of approximately 6 acres was identified on agricultural land adjacent to a
tributary north of Williamson.
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HUC 07140204050202: Village of Livingston-Silver Creek
(Between Livingston and Alhambra)
This subwatershed includes the Silver Creek corridor towards the northern end of the
watershed and a small segment of Route 140.
Area: 7,750 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Livingston and Alhambra (very small areas of each)
Townships: Olive, New Douglas, and Alhambra
Critical Logjam Areas: 12,297 feet (2.3 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were
identified, all along Silver Creek.
Critical Stream Reaches: 348 feet (0.07 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were
identified.
Critical Riparian Areas: No Critical Riparian Areas were identified.
Critical Wetland Areas: 37.34 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified along
the Silver Creek corridor and on tributaries.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 27 acres in
three locations (Frandsen Road, Alhambra Road, and Silver Creek Road). Flood water
overtopping the road was the issue at each location.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has high flood
risk/impacts (#8 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek
watershed).
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HUC 07140204050203: Village of Livingston
This long subwatershed drains southward from Livingston into Silver Creek. It is
bounded by Route 4 to the west and a railway berm to the north. I-55 runs
through it.
Area: 7,756 acres
Named streams: None (tributaries to Silver Creek)
Counties: Madison and Macoupin
Municipalities: Livingston and Williamson
Townships: Mount Olive/Staunton, Olive, and Alhambra
Critical Logjam Areas: 9,753 feet (1.8 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were
identified. They are all found on stream segments south of I-55. One of the Critical
Logjam Areas overlaps with a long Critical Riparian Area.
Critical Stream Reaches: 214 feet (0.04 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were
identified. This small section overlaps with a Critical Riparian Area south of I-55.
Critical Riparian Areas: One 4,113-ft (0.8 mile) Critical Riparian Area was
identified on a tributary. It entirely overlaps a Critical Logjam Area.
Critical Wetland Areas: 7.91 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified. The
greatest concentration of these areas is on agricultural land at the north end of
the subwatershed south of Staunton.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 80 acres in
four locations, including an area adjacent to Route 4 where the flood waters
occasionally overtop the road. The three other locations also relate to road
overtopping (Sievers Rd, Frandsen Rd, and Renken Rd).
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HUC 07140204050301: Village of Worden-Silver Creek (East of
Worden)
Bounded by a railway berm along its northwest side, this subwatershed drains east and
south from Worden. I-55 and Routes 4 and 140 run through it. Silver Creek runs through
the southern end of this area.
Area: 8,050 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Worden
Townships: Mount Olive/Staunton and Olive
Critical Logjam Areas: 21,703 feet (4.1 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified in
six areas. A particularly long and meandering stream segment prone to logjams can be
found at the intersection of the tributary with Silver Creek.
Critical Stream Reaches: 1,530 feet (0.29 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were
identified, all along Silver Creek near Route 140. There is some overlap with Critical
Logjam Areas.
Critical Riparian Areas: 2,089 feet (0.4 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified on
two tributaries north of Route 140. One Critical Riparian Area overlaps with a Critical
Logjam Area.
Critical Wetland Areas: 7.91 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified along
tributaries and in one large area adjacent to Silver Creek near the south end of the
subwatershed.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 90 acres in four
locations, including an area adjacent to Route 4 where the flood waters occasionally
overtop the road, two other road overtopping locations (e.g. Frandsen Rd), and cropland
flooding (near the intersection of Route 140 and Frandsen Rd).
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HUC 07140204050302: Village of Alhambra
This long and narrow subwatershed represents the area drained by the
tributary that runs through Alhambra.
Area: 5,797 acres
Named streams: None (tributary to Silver Creek)
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Alhambra
Townships: Alhambra, Olive, New Douglas, and Leef
Critical Logjam Areas: 24,131 feet (4.6 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were
identified, covering the majority of the tributary. This is the greatest length of
Critical Logjam Areas of any of the subwatersheds. There is some overlap with
Critical Riparian Areas and Critical Stream Areas.
Critical Stream Reaches: 2,145 feet (0.46 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were
identified, located at the northern end of the tributary and just north of Route
140 in Alhambra. This is the greatest length of Critical Stream Reaches of any of
the subwatersheds. All Critical Stream Reaches in this subwatershed overlap
Critical Riparian Areas.
Critical Riparian Areas: 7,605 feet (1.4 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were
identified along the tributary, upstream, within, and below Alhambra. They
overlap significantly with Critical Stream Reaches and Critical Logjam Areas.
Critical Wetland Areas: 6.46 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified
along the tributary and on agricultural land at the edges of the subwatershed.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 2 acres
over two locations in Alhambra. One stakeholder reported a flash flood
reaching into a residential basement (Walnut Street); another stakeholder
identified flooding on the west side of West Street as water comes in from fields
to the north.
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HUC 07140204050303: Village of Hamel
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050304)
This subwatershed includes the west side of Hamel and portions of I-55, Route 140,
and Route 157.
Area: 6,225 acres
Named streams: None (tributary of Silver Creek)
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Hamel
Townships: Hamel and Omphghent
Critical Logjam Areas: 8,801 feet (1.7 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified
along three sections of the main tributary to Silver Creek. There is some overlap
with a Critical Riparian Area south of I-55.
Critical Stream Reaches: One 42-foot (0.01-mile) Critical Stream Reach was
identified at the intersection of two tributaries south of Route 157.
Critical Riparian Areas: 3,278 feet (0.6 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were
identified along three sections of a tributary. One section overlaps a Critical Logjam
Area.
Critical Wetland Areas: 2.69 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified in small
areas of agricultural land around the tributaries.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 2 acres in two
locations in Hamel: one on the north side where basement flooding has occurred
(flooded area sits on the watershed boundary and extends to HUC
07140204050304/Village of Hamel – Silver Creek (Southeast of Hamel), and one on a
corner lot on Park Avenue where flooded areas reach 3 feet deep.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has moderate
flood risk/impacts (#10 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek
watershed).
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HUC 07140204050304: Village of Hamel – Silver Creek
(Southeast of Hamel)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050303)
This subwatershed includes the intersection of I-55 and Route 140 at Hamel, a portion
of Route 4, and a significant meandering segment of Silver Creek.
Area: 6,064 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Hamel
Townships: Hamel, Alhambra, Omphghent, and Pin Oak
Critical Logjam Areas: 9,574 feet (1.8 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified in
the subwatershed, along two segments of Silver Creek. The Critical Logjam Area at the
north end of the subwatershed is adjacent to the Critical Logjam Area at the south end
of HUC 07140204050302/Village of Alhambra.
Critical Stream Reaches: 1,411 feet (0.27 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were
identified, all on Silver Creek at the southern end of the subwatershed, and all closely
adjacent to Critical Wetland Areas.
Critical Riparian Areas: No Critical Riparian Areas were identified.
Critical Wetland Areas: 6.73 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, almost
entirely within the forested Silver Creek corridor.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 19 acres in five
locations, including three in Hamel: a subdivision on the north side of Hamel (flooded
basements), a flat area in front of the Hamel firehouse, and the I-55 highway. Other
reported flooding in the subwatershed included road overtopping on Hamel Drive and
on a private driveway crossing a tributary.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has very high flood
risk/impacts (#4 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek watershed).
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HUC 07140204050401: Grigsby Lake – Silver Creek (Fruit Road Area)
This subwatershed spans the width of the watershed northwest of Marine, roughly along Fruit Road, including
Silver Creek and a few tributaries. Sections of I-55 and Route 4 are included.
Area: 6,291 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: None
Townships: Hamel, Alhambra, Pin Oak, and Marine
Critical Logjam Areas: One 1,928-foot (0.4-mile) Critical Logjam Area was identified, on a tributary directly west of
Route 4.
Critical Stream Reaches: 780 feet (0.15 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were identified in three segments; one
along Silver Creek, one close by on a tributary overlapping a Critical Riparian Area, and one near Route 4.
Critical Riparian Areas: 5,345 feet (1.0 mile) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified in three sections on one
tributary to Silver Creek.
Critical Wetland Areas: 83.11 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified. This is the greatest area of Critical
Wetland Areas of any of the subwatersheds. There are opportunities for large wetland areas on four of the
tributaries in this watershed, as well as smaller areas along Silver Creek.
No flooding locations were identified by stakeholders in this subwatershed.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has moderate flood risk/impacts (#7 out of 20).
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HUC 07140204050402: Willaredt Lake-Silver Creek (Pin Oak Road Area)
This subwatershed spans the width of the watershed northeast of Edwardsville, including a slice of Silver Creek and
a few short tributaries. I-55 cuts through the northwest corner.
Area: 5,188 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: None
Townships: Pin Oak, Marine, and Hamel
Critical Logjam Areas: 19,884 feet (3.8 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified. This includes two segments
of Silver Creek and two segments on a tributary on the west side of Silver Creek.
Critical Stream Reaches: No Critical Stream Reaches were identified.
Critical Riparian Areas: One 1,050-foot (0.2-mile) Critical Riparian Area was identified on a tributary near I-55.
Critical Wetland Areas: 75.65 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified. As with the subwatershed to the
north, Grigsby Lake – Silver Creek (Fruit Road Area), there are opportunities for very large wetland areas on several
tributaries to Silver Creek, in addition to smaller areas.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 3 acres at one location where flood waters
overtop Route 4 northwest of Marine.
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HUC 07140204050501: Neudeckers Mountain (Marine Area)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050502)
This subwatershed drains all of Marine and includes the intersection of Routes 4 and 143. I-70 is its southern
boundary.
Area: 5,843 acres
Named streams: None (tributaries to Silver Creek)
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Marine
Townships: Marine and Pin Oak
Critical Logjam Areas: One 1,457-foot (0.3-mile) Critical Logjam Area was identified on a tributary north of Marine.
Critical Stream Reaches: 1,094 feet (0.21 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were identified in six locations along the
tributary, most of which overlap with Critical Riparian Areas.
Critical Riparian Areas: 14,503 feet (2.7 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified, covering the majority of
the major tributary in this subwatershed. This is the greatest length of Critical Riparian Areas of any of the
subwatersheds. There is some overlap with Critical Stream Reaches.
Critical Wetland Areas: 1.46 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, in small sections of forested area
along the tributary. Some of these small areas are on the north side of Marine.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 27 acres in 11 locations in and around
Marine. These include road overtopping at 6 locations (Route 143, Grotefendt Rd, Division St, Marine Rd, and
Duncan Rd), flooding in the public park in the northwest corner of Marine, floodwater next to Division Street at
Mawdesley Street, and flooded land in the stream corridor.
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HUC 07140204050502: Dale Twin Lakes –South Lake – Silver Creek (East of
Edwardsville)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050501)
This subwatershed is bisected by Silver Creek as it flows southwards on the east side of Edwardsville.
Area: 5,799 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Edwardsville
Townships: Pin Oak
Critical Logjam Areas: 9,411 feet (1.8 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified on Silver Creek.
Critical Stream Reaches: 1,074 feet (0.20 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were identified in three segments along
Silver Creek in the center of the subwatershed. These segments are closely adjacent to Critical Wetland Areas.
Critical Riparian Areas: No Critical Riparian Areas were identified.
Critical Wetland Areas: 12.13 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, largely within the Silver Creek
corridor, but also along smaller tributaries.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 43 acres in five locations, four of which were
road overtopping (Old Staunton Road, Staunton Road, and Lower Marine Road). The fifth location was flooded
farm and forest land adjacent to Silver Creek.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has very high flood risk/impacts (#3 out of 20
HUC14 subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek watershed).
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HUC 07140204050601: Headwaters Wendell Branch (North of Troy)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050602)
This subwatershed covers the headwaters of Wendell Branch, a major tributary to Silver Creek, as it flows west to
east on the north side of Troy. This area also includes highway interchanges between I-55, I-70, and I-270.
Area: 5,012 acres
Named streams: Wendell Branch
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Troy, Glen Carbon, and Edwardsville (small portions of Glen Carbon and Edwardsville)
Townships: Pin Oak, Edwardsville, and Jarvis
Critical Logjam Areas: 12,683 feet (2.4 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified in this subwatershed. There
are two segments at the upper end of Wendell Branch either side of I-55. Two more segments are also on Wendell
Branch near the outflow of the subwatershed, south of I-70.
Critical Stream Reaches: No Critical Stream Reaches were identified.
Critical Riparian Areas: 1,627 feet (0.3 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified in two sections in the
headwaters of Wendell Branch.
Critical Wetland Areas: 67.64 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified at several locations on the upper
reaches of Wendell Branch near I-55. There is significant overlap with Critical Logjam Areas.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 55 acres in four locations: Mont Road, where
floods overtopped the road and entered farm fields; lots north of Goshen Road, which received water from fields
to the north; a tributary south of Maple Grove Road where the creek burst its banks; and flooding in yards and
basements along the east side of Oakshire Drive.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has high flood risk/impacts (#6 out of 20 HUC14
subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek watershed).
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HUC 07140204050602: Twin Lakes – Wendell Branch (Troy Area)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050603)
This subwatershed covers almost all of Troy, and drains to the lower section of Wendell Branch. Route 162 is
present.
Area: 4,046 acres
Named streams: Wendell Branch
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Troy
Townships: Jarvis and Pin Oak
Critical Logjam Areas: 5,188 feet (1.0 mile) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified along three segments of
Wendell Branch (and one tributary) east of Troy.
Critical Stream Reaches: No Critical Stream Reaches were identified.
Critical Riparian Areas: 846 feet (0.2 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified in two sections of urban Troy,
one of which crosses Route 162.
Critical Wetland Areas: 61.57 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, including five large areas in and
around Troy. Three Critical Wetland Areas are located on one long tributary to Wendell Branch on the north side of
Troy, among subdivisions, forest, and agricultural land.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 46 acres in six locations in and around Troy.
Flooding within city boundaries was identified in a parking lot floods between Edwardsville and Buckeye Roads, on
land between Kenneth and Wayne Roads, and in backyards and basements on Parkview Drive. North of the city, a
large area of flooding was identified along Michael Drive when Hurricane Ike flooded land and basements in 2008.
East of Troy, floods overtopped Timber Ridge Road and Schlaefer Road.
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HUC 07140204050603: 07140204050603 – Silver Creek (South of Marine)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050601)
This subwatershed covers the section of Silver Creek below I-270 south of Marine, including part of Route 4.
Area: 2,758 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: None
Townships: Pin Oak, Marine, Jarvis, and St. Jacob
Critical Logjam Areas: One 1,537-foot (0.3-mile) Critical Logjam Area was identified on Silver Creek at the south
end of the subwatershed.
Critical Stream Reaches: No Critical Stream Reaches were identified.
Critical Riparian Areas: No Critical Riparian Areas were identified.
Critical Wetland Areas: 5.24 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, all of which are located in the forested
Silver Creek corridor. One long section is adjacent to a Critical Logjam Area.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 45 acres in two locations in the Silver Creek
floodplain where flood waters overtopped Lower Marine Road and a bridge over Silver Creek.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has the greatest flood risk/impacts (#1 out of 20
HUC14 subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek watershed).
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HUC 07140204050604: City of Troy – Silver Creek (East of Troy)
This subwatershed encompasses the section of Silver Creek east of Troy, and a tributary that runs from the south
side of Troy. Route 140 runs east-west, connecting with Route 162 in the middle of the subwatershed.
Area: 3,682 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Troy
Townships: Jarvis and St. Jacob
Critical Logjam Areas: 6,994 feet (1.3 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified in this area, including two
segments on Silver Creek (one crossing Route 140), and one on the tributary south of Route 40. There is some
overlap with Critical Riparian Areas.
Critical Stream Reaches: 701 feet (0.13 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were identified in three short sections on
or close to Silver Creek (forested bottomland area).
Critical Riparian Areas: A 364-foot (0.1 mile) Critical Riparian Area was identified on a tributary, overlapped by a
Critical Logjam Area.
Critical Wetland Areas: 63.11 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, including one large area in the
forested Silver Creek corridor, and four large areas along tributaries to Silver Creek on the east side of Troy.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 52 acres in 11 locations. Several instances of
road overtopping were reported (Route 40, Wheat Drive, Main Street, Schlaefer Road, and Bauer Road). Yards
(Woodland Court and Pin Oak Road) and fields (near Woodland Court, and near Route 40 on the east side of the
watershed) were also flooded.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has very high flood risk/impacts (#2 out of 20).
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HUC 07140204050901: Lake Fork (South of St. Jacob)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050902)
This subwatershed is the watershed of Lake Fork, which drains the south side of St. Jacob. Fork Creek, a tributary
of Lake Fork, is also included.
Area: 7,762 acres
Named streams: Lake Fork and Fork Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: St. Jacob
Townships: St. Jacob and Jarvis
Critical Logjam Areas: One 1,798-foot (0.3-mile) Critical Logjam Area was identified on Lake Fork, south of St.
Jacob.
Critical Stream Reaches: 1,335 feet (0.25 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were identified on four sections of Lake
Fork, two of which overlap with Critical Riparian Areas.
Critical Riparian Areas: 3,389 feet (0.6 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified in three segments along
Lake Fork.
Critical Wetland Areas: 8.65 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified in small areas on agricultural land and
along Lake Fork itself.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 27 acres in five locations. These include road
overtopping at Pansy Road and Ellis Road and flooded fields at the intersection of Lake Fork and Fork Creek.
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HUC 07140204050902: Mill Creek (South of Troy)
(Draft code used in Appendix A: 07140204050903)
This subwatershed is the watershed of Mill Creek, which drains the south side of Troy. North Fork Mill Creek drains
into Mill Creek from the southeast side of Troy. Troy-O’Fallon Road bisects the subwatershed.
Area: 8,321 acres
Named streams: Mill Creek and North Fork Mill Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: Troy
Townships: Jarvis
Critical Logjam Areas: 9,494 feet (1.8 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified, in three areas. Two are on
North Fork Mill Creek (and one of its tributaries), and a third is on Mill Creek on both sides of Troy-O’Fallon Road.
Critical Stream Reaches: 456 feet (0.09 miles) of Critical Stream Reaches were identified along tributaries to Mill
Creek and North Fork Mill Creek, with some overlap with Critical Riparian Areas.
Critical Riparian Areas: 1,447 feet (0.3 miles) of Critical Riparian Areas were identified along tributaries to Mill
Creek and North Fork Mill Creek, with some overlap with Critical Stream Reaches.
Critical Wetland Areas: 6.36 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified in small areas largely along the
tributaries to Mill Creek and North Fork Mill Creek, and some areas on agricultural land.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 21 acres in seven locations. These include
road overtopping at Mill Creek Road, Lebanon Road, and Jordan Road, flooded yards by Mill Creek at E Mill Creek
Rd, and flooded fields west of Riebold Road.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has moderate flood risk/impacts (#9 of 20
HUC14 subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek watershed).
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HUC 07140204050903: 07140204050903 – Silver Creek (Stevenson
Road Area/St. Clair County Line)
(Draft Code used in Appendix A: 07140204050901)
This subwatershed covers the Silver Creek corridor as the creek flows across the county line to
St. Clair County, at the south end of the upper Silver Creek watershed.
Area: 3,394 acres
Named streams: Silver Creek
Counties: Madison
Municipalities: None
Townships: Jarvis and St. Jacob
Critical Logjam Areas: 3,354 feet (0.6 miles) of Critical Logjam Areas were identified in two
segments on Silver Creek, both where the stream meanders significantly.
Critical Stream Reaches: 0 feet of Critical Stream Reaches were identified.
Critical Riparian Areas: One 1,297-foot (0.2-mile) Critical Riparian Area was identified on
Silver Creek at the north end of the subwatershed.
Critical Wetland Areas: 31.68 acres of Critical Wetland Areas were identified, all of which are
in the forested Silver Creek corridor.
Flooding locations were identified by stakeholders on approximately 42 acres in seven
locations, including road overtopping (Bauer Road, Stevenson Road, and Lebanon Road),
flooded fields (adjacent to Silver Creek), and flooded yards (E Mill Creek Road). All locations
are in or near the Silver Creek floodplain corridor.
Critical Flood Area: This subwatershed is a Critical Flood Area that has very high flood
risk/impacts (#5 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds in the upper Silver Creek watershed).
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SECTION 4: OVERVIEW OF MANAGEMENT MEASURES
The term ”Management Measures” or “Best Management Practices” generally describes acceptable
practices that could be put into place to protect water quality and control stormwater. BMPs are
typically designed to reduce stormwater volume, peak flows, and/or nonpoint source pollution.
Two types of Management Measures are recommended to address the goals of this Plan:



Programmatic Measures: general remedial, preventive, and policy watershed-wide
Management Measures that can be applied by various stakeholders.
Site-Specific Measures: locations where specific Management Measures can be implemented to
improve surface and groundwater quality, green infrastructure, and flooding.

Programmatic Measures include policy changes, environmental monitoring, design processes, and other
measures that can be applied by various partner and stakeholder organizations across the watershed.
Information and education measures can be considered programmatic measures, and these are outlined
separately in the Information and Education Plan section (Section 6).
Site-Specific Measures, which are often structural, can be implemented on the ground to improve
surface and groundwater quality, green infrastructure, and flooding. The Site-Specific Management
Measures are divided into agricultural, urban/other, and in-stream categories.
This section provides an overview of many Management Measures that are recommended within the
watershed.

Programmatic Management Measures
Programmatic Management Measures are general remedial, preventive, and policy Management
Measures that can be applied across the watershed by various stakeholders, including policy-makers.
Conservation Development
Conservation Development, also known as Cluster Design or Open
Primary goal addressed: 3. Promote
Space Design, is a set of tools for designing development in a way
Environmentally Sensitive Development
that protects open space, aquatic habitat, and other natural
resources. Conservation Development subdivisions are characterized by compact, clustered lots
surrounding a common open space, which often includes a waterway, waterbody, or detention area.
This facilitates development density needs while preserving the most valuable natural features and
ecological functions of a site.
Open space designs have many benefits in comparison to conventional subdivisions: they can reduce
impervious cover, stormwater pollutants, construction costs, grading, and the loss of natural areas.
Despite these benefits, many communities’ zoning ordinances do not permit Conservation Development
designs, because of code requirements for minimum lot sizes, setbacks, frontage distances, and more.
These ordinances should be amended to allow for the implementation of Conservation Development
design. Ordinance effectiveness and implementation should be periodically reviewed.
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Federal and State Programs
Federal and state agricultural easement and working lands programs such as the Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP), the Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
(CREP), the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), and
Surface Water Quality
the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (ACEP) are
designed to reimburse farmers and landowners for implementing
practices that protect soil and water health.
Financial support for stormwater infrastructure
Maintenance of wastewater treatment systems imposes costs on
Primary goal addressed: 2. Reduce
communities that are usually recaptured through municipal property
Flooding/Mitigate Flood Damage
taxes or a sewer fee. Stormwater infrastructure, however, does not
often have such dedicated funding, even as municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) are
required to meet minimum control measures. Green infrastructure is also not often funded through
typical stormwater programs. Several policy approaches can assign dedicated funding for stormwater
infrastructure that prevents flooding and allows infiltration. One such approach is to create a
Stormwater Utility that charges fees to landowners based on how much stormwater runs off their land.
Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance
All three counties and five communities in the watershed are
Primary goal addressed: 2. Reduce
members of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), and as
Flooding/Mitigate Flood Damage
such, have a Floodplain Ordinance in effect. These ordinances
require specific development standards for structures and activities in the 100-year floodplain (as
designated by FEMA). Due to increasing flood risk and flood insurance rates due to climatic changes and
inadequate policies, these ordinances would benefit from an update. In a 2014 report, HeartLands
Conservancy reviewed flood prevention BMPs and recommended that Madison County adopt an
updated, stand-alone Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance. Subsequently, HeartLands Conservancy
created a draft ordinance based on state and regional best practices. The practices recommended
include more stringent standards for development in floodplains so that flood damage becomes less
likely and less severe. Ordinance effectiveness and implementation should be periodically reviewed.
Green infrastructure incentives
Green infrastructure can be defined as our region’s natural
Primary goal addressed: 3. Promote
resources, including open space, woodlands, wetlands, gardens,
Environmentally Sensitive Development
trees, and agricultural land. It can also be defined as the nodes and
corridors of vegetation over the region, or the site-scale structures
and landscaping that recreate natural processes. Green infrastructure results in a higher diversity of
plants and animals, removal of non-point source pollution, infiltration of stormwater, and healthier
ecosystems. Communities can offer incentives for developers that design for or implement green
infrastructure, including flexible implementation of regulations, fee waivers, tax abatement, and
streamlining the development review process. These incentives can be granted on a case-by-case basis.
In-lieu fee ecological mitigation
In-lieu fee mitigation is an opportunity to assist developers in
Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
meeting their mitigation needs while directing mitigation to high
Surface Water Quality
quality sites in the watershed. Under an in-lieu fee program, a
developer can pay a fee in-lieu of having to restore or protect wetland on the development site, or to
mitigate losses of those sites by protecting or restoring wetlands off-site. The fee goes to a third-party
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organization which can direct the funds to high quality ecological sites for which restoration efforts will
have the most environmental impact.
Long-term management of natural areas
Primary goal addressed: 5. Develop
Developers should be encouraged to protect sensitive natural
Organizational Frameworks
areas/open space and create naturalized stormwater management
systems (including green infrastructure). These practices are key components of Conservation
Development design. Developers should be encouraged to donate natural areas and systems to a public
agency or conservation organization for long-term management. This ensures that the natural areas
have regular maintenance over time and remain aesthetically pleasing and functional spaces.
Alternatively, Homeowners Associations (HOAs) can explicitly take on the management of the natural
areas, writing rules about maintenance and fees into their bylaws.
Monitoring
Monitoring of water quality, flow, and stream health in the upper
Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Silver Creek watershed will provide data that can be used to support
Surface Water Quality
future resource management decisions and assess the effectiveness
of Management Measures that are implemented. The National Great Rivers Research and Education
Center (NGRREC), a partner on this plan, is well-situated to conduct this monitoring.
Continuous monitoring at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gauge 05594450 located on the main stem
of Silver Creek (near Route 40, east of Troy) will provide a broad assessment of the effect of land
management practices in the watershed on surface water quality throughout the year. It will also allow
trends to be identified by comparing new monitoring data to historical water quality data collected by
USGS and the Illinois Water Sciences Center (IWSC) from this same location during several periods from
1974 to 2011.
In addition to continuous monitoring at the USGS gauge, secondary monitoring stations will be added
upstream from the USGS gauge in order to identify the relative contributions of HUC14 subwatersheds
to overall water quality in the larger watershed. Sampling locations will be identified near the outflow
of each subwatershed and samples will be collected quarterly to determine seasonal variations in water
quality. Additional sampling will be done during
major storm events. See Appendix F for more detail
on the recommended monitoring components. See
Section 7 (Implementation) for the monitoring
timeline. The estimated cost of monitoring by
NGRREC over a three year period (through 2018) is
$25,820.
The following parameters will be monitored:








Flow
Sediment (Total Suspended Solids)
Total Phosphorus
Total Nitrogen
Non-Purgeable Organic Carbon (NPOC)
Soluble reactive phosphate (SRP)
Nitrite+nitrate-nitrogen (NO2+NO3-N)

ISCO sampler collecting water quality data. A
sampler like this will be used for water quality
monitoring in the upper Silver Creek watershed.
Photo: University of Delaware.
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Ammonium-nitrogen (NH4-N)

Native landscaping
The use of native plants in landscaping on public and private property
Primary goal addressed: 4. Support
should be encouraged as a way to enhance stormwater management
Healthy Habitat
structures, slow down surface runoff, extend green infrastructure
networks, and support wildlife. For example, the Rock Hill Trails
subdivision, east of Wood River in unincorporated Madison County, displays several species of native
plants in landscaping put in place through an Illinois EPA 319 grant. Changes to weed control ordinances
(or other ordinances that specify plant species to be used in landscaping) may be needed to allow
appropriate growth of native plants. Ordinance effectiveness and implementation should be periodically
reviewed. Likewise, the removal of invasive species is important in promoting biodiversity.
Open space and natural area protection
Several actions can be taken to encourage the protection of natural
areas and open space in new development. These include
establishing a dedicated source of funding for open space acquisition
and management, creating agriculture zoning districts with very large
minimum lot sizes, adopting an open space and parks plan, and
adopting regulations to protect steep slopes, wetlands, and other
sensitive natural areas. Comprehensive plans should be regularly
updated to help protect valuable natural areas and open space from
development and guide new development in ways that minimize
negative water quality and flooding impacts.

Primary goal addressed: 3. Promote
Environmentally Sensitive Development

Private sewage monitoring
Open space and natural area protection /
land conservation. Photo: USEPA.
Private sewage inspections are required by Madison County during
real estate transactions and are performed following complaints, but
Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
these can occur many years apart for a single property. More regular
Surface Water Quality
inspections (e.g., every 3 to 5 years) should be considered by
watershed jurisdictions. An intensive inspection of private septic systems in areas with recurring
problems should also be considered. Data on private sewage violations and water quality parameter
exceedances should be collected and mapped. Connections to public sewer systems should be
encouraged in new development. Counties and municipalities can create a Special Service Area (SSA) to
fund improvements to localized private sewage problems.
Riparian Buffer Ordinance
A riparian buffer is an undisturbed naturally vegetated strip of land
Primary goal addressed: 3. Promote
adjacent to a body of water. Among their many benefits, riparian
Environmentally Sensitive Development
buffers improve water quality, reduce erosion, store floodwater, and
provide habitat for wildlife. In this region, oak-hickory forest or prairie grassland are appropriate
vegetation types. A riparian buffer ordinance protects a riparian area of a certain width from new
development and other disturbances, and promotes revegetation/reforestation.
Sewage Treatment Plant upgrades
Upgrades to wastewater treatment plants in the watershed should be
installed so that the limits set in state permits are not exceeded. The
2014 Madison County EMA All-Hazard Mitigation Plan recommends
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Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
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wastewater treatment facility upgrades in Hamel, by expanding the treatment lagoon and moving the
lagoon dam (Appendix X – Management Measures). Other improvements include incorporating nutrient
removal technologies. Additionally, Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs) can create agreements with a land
conservation organization and IEPA to provide payments on a conservation easement that reduces
nutrient discharge from agricultural land, in order to offset the plant’s discharge. This is a form of
Nutrient Credit Trading. USEPA’s draft “Case Studies on Implementing Low-Cost Modifications to
Improve Nutrient Reduction at Wastewater Treatment Plants” document, published in August 2015, is a
good source of information about optimizing nutrient removal in different types of treatment systems.
Stream Cleanup Team
A Stream Cleanup Team with funding and resources dedicated to
Primary goal addressed: 4. Support
stream cleanup in the watershed would help to improve water
Healthy Habitat
quality, reduce flood risk (by removing litter and debris), and
monitor stream health. Many county residents were vocal in their support of the grant-funded Stream
Cleanup Team that operated in 2008-2009. The program could be expanded from its previous scope to
include an education component, roles for volunteers, and a stream inventory. The Team could inform
local sheriffs’ departments about sites with the most litter/debris so that they can more effectively
enforce laws on littering and dumping.
Watershed Plan supported and integrated into community plans
Watershed partners, including communities, should adopt or
Primary goal addressed: 5. Develop
support the Watershed Plan and incorporate its goals and
Organizational Frameworks
recommended actions into their policies (such as ordinances and
comprehensive plans).
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Site-Specific Management Measures
The following BMPs are recommended for agricultural, urban/other, and in-stream areas. See Appendix
E for more detailed descriptions of these BMPs, including the amount, cost, and pollutant load
reduction.
Agricultural Measures
Site-Specific Measures for agricultural land are either:



In-Field Practices, including use of cover crops, reduced tillage techniques, and terraces; or
Edge-of-Field Practices, including nutrient removal wetlands and riparian buffers (typically
larger, sometimes structural practices that are terrain-dependent).

In-field Practices:
Contour buffer strips
Contour buffer strips are strips of perennial vegetation that alternate with
wider cultivated strips down a slope; the crop rows are farmed along the
contour. The narrow strips of perennial vegetation are not part of the
normal crop rotation. They slow surface runoff and trap sediment,
significantly reducing sheet and rill erosion and removing pollutants from
runoff.
Cover crops
Cover crops can provide multiple benefits: preventing erosion, improving
soil’s physical and biological properties, supplying nutrients, improving
the availability of soil water, breaking pest cycles, and suppressing weeds.
Planted in the fall and/or spring, they take up unused fertilizer, build soil
structure, and release nutrients for the following crop to use. The species
of cover crop selected along with its timing and management determine
the specific benefits.
Reduced tillage (conservation tillage/no-till)
Reducing the extent of tillage is known as conservation tillage; when no
tillage is used, it is called no-till. Reducing tillage leads to a reduction in
soil erosion and the transport of associated nutrients, such as phosphorus,
to the waterways. No-till allows natural soil structure to develop, which
results in increased infiltration and reduced runoff and reduced
overtopping of roads adjacent to farm fields.
Terraces
Terraces consist of ridges and channels constructed perpendicular to the
slope of a field to intercept runoff water. Terracing is a soil conservation
practice that reduces soil erosion and surface runoff on sloping fields.
Terraces may be parallel on fairly uniform terrain or vary from parallel
when the terrain is undulating. Over 140,000 feet of terraces have been
put in place on farmland in neighboring St Clair County between 2010 and
2015 thanks to the efforts of NRCS and other partners.
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Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
ACPF areas identified: Yes
Pollution reduction: 53% sediment,
61% P, 53% N
Cost: $228/acre

Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
Pollution reduction: 75% sediment,
29% P, 31% N
Cost: $53/acre

Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
Pollution reduction: 75% sediment,
45% P, 55% N
Cost: $33/acre

Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
ACPF areas identified: Yes
Pollution reduction: 58% sediment,
35% P, 28% N
Cost: $3.30/linear foot
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Edge-of-Field Practices:
Grassed waterways
A grassed waterway is a vegetated channel designed to move stormwater
at a non-erosive velocity to reduce soil erosion and flooding. Grassed
waterways prevent gully erosion and protect water quality. They are
most appropriate for areas where there is soil erosion from concentrated
runoff.
Ponds
Ponds are popular features that also have significant pollutant removal
benefits when well sited and designed. Also known as wet ponds,
stormwater ponds, or wet retention ponds, they are constructed basins
that have a permanent pool of water throughout the year (or at least
throughout the wet season). As stormwater runoff enters the pond, the
sediment settles out and some nutrient uptake takes place. Nitrogen
removal through denitrification (i.e., reduction of nitrates via anaerobic
bacteria) can also occur in ponds.
Riparian buffers
Riparian buffers are vegetated zones immediately adjacent to a stream.
They protect the stream channel and provide room for streams to move
naturally; support habitat; reduce erosion; offer recreational space; and
protect water quality. Buffers function as a vegetated filter strip and as
overbank erosion protection during peak flows. The vegetation can be
native forest, grasses, or shrubs.

Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
ACPF areas identified: Yes
Pollution reduction: 80% sediment,
45% P, 55% N
Cost: $4,000/acre

Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
Pollution reduction: 58% sediment,
48% P, 31% N
Cost: $15,000/acre

Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
Addresses Critical Riparian Areas
Pollution reduction: 53% sediment,
43% P, 38% N
Cost: $10/linear foot

Animal Waste (Manure) Management
Livestock produce waste, primarily manure, which needs to be wellPrimary goal addressed: 1. Improve
managed to maintain water quality. Writing a Comprehensive Nutrient
Surface Water Quality
Management Plan helps farmers to integrate waste management into
Pollution reduction: 75% sediment,
overall farm operations. Such a plan can recommend waste storage
70% P, 65% N
Cost: $250,000/waste storage
structures and strategies that increase waste storage time, eliminate
structure
unwanted runoff, incorporate manure nutrients into crop nutrient
budgets, and efficiently apply manure to cropland without runoff (e.g.
manure injection). When these structures and strategies are in place, manure is a useful asset to
cropland that provides benefits to soil health. St. Clair county NRCS has implemented 91 acres of
nutrient management between 2010 and 2015.
Water and Sediment Control Basins (WASCOBs)
Water and Sediment Control Basins (WASCOBs) are small earthen ridgeand-channel structures or embankments that are built across a small
watercourse or area of concentrated flow within a field. They are
designed to hold agricultural water so that sediment and sedimentborne phosphorus settle out, reducing the amount of sediment leaving
the field and preventing the formation of gullies.
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Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
ACPF areas identified: Yes
Pollution reduction: 58% sediment,
35% P, 28% N
Cost: $118/acre
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Wetlands
Wetlands, also known as Nutrient Removal Wetlands, consist of a
Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
depression created in the landscape where hydric soils allow aquatic
Surface Water Quality
vegetation to become established. They are among the most effective
Addresses Critical Wetland Areas
stormwater practices in terms of pollutant removal, removing 78%
ACPF areas identified: Yes
sediment, 44% phosphorus, and 20% nitrogen from runoff according to
Pollution reduction: 78% sediment,
U.S. EPA’s STEPL tool. Wetlands can easily be designed for flood control
44% P, 20% N
by providing flood storage above the level of the permanent pool. The
Cost: $23,153/acre
wetlands and surrounding buffers also offer environmental benefits such
as increases in wildlife habitat and carbon sequestration. Wetlands can be natural or “constructed”,
meaning that they mimic naturally occurring wetlands. Wetland restoration is an important tool for
bringing back the ecosystem services of nutrient removal and flood storage to a drainage area.
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Selected Agricultural Management Measures (Best Management Practices, or BMPs).

Above: Terraces. Photo: NRCS.

Above: Contour buffer strips. Photo:
NRCS.

Above: Grassed waterways. Photo: USDA
–

Above: Cover crops. Photo: USDA.

Left: Water and Sediment Control Basin
(WASCOB). Photo: Friends of Northern Lake
Champaign.
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Urban Area Measures
Detention basins
A detention basin is a constructed basin that receives, temporarily stores,
Primary goal addressed: 2. Reduce
and then gradually releases stormwater. They are designed to store flows
Flooding/Mitigate
Flood Damage
during the most critical part of the flood and release the stored water as
Pollution reduction: 58% sediment,
the flood subsides. While detention does not reduce the total volume of
19% (dry) or 48% (wet) P, 31% N
runoff from a flood event, it does reduce the peak flow rate and peak.
Cost: $41-46,000/acre
Many are also designed to treat stormwater during storage by removing
sediments, nutrients, and other pollutants. Older detention basins may no longer function properly due
to inadequate maintenance. Some would benefit from improvements that improve function, such as
extended detention outlet structures, planting vegetation, removing sediment, and altering flowthrough patterns. Retrofitting existing detention basins can be cheaper than constructing new detention
basins. New detention basins (dry and wet), retrofits to existing detention basins (e.g. addition of native
vegetation, volume increases), and maintenance of existing basins (e.g. removing silt) are recommended
in this plan. Detention basins are recommended for municipalities in the 2014 Madison County EMA AllHazard Mitigation Plan (Appendix X – Management Measures).
Pervious pavement
Pervious pavement, also referred to as porous or permeable pavement,
allows infiltration of stormwater into a below-ground storage area
through holes in the pavement. It reduces the amount and rate of
stormwater runoff over the ground surface, and is a useful practice for
areas requiring a smooth, paved surface that would normally be covered
with impervious concrete or asphalt. Pervious pavement is suitable for
parking lots, private roads, fire
lanes, residential driveways,
Primary goal addressed: 2. Reduce
Flooding/Mitigate Flood Damage
sidewalks, and bike paths, where
Pollution reduction: 70% sediment,
the subsoil is of a suitable
Pervious pavement. Photo:
55% P, 60% N
composition. Pervious pavement
Philadelphia Water.
Cost: $72,500/acre
does require periodic cleaning
with a vacuum to remain effective over time.

Rain gardens
Rain gardens are vegetated basins that temporarily
store and infiltrate rain water. Situated near the lowest
point of a small drainage area (such as a single residential
lot), they significantly slow the flow of water, improve
water quality, and provide food and shelter for birds,
butterflies, and insects. Rain gardens can be used in
combination with roof downspout disconnection and
redirection, so that rainwater from a roof is channeled to
the rain garden to infiltrate into the soil, reducing
stormwater runoff.
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Rain garden. Photo: USEPA.

Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve Surface Water
Quality
Pollution reduction: 67% sediment, 27% P, 35% N
Cost: $7.99/sq ft
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Rainwater harvesting and reuse
Rainwater harvesting is the collection of rainwater from roofs in
structures such as rain barrels or cisterns, so that it can be used or
released at a later time. Harvesting and re-using water is a great way of
decreasing stormwater runoff during times of peak flow, minimizing
water use, and lowering water bills.

Primary goal addressed: 2. Reduce
Flooding/Mitigate Flood Damage
Pollution reduction: n/a
Cost: $225 per barrel/small cistern

Single property flood reduction strategies
Property owners can use a number of practices to reduce flood damage,
Primary goal addressed: 2. Reduce
including many low-cost options. The key to successfully mitigating
Flooding/Mitigate
Flood Damage
future damages is to identify the source(s) of flooding at the site scale. It
Addresses
Critical
Flood Areas
is important to educate property owners about these sources of flooding
Pollution reduction: n/a
and appropriate flood reduction strategies. The 2014 Madison County
Cost: $1,000 per property
EMA All-Hazard Mitigation Plan recommends several actions to mitigate
flood damage: 1) full or partial buyouts to relieve homeowners in frequently flooded areas, 2) elevating
structures in frequently flooded areas, 3) making informational materials about the National Flood
Insuarnce Program (NFIP) available, 4) participating in the Community Rating System, and 5) sanitary
sewer line repairs to prevent stormwater infiltration and sewer backups in Worden and Marine
(Appendix X – Management Measures).
The Illinois Urban Flooding Awareness Act Final Report, published in June 2015, identified typical causes
of basement flooding (overland flow, infiltration, or sewer backup), and mitigation options available to
address these causes. These include structural inspections, drain tile, downspout disconnection, rain
gardens, and pervious pavement. Information from this Report is located in Appendix E.
Stormwater and sanitary sewer system maintenance and expansion
Storm drain systems require regular maintenance to function as
Primary goal addressed: 2. Reduce
planned. Cleaning out culverts, ditches, clogged drains, and storm drain
Flooding/Mitigate Flood Damage
inlets reduces the amount of pollutants, trash, and debris entering
Pollution reduction: n/a
receiving waters. In some cases, stormwater infrastructure is not
Cost: $77/linear foot (storm drain
appropriately sized to accommodate the flow it receives, due to changes
cleaning)
in the upstream drainage area or inappropriate sizing. In some areas, a
stormwater pipe designed to convey the 10-year storm based on rainfall data through 1960 would only
carry the 6.6-year rainfall estimated from a dataset extending to the 1980’s. The 2014 Madison County
EMA All-Hazard Mitigation Plan identified several storm drain system improvement projects in
municipalities in the watershed including Alhambra, Hamel, Marine, and Worden (Appendix E –
Management Measures). Culverts, ditches, and detention basins that often overflow should be assessed
for potential enlargement. Upgrades should be made in response to storm drain system inspections,
citizen complaints, and/or updated modeling of the system. In addition, sanitary sewer systems should
be maintained in order to prevent infiltration and combined sewer overflows. Expansion of sanitary
sewers to new development and existing buildings (already a common practice among municipalities)
should continue wherever feasible.
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Downspout disconnection, a single
property flood reduction strategy. Photo:
National Downspout Services.

Storm drain cleaning. Photo: Ann Arundel
County, Maryland.
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In-Stream Measures
Streambank and channel restoration
Streambank and channel restoration includes several
practices. Streambed erosion (incision) is the first
consideration for treatment, and treatment methods
include installation of pool-riffle complexes, which consist
of areas of rapid water movement over coarse substrate
(riffles) and areas with slower stream movement and a
smooth surface (pools).
Streambank stabilization methods use a combination of
bioengineering with native vegetation and hard armoring.
These practices are typically implemented together, and
often with riparian buffer
Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
improvements. They
Surface Water Quality
improve water quality by
Addresses Critical Stream Reaches
Stone toe protection, one form of streambank
reducing sediment transport
Pollution reduction: 98% sediment,
restoration that prevents streambank erosion.
and increasing oxygen.
90% P, 90% N
Photo: Montgomery County, Maryland.
Some practices, such as
Cost: $75/linear foot
two-stage channels, help to store floodwater during periods of high
flow. Riffle-pool sequences help support healthy fish and wildlife habitat by increasing water depth,
maintaining water depths during low flow periods, and increasing dissolved oxygen (DO).
Logjams – assessment and removal
A logjam is any woody vegetation, with or without other debris, which
obstructs a stream channel and backs up stream water. Beaver
populations can increase the number of logjams in an area. Reports of
beavers were made by residents in the southern end of the watershed
along Silver Creek. Logjams occur naturally, providing beneficial stream
structure and cover for fish and wildlife and allowing nutrient-rich
sediments to be deposited on adjacent floodplain. Adding and
maintaining logjams is sometimes a management improvement
for fish habitat.
However, the benefits of logjams can sometimes be
outweighed by the drawbacks. Logjams can impact water
quality and impede the ability of streams in the watershed to
drain and convey water from the land in a timely manner. They
increase the impacts of flood events and contribute sediment
when water scours the streambanks beside the logjam, taking
soil and debris from the bank into the stream channel. Logjams
can be beneficial or harmful depending on their size, location,
the extent to which they stabilize streambanks, and the
condition and land use of the riparian area. The decision to
remove a logjam should be made following a thorough site
inspection.
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Primary goal addressed: 1. Improve
Surface Water Quality
Addresses Critical Logjam Areas
Pollution reduction: n/a
Cost: $30/linear foot

Logjam removal. Photo: Downriver Citizens for a
Safe Environment, Michigan.
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SECTION 5: MANAGEMENT MEASURES ACTION PLAN
Management Measure Selection
Best Management Practices (BMPs) for stormwater management and water quality were identified from
several sources, including the Association of Illinois Soil and Water Conservation Districts (Illinois Urban
Manual) and USEPA (e.g., the Water Quality Scorecard). Full descriptions of Management Measures
selected are located in Appendix E.
The Management Measures were selected based on the following factors:





Performance: Research-based pollutant reduction estimates and flood mitigation attributes for
each BMP;
Cost: The costs associated with installation and maintenance of each BMP;
Public acceptance; and
Ease of construction and maintenance.

Pollutant load reduction values and flow/flooding reduction values associated with the Management
Measures were identified from several sources, including the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
Region 5 Load Estimation Model Users Manual and the International Stormwater Best Management
Practices (BMP) Database (see Appendix E).
Cost estimates were assembled from several sources, including the Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction
Strategy draft (2014), experienced local contractors, and other watershed-based plans (see Appendix E).
Levels of public acceptance for various Management Measures were gauged during stakeholder
engagement activities. Data on ease of construction and maintenance were collected from sources
including NRCS’s 2014 National Conservation Practice Standards.
Table 6 shows all Management Measures selected, with the primary goal addressed by each measure.
Secondary and/or tertiary goals addressed are also identified. Estimates of the pollutant load reduction
efficiencies of each measure are listed for sediment, Total Suspended Solids, phosphorus, and nitrogen.
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Summary of all Management Measures recommended
Table 6. All Management Measures recommended, goals addressed (see goal numbers in Section 2), and pollutant
load reduction efficiency.
Goals addressed
Pollutant load reduction efficiency
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
%
% TSS
goal
goal
goal
sediment removal
%P
%N
addressed addressed addressed removal* *
removal removal
Programmatic Measures
Conservation Development
3
Federal and state programs (CRP, CREP, etc.)
1
3
4
Financial support for stormwater infrastructure
2
5
Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance
2
Green infrastructure incentives
3
In-lieu fee mitigation
1
2
3
Long-term management of natural areas
5
3
Monitoring (water quality, flow, and stream health)
1
4
6
Native landscaping
4
3
2
Open space and natural area protection
3
5
Private sewage monitoring
1
Riparian Buffer Ordinance
3
1
5
Sewage Treatment Plant upgrades
1
Stream Cleanup Team
4
2
Watershed Plan integrated in community efforts
5
Site-Specific Management Measures
Agricultural management practices
In-Field Practices

Contour buffer strips
Cover crops
Reduced tillage (conservation tillage/no-till)
Terrace
Waste (manure) management

1
1
1
1
1

4

53%
75%
75%
58%
75%

53%
75%
75%
58%
75%

61%
29%
45%
35%
70%

53%
31%
55%
28%
65%

80%
58%
53%
58%
78%

80%
67%
53%
58%
78%

45%
48%
43%
35%
44%

55%
31%
38%
28%
20%

58%
58%
53%
n/a
70%
67%
n/a
n/a
n/a

61%
67%
73%
n/a
18%
67%
n/a
n/a
n/a

19%
48%
45%
n/a
55%
27%
n/a
n/a
n/a

31%
31%
40%
n/a
60%
35%
n/a
n/a
n/a

98%
n/a

90%
n/a

90%
n/a

90%
n/a

Edge-of-Field Practices

Grassed waterways
Ponds
Riparian buffers
Water and sediment control basins (WASCOBs)
Wetlands
Urban Area Measures
Dry detention basins, new
Wet detention basins, new
Detention basin retrofits (vegetated buffers, etc.)
Detention basin maintenance (dredging, invasives, etc.)
Pervious pavement
Rain gardens
Rainwater harvesting & reuse
Single property flood reduction strategies
Storm & sanitary sewer maintenance & expansion
In-stream Measures
Streambank & channel restoration
Logjam removal

1
1
1
1
1

2
4
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

1
1

4
2

4
1

4

4

2

1

4

*Independently calculated sediment and TSS values were used where available. Where only one sediment or TSS value was
available, the corresponding sediment and TSS reduction efficiency was used (purple cells).
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Once appropriate Management Measures/BMPs were selected for the watershed, the next step was to
estimate the extent to which they could be implemented to achieve goals, objectives, and targets, and
to identify locations for implementation wherever possible.
Note: All recommendations in this section are for guidance only, and are not required by any federal,
state, or local agency. Funding for BMPs will be consistent with IEPA’s nonpoint source management
plan.

Summary of Site-Specific Management Measures recommended
This Action Plan provides quantities for implementing Site-Specific Management Measures. Table 7
shows the Site-Specific Management Measures recommended, along with associated costs and
estimated pollutant reductions for sediment, Total Suspended Solids (TSS), phosphorus, and nitrogen.
All recommendations are for implementation by 2045, the long-term watershed planning horizon.
Agricultural management practices recommended over large swaths of land include cover crops and
reduced tillage (conservation tillage/no-till), at 29,032 acres each (33% of the agricultural land in the
watershed). These practices are highly effective at improving water quality, and are highly compatible
with one another; a farmer planting cover crops will often find it more beneficial to till less or not at all.
Water and Sediment Control Basins (WASCOBs) are recommended for 881 acres on agricultural land
with Critical, Very High, or High runoff risk. Runoff risk classifications represent the risk of direct runoff
contribution to stream channels from agricultural land. Runoff risk categories were assessed by distance
to the nearest stream and slope steepness; the closer the stream and the steeper the slope, the greater
the runoff risk. See Appendix D for more information on this assessment process.
Wetlands are recommended to be installed or restored on 500 acres in the watershed. This represents
100% of the Critical Wetland Areas identified using the ACPF and MoRAP’s wetland assessment.
Grassed waterways are recommended for 494 acres for drainage areas greater than 6 acres on
agricultural land with Critical, Very High, or High runoff risk. Grassed waterways are a well-known
practice in the watershed.
Contour buffer strips are recommended to cover 49 acres with Critical, Very High, or High runoff risk,
and with buffer strips 15 feet wide with a 90 foot minimum distance between them. Only 15% was used
because the practice is not well-known in this area, it involves taking land out of production, many of
the slopes in the watershed are irregular and not well-suited, and there are not many local animal
operations that could use the hay produced by the buffer strip vegetation.
Ponds are recommended to cover 100 acres on agricultural land. Ponds are already a popular project for
landowners in the watershed, who often use them for recreation and stock them with fish. Ponds are
not eligible for funding by the major federal agricultural conservation programs such as CRP and CREP,
but there appears to be high demand, and they function well as retention basins.
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Table 7. Summary of the BMPs (Site-Specific Management Measures) recommended, including amount, cost (over 30 years – until 2045), and pollutant load
reduction. Information and Education Plan and monitoring costs are also shown. Note: Some BMPs are more effective at pollutant reduction when
implemented in a treatment train (e.g., a terrace leading to a wetland). The Spreadsheet Tool for Estimating Pollutant Loads (STEPL) can assess the efficiency of
several BMP combinations.

BMP Name
Agricultural management practices
Contour buffer strips
Cover crops
Grassed waterways
Ponds
Reduced tillage (conservation tillage/no-till)
Riparian buffers
Terraces
Waste (manure) management
Water and sediment control basin
Wetlands
Urban area measures
Dry detention basins, new
Wet detention basins, new
Detention basin retrofits
Detention basin maintenance
Pervious pavement
Rain gardens
Rainwater harvesting and reuse
Single property flood reduction strategies
Stormwater and sanitary sewer system
maintenance and expansion
In-stream
Streambank & channel restoration
Logjam removal
Information and Education Plan*
Monitoring (water quality, flow, & stream health)
TOTAL

Amount

Sediment
(tons/yr)

Total Suspended
Solids (lbs/yr)**

Phosphorus
(lbs/yr)

Nitrogen
(lbs/yr)

Unit

Cost

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
linear feet
inear feet
structures
acres
acres

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

11,081
1,550,023
1,976,161
1,500,000
967,639
2,878,289
330,000
2,500,000
104,015
11,585,871

6
5,014
91
13
5,014
1,207
0.3
2
117
90

11,757
10,028,700
182,036
30,859
10,028,700
2413753
608
3,454
233,446
179,770

81
22,943
606
131
35,602
11,561
2
19
841
600

302
105,520
3,186
363
187,213
43,889
7
76
2,842
1,173

100
100
94
94
100
20,000
100
168

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
sq. ft
rain barrels/cisterns
properties

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,160,000
4,570,000
1,356,001
88,290
7,250,000
159,800
22,500
168,000

158
158
135

335,330
368,314
376,417

618
1,561
1,373

4,338
4,338
5,250

10,000

linear feet

$

765,000

72,600
9,900

linear feet
linear feet

$
$
$
$
$

5,445,000
297,000
20,000
25,820***
47,730,491

49
29,032
494
100
29,032
286,968
100,000
10
881
500

% Reduction From Current Total:

n/a

n/a
192
1

n/a
98,950
1,691

n/a
1,789
4

8,396
22

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

567
n/a

1,046,837
n/a

6,194
n/a

26,648
n/a

12,199

24,293,785

77,730

366,917

20.3%

20.2%

29.3%

31.1%

* Amount estimated for information and outreach activities over 20 years, inclusive of materials but not staff time. Final costs will vary.
** TSS pollutant reduction estimates were used where available. If a separate TSS value could not be found, sediment values in tons/year were converted to lb/year TSS.
*** Cost estimate for three years of monitoring of water quality, flow, and stream health.
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Terraces are recommended for a total length of 100,000 feet (18.9 miles). Specific locations where
terraces would be well-suited were not identified (and were not included in the ACPF tool), but it is
likely that areas suitable for contour buffer strips would also be suitable for terraces. Over 140,000 feet
of terraces have been created on farmland in neighboring St Clair County between 2010 and 2015.
Riparian buffers are recommended for 286,968 linear feet along streams. This includes 100% of the
Critical Riparian Areas in the watershed (10.87 miles or 57,394 feet) which include “poor” riparian areas
identified in the aerial assessment and areas identified in the ACPF as Critical Zones (see Appendix D). In
addition to Critical Riparian Areas, 306,648 ft of riparian areas assessed in the watershed had
“moderate” riparian condition, so an additional 229,574 ft is recommended for restoration to bring the
total area restored (286,968 ft) to 500% of the total area of the Critical Riparian Areas.
Ten (10) waste (manure) management structures are recommended for the watershed. This number
reflects the high cost of such structures. There are at least 285 farms with livestock in Madison County.
Urban area measures include 100 acres of new dry detention basins and 100 acres of wet detention (or
retention) basins. New detention and retention basins are anticipated to be constructed alongside new
residential, suburban, commercial, and industrial development in the watershed. The average size of
detention basins visited in the on-site detention basin survey in the Watershed Resources Inventory was
1.4 acres; using this value, 200 acres of basins represents 143 new basins in total.
Detention basin retrofits are recommended for 94 acres of existing detention/retention basins, which
represents 100% of the 67 detention basins identified from aerial photographs in the watershed,
assuming an average basin size of 1.4 acres. Twenty percent of the basins visited for the detention basin
survey were in poor condition, but it is anticipated that all existing basins will benefit from upgrades by
2045. Several have already filled with sediment and fallen into disrepair, especially in older subdivisions.
Detention basin maintenance for those 94 acres of detention/retention basins is also recommended, to
ensure that appropriate maintenance techniques and schedules are designed and adhered to in future.
Pervious pavement is recommended for 100 acres in the watershed, or 3% of the total current
impervious area in the watershed (approximately 3,600 acres). Pervious pavement is an increasingly
popular paving choice, but it has been slow to gain acceptance among municipalities and developers
because of maintenance concerns.
Storm drain system maintenance and expansion is recommended for 10,000 linear feet of stormwater
ditches and storm sewers in the watershed. This includes cleaning out culverts, ditches, drains, and
storm inlets, and expanding stormwater infrastructure to new development and increasing culverts and
other features that are not appropriately sized to accommodate the flow received. If divided equally
among the 13 municipalities in the watershed, the 100,000 feet of maintenance and expansion comes to
7,692 ft per municipality.
Rain gardens are recommended to be installed on 20,000 square feet of urban land in the watershed.
Rain gardens are gaining in popularity among homeowners because of their infiltration capacity and
wildlife benefits, and they can be attractive community features as well.
Rainwater harvesting and reuse is recommended through the installation of 100 rain barrels or cisterns.
This number would serve 0.09% of the 10,490 households in the watershed. These rainwater harvesting
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features have seen an increase in appreciation in the watershed, but the abundant rainfall in the region
will continue to limit the demand for them as collectors of water for irrigation.
Single-property flood reduction projects are recommended for 168 properties. In the watershed Flood
Survey, 54 responses (11%) said flooding damaged their primary home or business. Extrapolating this
percentage to the 10,490 households in the watershed, an estimated 168 homes/businesses have had
flood damage over the last 10 years. Many more respondents reported damage to auxiliary buildings
and landscaping as well, which can also be addressed by single-property flood reduction projects.
In-stream Management Measures recommended include 72,600 linear feet of streambank and channel
restoration. This number includes 100% of Critical Stream Reaches with high streambank erosion and
high channelization (2.75 miles or 14,520 feet), and an additional 58,080 ft outside of the Critical Stream
Reach areas with high streambank erosion (all identified by the aerial assessment). The total area
recommended for restoration (72,600 ft) is 500% of the total Critical Stream Reach area length.
Streambank erosion is a major source of sediment and nutrient loading in the watershed.
Logjam removal is recommended for 9,900 linear feet in the watershed, which represents 5% of the
Critical Logjam Areas identified using the aerial assessment and the 2008-2009 Madison County Stream
Cleanup operation. Some stream reaches with many trees and unstable streambanks may need to have
multiple logjams removed.

Locations of Site-Specific Management Measures
Where data was available, Site-Specific Management Measures were recommended for implementation
in certain locations. For example, Management Measures associated with Critical Areas are
recommended for those areas.
Critical Areas and areas recommended for Management Measures through the USDA’s Agricultural
Conservation Planning Framework (ACPF) are provided in a spreadsheet with longitude and latitude data
in Appendix I. Table 8 summarizes the Site-Specific Management Measures provided in Appendix I by
HUC14 subwatershed.
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Table 8. Area and length of six Site-Specific Management Measures at known locations, divided by HUC14 subwatershed (summary of Appendix I, but using upto-date HUC14 codes), alongside four Critical Areas with known locations (summary of Critical Areas information in Section 3). Riparian buffers and wetlands
are recommended for the exact locations for which Critical Areas were identified. Greatest values in each category are shown in bold red font.
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Specific project locations
Twenty-one specific project locations were identified by the watershed planning team. These projects
address life safety issues and multiple goals of this Plan by implementing a variety of Management
Measures. A shortlist of these projects will help Madison County in its efforts to help communities and
landowners in the watershed address the needs they identified in the stakeholder engagement process,
and provide a near-term jumping off point for plan implementation by and for local government.
The locations were identified using the following information:







Locations of issues identified by stakeholders on both public and private land;
Critical Areas on public land, identified by cross-referencing the two map files;
Parcels in which multiple types of Critical Areas are present, on both public and private land;
Locations of agricultural BMPs identified by the ACPF;
Road flooding locations identified by stakeholders, especially where floods threaten road access;
and
Madison County Community Flood Survey responses (which were returned with the promise of
anonymity, so specific parcels from which a response was sent were not identified as project
locations. However, flood issues reported nearby were included in the assessment criteria
below).

Once these locations were identified, the following criteria were used to select a shortlist of projects:
1. Threats to critical facilities such as water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, fire
stations, etc. (i.e., threats from flooding);
2. Loss of road access to properties as a result of floods overtopping roads (which can harm health and
wellbeing when access to hospitals, schools, and other services is curtailed);
3. Whether a project that would reduce flood damage is proposed in a Critical Flood Area;
4. Frequency of flooding (if known);
5. Proximity to flood issues identified in the Madison County Community Flood Survey;
6. Representation of publicly and privately owned land;
7. Whether an ACPF-identified project is located at/near to a project that solves a relevant issue;
8. Estimated potential water quality benefits of the project (if known), based on area/length of project
multiplied by the amount of pollution reduced);
9. Number and type of Critical Areas the project would address, so that several types of issues are
addressed; and
10. Geographic distribution, so that projects are located throughout several subwatersheds, benefitting
multiple municipalities, landowners, and other stakeholders.
For each project location, the problem/issue is explored, along with a description of how the site was
identified. Then, potential Management Measures that might be used to address the issue(s) are
discussed. A map of each project location is provided for reference.
It is important to note that these specific project locations are only the sites of potential projects. The
types of projects suggested are voluntary, not mandatory, and each one warrants further stakeholder
engagement and site assessment to determine feasibility. Individual landowners with a stake in the
projects may not have been consulted. These sites are identified here for outreach purposes only, so that
the organizations and individuals implementing the Plan have places to begin planning for
implementation.
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Figure 5. Map of specific project locations. Numbered squares relate to project numbers in the following pages.
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Project #1: Streambank stabilization near the Hamel sewage treatment facility
A tributary to Silver Creek flows southwards close to the Hamel sewage treatment facility. During heavy
rain, water has almost reached the top of the ditches protecting the sewer lagoon. If the banks are
overtopped, the sewer treatment facility may not be able to function effectively, and untreated sewage
may be carried downstream with stormwater. Also, over time, the levees/stream banks have started to
move into the creek. Hamel officials identified this problem in a stakeholder meeting. The project is
located in a Critical Flood Area, ranked at #10 out of 20 for flood impacts.
The village is looking to stabilize the streambanks and prevent any future overflow and water quality
issues. The municipality’s preliminary site assessment recommends stabilization of over 6,000 feet of
streambank. Potential stabilization practices may include riprap, stone toe protection, and grade control
structures that will reduce bank erosion, scouring, and incision. A site-level assessment would be
needed to select the most appropriate practice(s) for the stream. Beyond the benefits of sediment and
nutrient pollutant reduction, this streambank stabilization project would have the considerable
additional benefit of decreasing the risk of untreated sewer water entering the stream during a high
water event. This is the only project proposed for the Village of Hamel, and the only one within the HUC
07140204050503 subwatershed.

Figure 6. Hamel wastewater treatment plant, where deteriorating streambank stability in the nearby stream
threatens to flood the facility, in HUC 07140204050303 (Village of Hamel).
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Project #2: Drainage ditch stabilization near the Marine drinking water treatment facility
In 2015, water in the drainage ditch adjacent to Marine’s water treatment facility came within inches of
overtopping the ditch and contaminating the water in the facility. The area upstream of the
stream/ditch is almost all cropland.
This issue could be solved by adding detention structures or features such as WASCOBs or grassed
waterways upstream to reduce and/or slow the flow of water to the ditch. Additionally, the ditch itself
could be made wider or deeper to carry more volume without overtopping.

Figure 7. Marine water treatment facility, which was almost contaminated by stormwater from an adjacent ditch,
in HUC 07140204050501 (Neudeckers Mountain).
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Project #3: Streambank stabilization north of Marine Heritage Park
A stream flows into Marine Heritage Park from the north. A long section of it is a Critical Logjam Area,
and small fragments of Critical Wetland Areas are also located in the stream corridor. The village
acquired the parcel with the forested stream corridor to protect the stream corridor, which has arguably
helped prevent streambank erosion and loss of sediment downstream.
In one heavy storm, floodwater overtopped the levee at the top of the park and water came down the
spillway, reaching depths of 10 feet. This information was provided by the Village of Marine in a
stakeholder meeting.
The riparian function assessment (modeled with the ACPF) identified Critical Zones along the stream
stream in this parcel where there is a high water table and high runoff delivery.
The village doesn’t necessarily want to take the logjams out, if they are slowing the flow of water
coming into the park. Site assessments will be necessary to identify whether the logjams are beneficial
and whether other structures such as weirs might be effective. Streambank stabilization and conversion
of some of the stream corridor to wetlands would improve this stream corridor and increase storage of
floodwater during heavy rains. The length of the stream in this parcel to be restored is approximately
0.4 km.
Figure87. Critical Logjam Area in the stream north of Marine Heritage Park, in HUC 07140204050602.
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Project #4: Agricultural waste management at a dairy farm
The owner of a dairy farm located upstream of a stream gauge that has measured spikes in fecal
coliform levels in the past has identified an agricultural waste management project that would both
improve the water quality of the farm’s runoff and improve his operations. The site is in unincorporated
Madison County, northeast of Troy. The dairy farmer's goal is to manage both liquid and solid manure
separately, increase waste storage for a minimum of 180 days, eliminate lot runoff, reduce rainfall on
the lots, and efficiently apply manure to the cropland without runoff from land application. These
practices would follow a Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan.
The project is located in a Critical Flood Area, ranked at #3 out of 20 for flood impacts. Several practices
were identified on the land in and around this farm (modeled by the ACPF), including grass waterways,
drainage management, WASCOBs, and contour buffer strips. The waste management practices
proposed may incorporate elements of these practices, or achieve the same nutrient loss reduction and
flood reduction as these practices.

Figure 9. Dairy farm where agricultural waste management projects would improve operations, in HUC
07140204050502 (Dale Twin Lakes-South Lake-Silver Creek).
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Project #5: Neighborhood stream stabilization at Oakland subdivision in Troy (Michael Dr)
Backyards adjacent to the creek at the back of Michael Drive northeast of Troy have been flooded about
twice in twelve years (an average of 0.17 times per year). The houses on this street range between
about $350,000 and $750,000 in value. During Hurricane Ike in 2008, flooding caused $30,000-worth of
damage to a walkout basement on one property alone. The culvert under Red Oak Lane at the end of
the development, which is the outlet for the stream, may be too small. This flood location was
identified by a Troy city official, and by a respondent to the Madison County Community Flood Survey.
Potential Management Measures to address the issue include widening the culvert at Red Oak Lane, to
let the water flow out more quickly during heavy rain events, streambank stabilization to prevent bank
erosion (on about 1.1 km of stream), and establishing a wetland along the stream corridor. The Critical
Wetland Area identified is 17.7 acres in size, extending beyond this subdivision into the Timber Ridge
subdivision to the southeast. There are also stormwater detention opportunities further upstream and
of the development that would relieve the pressure on this area.

Figure 10. Stakeholder-identified flood location on the stream flowing behind Michael Drive in the Oakland
subdivision northeast of Troy (in unincorporated Madison County), in HUC 07140204050602 (Twin Lakes-Wendell
Branch).
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Project #6: Detention basin retrofit at the Oakshire subdivision east of Troy
During heavy rain, the detention basin on the east side of Oakshire Drive, located east of Troy, has
overtopped and flooded yards and basements of homes on the street. The area has a high water table,
and homeowners use sump pumps somewhat regularly. This problem was identified by a Troy city
official. Four households returned the Madison County Flood Survey from this subdivision; none of them
had experienced flooding in the last ten years, but one of them had flood insurance. (Some of these
residents may have moved to the subdivision within the last ten years.)
The houses in the neighborhood range in value from about $50,000 to $1.2 million and most are new
(built within the last five years). Several lots are currently for sale. There is no Homeowners Association,
and no neighborhood agreement on maintenance of the detention basin. Township staff have mowed
the vegetation from time to time, although this is not their responsibility.
Potential solutions to this issue include increasing the size of the conveyance structures to the basin and
the size of the basin itself. The basin is currently about 0.7 acres in size. These changes could increase
the speed at which the water flows away from the houses and increase the storage capacity of the
basin, reducing flood damage to properties. Adding native vegetation (and removing invasive plant
species) is another important aspect of the basin renovation. Native vegetation will create wildlife
habitat, allow infiltration, and create a pleasing aesthetic in the neighborhood. A maintenance
agreement should also be created for the basin.
Figure 11. Stakeholder-identified flood location around the detention basin on the east side of Oakshire Drive (east
of Troy), in HUC 07140204050604 (City of Troy-Silver Creek).
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Project #7: Streambank stabilization adjacent to the Livingston sewage treatment facility
There is a 0.5-km (0.3-mile) Critical Logjam Area on an unnamed stream running north-south on the east
side of Livingston’s sewage treatment facility. The 100-year floodplain extends out of the stream and
into the facility, according to the GIS map layer available; the facility may actually have been raised out
of the floodplain. A 4.7-acre Critical Wetland Area was identified on the east side of the stream corridor.
Critical Wetland Areas that had not been site-checked with aerial photographs were also identified
directly adjacent to the treatment ponds.
This project location was identified by overlaying Critical Areas with public land parcels. The watershed
planning team was not able to meet with officials at the Village of Livingston, so there is no feedback on
whether floodwater from this stream has affected the facility in the past. This is the only specific project
location identified on land owned by Livingston.
The riparian function assessment modeled through the ACPF identified riparian areas that would be
well-suited for streambank stabilization and stiff-stemmed grasses along the stream. These practices
would decrease the threat of flooding to the critical facility and improve the condition of the stream and
its habitat. Furthermore, the 4.7-acre Critical Wetland Area in the stream corridor could be restored to
wetland, increasing the floodwater storage capacity of the channel and relieving pressure on the
wastewater treatment facility. Communication with village officials and a site assessment would be
necessary to establish the best course of action for this site.

Figure 12. Critical Logjam Area and Critical Wetland Area on a stream adjacent to Livingston’s sewage treatment
facility, in HUC 07140204050201 (Big Four Reservoir).
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Project #8: Wetland area owned by Alhambra
Approximately 1.8 miles north of the Village of Alhambra, the Village owns nine contiguous parcels on
and around an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek. An 11.6-acre Critical Wetland Area was identified
along this tributary as a prime location for wetland restoration. This area falls entirely within the parcels
owned by the village. The project is located in a Critical Flood Area, ranked at #8 out of 20 for flood
impacts. The project was identified by overlapping Critical Areas with public land. This is the only specific
project location identified for land owned by Alhambra. The closest access to the proposed wetland site
is from Leuscher Road, 265 feet from the stream.
If a wetland is created on this tributary, especially if that wetland is close to the 11.6-acre size identified,
it will greatly improve floodwater storage and water quality. The water reaching Silver Creek from this
tributary would enter more slowly, and would have less sediment and nutrients, which would have
settled out or been metabolized by organisms in the wetland. Since the village already owns the land, it
would be simple to coordinate restoration efforts across the three parcels.

Figure 13. Critical Wetland Area on a tributary to Silver Creek north of Alhambra, in HUC 07140204050202 (Village
of Livingston-Silver Creek).
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Project #9: Wetland area(s) in east Troy, north of Route 162
A Critical Wetland Area was identified on the eastern side of Troy, north of Route 162 and west of Twin
Lakes, on the unnamed stream that flows around the sewage treatment plant. The Critical Wetland Area
overlaps two city-owned parcels. The project location was found by overlapping Critical Areas with
public land (the City of Troy did not identify any issues at this site). One stakeholder-identified flood
location at the end of Nancy Court intersects with a branch of the Critical Wetland Area. Two
households adjacent to the western Troy-owned parcel returned the Flood Survey; neither had been
flooded in the last 10 years. The riparian function assessment from the ACPF identified streambank
stabilization and stiff-stemmed grasses as recommendations for the riparian area (if a wetland is not
created).
The city could restore one or both of the parts of the Critical Wetland Areas currently on city land (total
of 3.9 acres), and/or purchase more parcels to create a larger contiguous wetland (up to 20 acres). This
would help to clean and slow down the water leaving the east side of Troy before it reaches Wendell
Branch, and ultimately Silver Creek. Alternatively, the city could stabilize the streambanks and provide a
detention basin near the end of Nancy Drive, to relieve the flooding at the end of that road.

Figure 14. Critical Wetland Area on Troy city property north of Route 162 near the sewage treatment facility, in
HUC 07140204050602 (Twin Lakes-Wendell Branch).
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Project #10: Stream restoration and/or creation of wetlands behind Triad High School
A 10.7-acre Critical Wetland Area and a 0.8 km (2,600-foot) Critical Logjam Area were identified on the
unnamed stream behind Triad High School (south of Route 40). At the outflow of this Critical Wetland
Area, a flood location was identified by Troy officials where water overtops Bauer Road. The Triad High
School Ecology Club has conducted stream monitoring using Illinois Riverwatch protocols at this stream,
which they call Knights Creek after the school mascot, for several years. As measured by these
volunteers, the stream ranged in width between 3.2 ft and 17 ft between 2000 and 2014, had habitat
scores lower than the Illinois average, and had poor diversity of macroinvertebrates. The stream is in a
Critical Flood Area, ranked at #2 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds.
A stream or wetland restoration project could be done on the portion of the stream and stream corridor
owned by the Triad School District. The parcel to the east of the school-owned property could also be
purchased (or a land use agreement made) to extend the stream restoration and/or the wetland to
Bauer Road. The benefits of stream restoration and wetland creation here would include the usual
benefits of habitat improvement and reduction in streambank erosion and loss of sediment, and would
also bring educational benefits to the school, as students would have the opportunity to monitor
changes in stream health and biodiversity at the site. The culvert at Bauer Road could also be enlarged,
as needed, to prevent road overtopping.

Figure 15. Critical Wetland Area, Critical Logjam Area, and stakeholder-identified flood location on a tributary to
Silver Creek south of Triad High School, in HUC 07140204050604 (City of Troy-Silver Creek).
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Project #11: Fixing stormwater drainage in Marine City Park
A Madison County board member and Marine officials identified stormwater overtopping roads at all
four corners of Marine City Park during heavy rain, because surrounding roads were raised. A
respondent to the Flood Survey also reported basement flooding at a residence on the east side of the
park, at a frequency of one to two times in ten years. The park is about 3 acres in size.
This issue could be solved by changing the grades of the roads and adding or expanding culverts and
drainage ditches. A detention or retention basin could be installed in the park to help detain the flow of
stormwater and create an attractive public feature. A site assessment and input from the village is
needed to identify the most appropriate solutions.

Figure 16. Stakeholder-identified flood locations where stormwater overtopped roads at Marine City Park, in HUC
07140204050501 (Neudeckers Mountain).
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Project #12: Fixing road overtopping on Timber Ridge Road, protecting access to 21 homes
As identified in a meeting with Jarvis Township Highway staff, floods have overtopped Timber Ridge
Road northeast of Troy, cutting off access to 21 homes. Timber Ridge Road used to be a private road,
and was later accepted to township maintenance. It was poorly built and has small culverts. The north
culvert (under Timber Creek Rd) has been enlarged and no longer causes problems, but the southern
culvert (under Timber Ridge Rd) is still not large enough. Two out of five households that returned a
Flood Survey reported that they had been flooded in the last 10 years. The flooding reached their yards,
and occurred between one and nine times over 10 years.
To fix the road overtopping issue, the culvert under Timber Ridge Road should be enlarged. Additionally,
the retention basin upstream of the road could be enlarged to reduce the high flow volumes reaching
the road. A site assessment is needed to better understand the problem and potential solutions.

Figure17. Stakeholder-identified flood location at Timber Ridge Road northeast of Troy, where road overtopping
cuts off access to about 21 houses, in HUC 07140204050602 (Twin Lakes-Wendell Branch).
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Project #13: Fixing road overtopping at Schlaefer Road, protecting access to 19 homes
As identified in a meeting with Jarvis Township Highway staff, floods sometimes overtop Schlaefer Road
at or near its intersection with Schmalz Road east of Troy, cutting off road access to about 17 houses.
The direction of flow is south to north, leading to Wendell Branch north of Launius Dr.
A larger culvert could be installed which would take a larger volume of stormwater across the road
without overtopping it. Additionally, practices such as grassed waterways, WASCOBs, or farm ponds
could be installed in the field southwest of the intersection, so that more stormwater has a chance to
infiltrate into the ground before it reaches the road. These practices will also help prevent sediment
from being deposited at the culvert and reducing the amount of flow it will admit.

Figure 18. Stakeholder-identified flood location at Schlaefer Road east of Troy, where road overtopping cuts off
access to 19 houses, in HUC 07140204050602 (Twin Lakes-Wendell Branch).
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Project #14: Fixing road overtopping on Jordon Road, protecting access to 14 homes
Floods have overtopped Jordon Road (south of Troy near the county line) twice in ten years, cutting off
access to about 14 houses. This issue was identified by a stakeholder at an Open House event. The road
and the stream corridors are in the 100-year floodplain, and the project is located in a Critical Flood
Area, ranked at 9 out of the 20 HUC14 subwatersheds. One household upstream of the road crossing,
and adjacent to the stream, returned a Flood Survey, saying that flooding occurs there more than six
times per year and reached their yard. This is the only specific project location in the HUC
07140204050902 (Mill Creek) subwatershed.
The culvert beneath Jordon Road could be enlarged to accommodate larger volumes of flow.
Additionally, increased detention capacity upstream would help relieve the pressure on the culvert,
through practices such as wetlands, farm ponds, and detention basins. A site-level assessment is needed
to suggest suitable practices.

Figure 19. Stakeholder-identified flood location at Jordon Road south of Troy, where road overtopping cuts off
access to about 14 houses, in HUC 07140204050902 (Mill Creek).
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Project #15: Fixing road overtopping at Wheat Drive, protecting access to 12 homes
Stakeholders identified the location where floodwater overtops Wheat Drive southeast of Troy, cutting
off road access to 12 homes. A 6.2-acre Critical Wetland Area was identified along the stream upstream
and downstream of the road, with the larger wetland area in the field downstream. Further east, the
same stream creates another area of flooding where Bauer Road crosses railroad tracks. This project is
located in a Critical Flood Area ranked at #2 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds. Three out of seven Flood
Survey responses received from nearby/upstream households reported flooding over the last 10 years.
One respondent said that floods reached the first floor of their home. Flood frequency reported was
three to five times per year for one household, and one or two times over 10 years for another
household.
To fix the road overtopping, the culvert under Wheat Drive could be enlarged. Additionally, a wetland
could be created upstream and/or downstream of the road crossing, to help slow down the water,
improve water quality, and reduce further flooding downstream on Bauer Road and the railroad track.

Figure 20. Stakeholder-identified flood location at Wheat Drive southeast of Troy, where road overtopping cuts off
access to 12 houses, in HUC 07140204050604 (City of Troy-Silver Creek).
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Project #16: Fixing road overtopping on Main Street in Troy
Stakeholders identified floods overtopping Main Street in Troy for approximately 0.2 km (600 ft) just
north of Route 40, with floodwaters reaching 1.5 inches in depth. This is a road hazard and an
inconvenience to Troy drivers, and may cause a loss of or a reduction in access to up to 13 homes or
businesses. This project is located in a Critical Flood Area ranked at #2 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds.
A Flood Survey was returned from a property on the west side of Main Street within the identified flood
location, and the respondent reported that their property floods once or twice per year, and that
floodwater reaches the basement. Their monetary loss was less than $5,000.
To fix this drainage issue, an on-site assessment would be needed to determine whether roadside
ditches or culverts should be enlarged, upstream stormwater storage facilities should increase in
capacity, or a combination of these changes. The source(s) of the floodwater and the direction(s) from
which it comes should be ascertained.

Figure 21. Stakeholder-identified flood location on Main Street in Troy, where road overtopping creates a hazard
for many drivers and potentially cuts off access to homes and businesses, in HUC 07140204050604 (City of TroySilver Creek).
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Project #17: Streambank stabilization at Frandsen Rd and Route 140
A parcel near the intersection of Frandsen Road and Route 140 contains Critical Logjam Areas, a Critical
Stream Reach, a small Critical Wetland Area, and stakeholder-identified flooding. It is located at the
confluence of Silver Creek and an unnamed tributary, and the majority of the parcel (about 99 acres) is
in the 100-year floodplain. The riparian corridor around the 1.1 km-long stream is mostly forested, and
the rest of the parcel is in row crop agriculture. The ACPF identified grass waterways as being suited for
the field to the east of the stream, and a Critical Zone along the riparian area at the north end of the
parcel where planting a forested riparian corridor would be highly beneficial.
This parcel presents an opportunity for streambank stabilization in the Critical Logjam Areas and the
Critical Stream Reaches, expansion of the forested riparian buffer around the streams, and/or
enrollment of the agricultural land in CRP or another program to restore the agricultural land in the
floodplain to, for example, forest or wetlands. This is the only specific project location in the HUC
07140204050301 (Village of Worden-Silver Creek) subwatershed.

Figure 22. Parcel of privately owned land near the intersection of Route 140 and Frandsen Road, where a Critical
Logjam Area, Critical Stream Reach, and a stakeholder-identified flood location are present, in HUC
07140204050301 (Village of Worden-Silver Creek).
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Project #18: Streambank stabilization at Silver Creek Rd and Alhambra Rd
An unnamed stream flows north to south across Silver Creek Road west of its intersection with
Alhambra Road. In the parcel south of this road crossing, the 0.7-km length of stream is almost entirely
within a Critical Riparian Area and a Critical Logjam Area. A small Critical Wetland Area was also
identified in the stream corridor on the west side of the stream. All of these Critical Areas are within the
100-year floodplain. This project location was found by identifying parcels with multiple Critical Areas
(no stakeholder input was involved). This is the only specific project location in the HUC
07140204050203 (Village of Livingston) subwatershed.
This stream corridor could be improved by planting a wider forest buffer, removing detrimental logjams,
and/or restoring a small wetland area.

Figure 23. Parcel of privately owned land near the intersection of Silver Creek Road and Alhambra Road, where a
Critical Logjam Area, Critical Riparian Area, and a Critical Wetland Area are present, in HUC 07140204050203
(Village of Livingston).
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Project #19: Riparian buffer expansion below the confluence of East Fork Silver Creek and
Silver Creek
East Fork Silver Creek brings a lot of water from Highland and eastern Madison County into Silver Creek.
Just south of the confluence of these two streams, a parcel north of East Kirsch Road near its
intersection with Bauer Road was identified in which a 0.4 km Critical Riparian Area was identified on
Silver Creek. Three Critical Wetland Areas totaling 1.4 acres were also identified close to the stream
channel. Jarvis Township Highway staff reported that the stream has overtopped its banks at this
location in the past, flooding the adjacent cropland. The project is located in a Critical Flood Area,
ranked at #5 out of 20 HUC14 subwatersheds. The entire parcel is in the 100-year floodplain.
This stream corridor could be improved by planting a wider forest buffer, which would reduce the
amount of soil from the agricultural land being lost to the stream, improve water quality, and increase
wildlife habitat. Wetland areas in the stream corridor could also be restored, in order to improve water
quality and retain floodwaters so that downstream “flashiness” of flooding is reduced. The agricultural
land in the 100-year floodplain could be enrolled in the CRP or a similar program, so that the landowner
can be reimbursed for taking the land out of production in order to protect it.

Figure 24. Parcel of privately owned land south of the confluence of East Fork Silver Creek and Silver Creek where a
Critical Riparian Area, Critical Wetland Area, and stakeholder-identified flood location are present, in HUC
07140204050903 (07140204050903-Silver Creek). Note: the parcel shown south of East Kirsch Road has the same
identifying information as the one north of the road. It contains no Critical Areas.
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Project #20: Wetland in the Silver Creek corridor at Lebanon Road and Stevenson Road
Southwest of the intersection of Lebanon Road and Stevenson Road, 0.8 km north of the Madison-St.
Clair county line, Silver Creek flows through a large parcel. The parcel is almost entirely within the 100year floodplain, and contains Critical Wetland Areas (4.3 acres in total) and a Critical Logjam Area (0.5
km) adjacent to a pond or basin. Stakeholders identified road overtopping where Silver Creek crosses
Lebanon Road at the north end of the parcel, and where a tributary crosses Stevenson Road on the east
side of the parcel. The project is located in a Critical Flood Area, ranked at #5 out of 20 HUC14
subwatersheds.
To increase floodwater storage, the existing pond/basin could be enlarged and/or restored to wetland.
Any area converted from cropland could be enrolled in the CRP program or another program. The
stream could be restored to remove any harmful logjams and to increase streambank stabilization
where necessary. Additionally, the culverts at Lebanon Road and Stevenson Road could be enlarged.

Figure 25. Parcel of privately owned land near the intersection of Lebanon Road and Stevenson Road, where a
Critical Wetland Area, Critical Logjam Area, and stakeholder-identified flood locations are present, in HUC
07140204050903 (07140204050903-Silver Creek).
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Project #21: Wetland restoration and riparian buffer expansion on farm at Mont Road and
Ridge View Road
A parcel southwest of the intersection of Mont Road and Ridge View Road contains 13.7 acres of Critical
Wetland Area and 0.3 km of Critical Riparian Area along an unnamed tributary to Silver Creek. The
parcel includes cropland and farm buildings. Madison County Board members also identified flooding
along Mont Road at the north side of the parcel. This is the only specific project location in the HUC
07140204050601 (Headwaters Wendel Branch) subwatershed.
To decrease soil and sediment loss to the stream, the area around the tributary could be planted with
trees to create a forested riparian buffer. Additionally, some or all of the Critical Wetland Area could be
restored to wetland, which would help clean and slow the flow of runoff from the fields. The area
converted from cropland could be enrolled in the CRP program or another program. To reduce the
flooding along Mont Road, ditches, culverts, and other drainage infrastructure may be suitable. An
onsite assessment would be needed to make better recommendations for this site.

Figure 26. Parcel of privately owned land southwest of the intersection of Mont Road and Ridge View Road, where
a Critical Wetland Area, Critical Riparian Area, and stakeholder-identified flood location are present, in HUC
07140204050601 (Headwaters Wendell Branch).
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Management Measures on Public Land
To increase the ease with which this plan can be implemented when funds become available for the
counties and municipalities in the watershed, it is recommended that a shortlist of 5-10 projects are
identified for implementation on public land. These projects should improve life safety, address multiple
goals of this plan, involve multiple partners, and implement a range of Management Measure types
when possible. A shortlist of these projects will help Madison County in its efforts to help communities
in the watershed address the needs they identified in the stakeholder engagement process, and provide
a near-term jumping off point for plan implementation by and for local government.
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SECTION 6: INFORMATION & EDUCATION PLAN
This section is designed to provide an Information & Education component to spark interest in and
enhance public understanding of the Watershed Plan, and to encourage early and continued
participation in selecting, designing, and implementing its recommendations. It explores Goal 6 of this
plan, “Promote public awareness, understanding and stewardship of the upper Silver Creek watershed
and the Watershed Plan.”
The upper Silver Creek watershed faces challenges and threats from high nutrient and sediment loads,
streambank erosion and channelization, increasing development and land use changes, invasive species,
and widespread flooding. Key audiences lack the knowledge and resources to make informed decisions
and adopt constructive behaviors to mitigate these challenges and threats.
Since a significant amount of the upper Silver Creek watershed is held as private property, education
and outreach efforts to engage those landowners and other key stakeholders are needed to improve
water quality and achieve other goals of this plan. A single regulatory agency or group working alone
cannot be as effective in reducing stormwater pollution as a combined effort with other groups in the
watershed all working towards the same goal. Many people will commit to protecting and improving the
watershed if they understand what to do and how it will help.
This Information and Education Plan will serve as an outline for outreach that supports achievement of
the long-term goals and objectives of the Watershed Plan. The cumulative actions of individuals and
communities across the watershed can accomplish these goals and objectives. County, municipal and
township staffs, elected officials, and other key stakeholders have tools at their disposal to establish
best practices in their activities and procedures. Developers can follow guidelines that consider
watershed health, and residents in the watershed can be actively involved in monitoring, protecting, and
restoring Silver Creek and its tributaries. As these stakeholders become aware of the creek’s location
and needs and adopt specific behaviors to improve its health, the threats and challenges in the
watershed will decrease. Public information and stakeholder education efforts will ultimately inspire
watershed residents and community members to adopt recommended behaviors that improve the
water quality and overall health of the watershed.

Information and Education Process
To develop the strategies for the Information and
Education Plan, the following questions were asked:




Who can affect this issue?
What actions can people take to address it?
What do people need to know before they can
take action?

The list of activities has been divided into three broad
Watershed residents at a 2015 open house event.
timeline categories: short-term, medium-term, and longPhoto: HeartLands Conservancy.
term. The full list of objectives and activities can be found
in Table 9. A rough estimate of the cost of the outreach activities outlined in this plan is $20,000, which
includes many unforeseeable component costs including staff time and costs for rental and materials.
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Target Audiences
Key stakeholder audiences that can effect significant changes in watershed health, and who should be
reached by outreach and education, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Madison County Government Departments and elected officials
Municipal staff, township staff, and elected officials (including Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) Co-Permittee Group Members)
Homeowners associations (HOAs)
Developers
Residents with property adjacent to Silver Creek and its tributaries
Residents throughout the watershed
Farmers and farm groups
Students and schools/universities

Decision-makers are an important audience that can impact all the other audiences by controlling longterm regulatory actions and policy initiatives. Madison County staff, members of the Technical
Committee, and watershed residents can be messengers to reach the decision-maker audience.
Jurisdictions with Phase II MS4s are required to educate their communities on the pollution potential of
common activities such as littering, disposing of trash and recyclables, disposing of pet-waste, applying
lawn-chemicals, washing cars, changing motor-oil on impervious driveways, and household behaviors
like disposing leftover paint and household chemicals.
Some of the homeowners’ associations (HOAs) for subdivisions in the area have a shared detention or
retention basin. However, these basins are often not covered by a maintenance agreement, and after
some time will fill up with sediment and deteriorate in function. For new subdivisions, it is important for
HOAs to designate funding and a maintenance schedule for management of detention and retention
infrastructure. If possible, existing HOAs should adopt maintenance by-laws.
Residents of the watershed often feel a deep connection to their neighborhood and to the land on
which they live. Several families in the watershed can trace their ancestry back for generations to
European settlers who put down roots in the area in the 1800’s. Outreach with messages that
emphasize sustaining the rich soil and the landscape for the next generation is likely to resonate with
this audience.
Residents with property adjacent to Silver Creek and its tributaries will be more willing to make changes
to the creek on their property if they understand how it can enhance their property and its value. They
should also be made aware of landscaping BMPs along the creek, in terms of beneficial or harmful
structures, vegetation, and management practices.

Activities and Tools
Before the plan is complete
Making this Watershed Plan available to stakeholders, and informing them of its location and contents,
is a major component of the Information and Education Plan. To this end, the Plan document is available
for download on the Watershed Plan website hosted by HeartLands Conservancy,
www.heartlandsconservancy.org/uppersilvercreek. Printed copies of the Executive Summary and the full
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Plan will also be shared with key watershed stakeholders. Emails to stakeholders engaged in the
planning process provided updates on the Plan’s progress and point to the website for all Plan materials.
Landowner/farmer survey
Another key component of the Information and Education Plan is a survey to that was sent out
to over 1,000 landowners in the watershed who own parcels of at least 5 acres in size.
HeartLands Conservancy and Madison County collaborated to send out this survey in summer
2015, and responses continue to be received. The aim of the survey was to create awareness
among landowners about the types of grants that are available to them to implement the BMPs
recommended in this Watershed Plan. This will help in creating a seamless transition between
the planning and implementation processes, and will keep momentum going after the Plan is
complete. See Appendix C for the Landowner/Farmer Survey and its preliminary results.
After the plan is complete
Table 9 outlines each objective followed by recommended strategies that can be implemented to
achieve the goals/objectives. For each activity, a target audience, suggested strategies, schedule, lead
and supporting agencies, the desired outcomes and issues addressed, and estimated costs to implement
is provided. Periodic review of the Watershed Plan is recommended, with meetings of the plan partners
held twice a year, at six month intervals. Larger annual meetings may be held to include stakeholders
and the public. Plan revision should be considered at 5-year intervals.
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Table 9. Information and Education Plan recommended programs and strategies. Acronyms used: HLC: HeartLands Conservancy; NGRREC: National Great
Rivers Research and Education Center; SWCD: Soil and Water Conservation District; CREP: Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program.

Program

Target Audience(s)

Strategies

Schedule

Lead &
Supporting
Orgs

Desired Outcomes/Issues Addressed

Est. Cost

Objective 6.1: Identify opportunities to assist local, state, and federal agencies and stakeholders with watershed management and conservation efforts.

Municipal
Outreach

Watershed Plan
Outreach

Municipalities

Watershed
residents,
developers,
municipalities

 Connect officials and staff to resources
about water quality, best practices for
stormwater management, and flooding
 Provide sample permitting language,
ordinances, and lists of preferred practices
 Discuss projects for shortlist of
Management Measures on public land
 Invite FEMA to present about floodplain
management and flood insurance.
 Share case studies of conservation
development
 Present at municipal council and
committee meetings
 Share sample funding structures for
infrastructure changes
 Share GIS data and maps from the
Watershed Plan to aid municipal decisionmaking
 Mail or e-mail Executive Summary of the
Watershed Plan to municipalities and key
stakeholders
 Final plan and recommendations on web
page. Post progress updates.
 Press release announcing completed plan.
 Meetings of the watershed plan partners
held twice a year, at six month intervals.
Possible larger annual meeting to include
stakeholders and the public. Plan revision
considered at 5-year intervals.
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LongTerm

ShortTerm

Madison
County

 Municipalities adopt green
infrastructure practices as part of
development plans, permits and
ordinances.
 Developers follow recommended
practices in new and retrofitted
developments.
 More stormwater is infiltrated,
water quality is improved,
problematic flooding is reduced,
and wildlife habitat is preserved.

Staff time

Madison
County, HLC,
other
partners

 Majority of watershed residents
have knowledge of watershed
conditions, possible behavior
improvements, and key contacts to
get involved and implement
projects.
 The public begins to alter activities
leading to watershed improvement.

Printing:
$200
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Program

Target Audience(s)

Strategies

Schedule

Lead &
Supporting
Orgs

Desired Outcomes/Issues Addressed

Est. Cost

Objective 6.2: Connect watershed stakeholders to decision-makers and experts with knowledge about water quality, flooding issues, and solutions.

Agricultural BMP
Workshop

Rural Landowners,
Farmers

BMP or
Demonstration
Project Tour

Watershed
residents,
developers,
municipalities,
farmers

Watershed
residents

Public Events
Booth

 Host workshop to inform about and
demonstrate recommended BMPs.
 Provide information about available
funding for BMPs.

MediumTerm

SWCD or HLC

 Take participants on a tour of BMPs in
this area, such as NGRREC or a farm
enrolled in CREP.
 Host a demonstration project event, such
as a demonstration on cover crops.

Short-term

Madison
County,
NGRREC,
Farm Bureau,
SWCD

 Host a booth with materials about the
plan, water quality, stormwater
management, flooding, and BMPs at
public events, such as county fairs,
environmental fests, etc.

Ongoing

Madison
County, HLC,
NGRREC
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 Farmers and landowners learn
about and implement BMPs, as well
as funding/ program support.
 Landowners/ stakeholders learn
about BMPs and can visualize them
on their property.
 Increase in landowners
implementing BMPs.
 Soil erosion is reduced and
stormwater is infiltrated.
 Residents understand importance
of healthy watershed.
 Property owners in flood-prone
areas understand and monitor
development upstream to prevent
flood problems from increasing.
 Residents understand the location
of floodplains and why they should
obtain flood insurance.

$500
Materials +
Staff time

$1,000 per
tour

$150 per
event
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Program

Target Audience(s)

Strategies

Schedule

Lead &
Supporting
Orgs

Desired Outcomes/Issues Addressed

Est. Cost

Objective 6.3: Offer opportunities for education, training, and participation in watershed matters.

 Amount of debris is reduced in
streams.
 People develop an interest in
watershed protection and
conservation.
 Invasive species are removed and
participants learn how to manage
invasives on their own.
 Leverages in-kind donations for
future grants.
 Riparian area and habitat conditions
improve.
 Stormwater storage features are
maintained/capacity is increased.
 People better understand the term
“watershed”.
 Littering and illegal dumping is
reduced.
 Awareness of the watershed’s
boundaries are increased.

Field Days

Residents, Students,
Non Profits,
Volunteer Groups

 Organize stream cleanup volunteer
opportunities.
 Promote volunteer field days through
media, social media, and community
groups.
 “Adopt a Stream” program (similar to
Adopt a Road)
 HOA Basin/Pond Maintenance Field Days

MediumTerm

HLC, Madison
County, Sierra
Club, existing
volunteer
groups

Educational Signs

Residents, Visitors

 Mark watershed boundaries with signs
 Post warning signs about littering and
illegal dumping

MediumTerm

Madison
County

Students, Parents

 Develop age-appropriate project
opportunities for schools or colleges such
as rain gauge maintenance, rainscaping,
wildlife habitat restoration, and
geocaching.

Long-term

Madison
County

 Students and parents develop
interest in watershed protection
and conservation.

Equipment costs
and staff
time

Madison
County

 Increased interest and
understanding of watershed
protection and the Watershed
Plan’s goals.
 Water quality and habitat
conditions are improved.

Cost of
materials
and ads

School Projects

$500 per
event

$2,000 (20
signs)

Objective 6.4: Develop public recognition programs focused on the Watershed Plan’s goals.

Watershed
Protection
Awareness

All County
Stakeholders

 Develop messaging based on goals in the
Watershed Plan and disseminate the
message using media, social media,
collateral (e.g. pencils, bumper stickers,
temporary tattoos), and other materials.
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Mediumterm

Additional resources
The following resources have been compiled either as other successful campaign examples, or as
inspiration for ways to implement the activities identified in Table 10.

Table 10. Resources and tools for activities/campaigns.

Activity / Campaign
Examples
“How’s My
Waterway?”
Surf Your Watershed
Storm drain stencilling
Student and citizen
monitoring
Native plants
Flooding
Green Infrastructure
River/stream cleanup

Sustainable backyards

Activity / Campaign Tools and Resources
Quick information about waterways, presented in plain language, from USEPA.
http://watersgeo.epa.gov/mywaterway/
Links and information on streamflow, water quality, and groups working on
environmental protection in your watershed, from USEPA.
http://cfpub.epa.gov/surf/locate/index.cfm
Free storm drain stencil kits with directions.
http://prairierivers.org/articles/2008/09/stenciling/
Illinois RiverWatch and the National Great Rivers Research and Education Center
(NGRREC) (http://www.ngrrec.org/riverwatch/). Stream monitoring manual, kit
supply lists, monitoring guidelines, identification keys, biotic index calculator, and
volunteer training.
List of Illinois native plant species: www.wildflower.org/collections
How to prepare for and prevent flooding: www.ready.gov/floods
Chicago Wilderness Green Infrastructure Vision and data:
www.cmap.illinois.gov/green-infrastructure
American Rivers: www.americanrivers.org/take-action/cleanup. Living Lands and
Waters: http://livinglandsandwaters.org/
Sustainable backyard tours in St. Louis:
http://www.sustainablebackyardtour.com/grassrootsgreenstl.com/Home.html
Urban farm and chicken coop tour in Alton:
http://www.sierraclubppg.org/index.cfm?page=2970&eventID=12083&view=event
Conservation@Home program
The National Wildlife Federation’s Certified Wildlife Habitat program
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SECTION 7: IMPLEMENTATION
Implementing the recommendations in this Watershed Plan will take time and commitment from
partners and stakeholders. No single stakeholder has all of the financial or technical resources to
implement the plan. Successful implementation will require stakeholders working together, using their
individual strengths.

Implementation Schedule
The Implementation Schedule provides a timeline for when the recommended Management Measures
should be implemented in relationship to each other, allowing reasonable amounts of time for
preparing for and transitioning between projects.
The Management Measures are recommended for the short term (1-10 years), medium term (10-20
years), long-term (20+ years), ongoing (for maintenance activities), or as-needed. The “Information and
Education Plan” also uses these schedule options. The schedule was arranged to accommodate practices
based on practice type, available funds, technical assistance needs, and timeframe for each
recommendation. Higher priority was given to practices that address an issue in a Critical Area, greater
amount of the practice recommended, greater eligibility for state and federal programs, and perceived
general knowledge of the practices. Projects in Critical Areas are given highest priority in the schedule,
and planned for the short term where feasible (Table 11).
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Table 11. Implementation schedule for Management Measures, watershed-wide. Acronyms used: NRCS: Natural
Resources Conservation Service; SWCD: Soil and Water Conservation District; NGRREC: the National Great Rivers
Research and Education Center; IEPA: Illinois Environmental Protection Agency; FEMA: Federal Emergency
Management Agency; HOA: Homeowners Association; HLC: HeartLands Conservancy.
BMP/Management Measure
Recommended

Responsible entity /
entities

Priority

Sources of Technical
Assistance

Implementation
Schedule

SITE-SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES
Agricultural management practices

Landowners/ farmers

High: Critical
Areas
High: Critical
Areas
Medium

NRCS, Ecological
consultant/ contractor
USACE, NRCS, Ecological
consultant/ contractor
NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Cover crops

Landowners/ farmers

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Ongoing

Grassed waterways

Landowners/ farmers

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Medium term

Ponds
Reduced tillage (conservation tillage/notill)
Terraces

Landowners/ farmers

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Medium term

Landowners/ farmers

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Ongoing

Landowners/ farmers

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Long term

Waste storage structure

Landowners/ farmers

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Medium term

Water and sediment control basin
Urban/Other Measures

Landowners/ farmers

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, contractor

Medium term

Residents, industry/
commercial
Developers,
residents,
municipalities, HOAs,
landowners/farmers
Developers,
residents,
municipalities, HOAs,
landowners/farmers
Municipalities,
residents, HOAs,
landowners/farmers
Municipalities,
residents, HOAs,
landowners/farmers
Developers,
municipalities,
residents
Residents, industry/
commercial
Residents, industry/
commercial

High: Critical
Areas

FEMA, contractors

Short term

Low

SWCD, contractor

Long term

Low

SWCD, contractor

Long term

Medium

SWCD, contractor

Medium term

Medium

SWCD, contractor

Ongoing/ As
needed

Low

NGRREC, IEPA

Long term

Medium

NGRREC, IEPA

Medium term

Low

NGRREC, IEPA

Long term

Municipalities, HOAs

Medium

Contractors

Ongoing/ As
needed

Riparian buffers

Landowners/ farmers

Wetlands

Landowners/ farmers

Contour buffer strips

Single property flood reduction strategies

Dry detention basins, new

Wet detention basins, new

Detention basin retrofits (native
vegetation buffers, etc.)
Detention basin maintenance (dredging,
mowing, burning, invasives, etc.)
Pervious pavement
Rain gardens
Rainwater harvesting & reuse
Stormwater and sanitary sewer system
maintenance and expansion
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Table 11 continued.
In-stream Measures
Streambank & channel restoration

Logjam removal

Landowners/
farmers, residents,
municipalities
Landowners/
farmers, residents,
municipalities

High: Critical
Areas

Ecological consultant/
contractor

Short term

High: Critical
Areas

Ecological consultant/
contractor

Short term

Medium

Urban planners, planning
resources, HLC

Medium term

Medium

NRCS, SWCD, NGRREC

Medium term

Medium

Regional/statewide
community examples

Long term

PROGRAMMATIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES
Conservation Development
Federal and state programs (CRP, CREP,
etc.)
Financial support for stormwater
infrastructure

Counties,
municipalities,
developers
Landowners/farmers,
NRCS, SWCD
Counties,
municipalities

Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance

Counties,
municipalities

Medium

IDNR, FEMA, HLC

Medium term

Green infrastructure incentives

Counties,
municipalities,
developers

Low

IEPA, HLC,
regional/statewide
community examples

Long term

In-lieu fee mitigation

Developers,
Counties, NGOs

Medium

USACE, IDNR

Ongoing (as
development
occurs)

Medium

IDNR, HLC

As needed

Low

IDNR, regional/statewide
community examples

Long term

Medium

IDNR, regional/statewide
community examples

Medium term

Medium

Counties, IEPA

Ongoing

Medium

IDNR, HLC

Medium term

Low

IEPA, contractors

Long term

Medium

Madison County, NGOs

Long term

Low

Watershed Plan partners

Short term

High

Counties, HLC
USGS, IEPA, NGRREC, SIUCarbondale

Ongoing

Watershed Plan supported and
integrated into community plans
Information and Education Plan

Developers, HOAs,
conservation
organizations
Counties,
municipalities,
developers, residents
Counties,
municipalities,
developers
Counties, residents,
some HOAs
Counties,
municipalities
Municipalities, STP
operators
Counties, NGOs,
residents
Counties,
municipalities
Several entities

Monitoring (water quality, flow, etc.)

USGS, IEPA, NGRREC

Long-term management of natural areas

Native landscaping ordinance

Open space and natural area protection
Private sewage monitoring
Riparian Buffer Ordinance
Sewage Treatment Plant upgrades
Stream Cleanup Team
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Funding Sources
Many opportunities are available to secure funding for the varied and diverse Management Measure
recommendations in this plan. Entities such as government agencies, non-profit organizations, and
companies that provide funding for watershed improvement projects often require that partnerships
are in place and funds are leveraged. Table 12 shows just some of the potential funding sources for
agricultural and in-stream BMPs recommended in this plan. A longer list of potential funding programs
and opportunities is included in Appendix G.
Funds may come from existing grant programs run by a public agency or other organization. An
application must be submitted, and if the project meets the program criteria, funds may be awarded.
Funds can also come from partner organizations through other avenues. Partners may wish to become
involved if the project helps to achieve their objectives, is a priority, is attractive, or is a networking
opportunity. Partnerships are critical for leveraging not only funds, but also other assets including
political support; partners can leverage valuable goodwill and relationships that have the potential to
lead to other support from secondary sources. Neighborhood associations, homeowner associations
(HOAs), and others that live nearby should be involved if the project is to be successful over the long
term. Their goodwill can be very important in leveraging funding and maintaining an effective project.
Identifying suitable partners to support a specific project involves assessing the organizations’
jurisdictional, programmatic, and fiscal priorities and limitations. Different partners will be attracted to
different projects. Because of the differences between partner organizations, the process for one
project will not often be fully replicable. Given this fact, it is a wise practice to maintain relationships and
communication with and between partners. This will help partners to enrich grant applications and
identify other funding opportunities which might not readily be apparent. Each partner organization
should have a specific staff member responsible for maintaining these connections. One or two
enthusiastic individuals or “champions” who believe that engagement in this process is in the interests
of all the partners can make a huge difference in the success of a partnership.
Table 12. Funding sources for agricultural and in-stream BMPs from state and federal programs. CRP: Conservation
Reserve Program, from USDA. CPP: Conservation Practice Program, from USDA. EQIP: Environmental Quality
Incentives Program, from USDA. CSP: Conservation Stewardship Program, from USDA. WRE: Wetland Reserve
Easement program, from USDA. SSRP: Streambank Stabilization and Restoration Program, from the State of Illinois.
319: Illinois EPA funding under Section 319 of the Clean Water Act for addressing nonpoint source pollution.
BMP/Management Measure Recommended

Program(s) for which Practices are Eligible

Agricultural management practices
Contour buffer strips
Cover crops
Grassed waterways
Ponds
Reduced tillage (conservation tillage/no-till)
Riparian buffers
Terraces
Waste storage structure
Water and sediment control basin
Wetlands
In-stream Measures
Streambank & channel restoration

CRP, CPP, EQIP, 319
EQIP, CPP, CSP, 319
CRP, EQIP, CPP, 319
EQIP (if sole livestock drinking water source), 319
EQIP (no-till only), CSP, 319
CRP, CREP, EQIP, 319
EQIP, CPP, 319
EQIP, 319
EQIP, CPP, CRP (as part of selected other structures), 319
CRP, CREP, WRE, 319
SSRP, 319
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Monitoring Timeline
NGRREC’s sampling schedule began in October 2015 with the selection of discrete HUC14 subwatershed
sampling sites (Table 13). As funding allows, the collection and analysis of monitoring data should be
continued on a 3-5 year cycle through the year 2025. Opportunities for continuing or expanding the
monitoring program should be evaluated in order to further assess water quality conditions throughout
the watershed, the causes and sources of pollution, the impact of nonpoint source pollution, and
changes in water quality related to implementation of the Watershed Plan as well as social indicator
data related to the plan’s goals and objectives. Quality Assurance Project Plans (QAPP) should be
developed for those monitoring opportunities that are selected for implementation in support of the
Watershed Plan.

Table 13. Water quality monitoring timeline. Monitoring activities likely to be conducted primarily by NGRREC and
Illinois RiverWatch.

MEASURING SUCCESS
The success of the Watershed Plan can be measured by tracking several indicators at several milestone
points in time. Success can be documented in terms of:



Action Plan effectiveness: the absolute improvements seen in water quality, flooding, habitat,
and other plan goals; and
Action Plan implementation: the number and extent of Management Measures implemented,
understood as a proxy for absolute improvements.

For both of these dimensions, measurement indicators were identified that would establish the progress
made towards each goal of the plan. Interim milestones were established for each indicator so that
improvements in effectiveness and extent of implementation could be tracked. Rather than waiting
several years to measure the effectiveness of the plan, measuring ongoing improvement allows for more
dynamic, directed, and effective implementation.
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Measurement indicators
Measurement indicators were established to determine whether and how much progress is being made
towards achieving each of the goals of the plan (Table 14).
Interim milestones
Milestones represent time periods or deadlines for meeting watershed plan objectives. Tracking
milestones allows for adaptive management; if milestones are not being met, the most current
information can be used to implement a course correction or a plan update.
Meetings of the watershed plan partners should be held twice a year, at six month intervals, in order to
assess the progress of the plan and address deficiencies in its implementation. The partners may also
hold a larger annual meeting to which stakeholders and the public will be invited. The need for a plan
revision will be assessed at 5-year intervals. When deficiencies in plan implementation are identified,
the plan’s timeline and focus should be revised to address the issues. The watershed planning process of
issue identification, goal-setting, and management measure recommendation should be reiterated,
paying special attention to current data and new data sources.
A set of Progress Report Cards was developed for the watershed with milestones for the short-term (110 years; 2016-2026), medium-term (10-20 years; 2026-2036), and long-term (20+ years; 2036+)
timeframes. The milestones and scorecard can be used to identify and track plan implementation and
effectiveness. Checking in on the measurement indicators at the appropriate milestones helps
watershed partners to make corrections as necessary and ensure that progress is being made towards
achieving the plan’s goals.
The Progress Report Cards provide for each goal:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Summaries of current conditions
Measures of progress (Measurement Indicators)
Milestones for short-, medium-, and long-term timeframes
Sources of data required to evaluate milestones
Notes section

Grades for each milestone term should be calculated using the following scale:
Grade
A
B
C
Fail

Percentage milestones met
80-100%
60-79%
40-59%
<40%

Lack of progress can be demonstrated where water quality monitoring results show no improvement,
new environmental problems, lack of technical assistance, or lack of funds. These factors should be
explained in the Notes section of the scorecard.
The Progress Report Cards should be used at every biannual meeting of the watershed plan partners,
and should be fully filled out and evaluated every five years to determine if sufficient progress is being
made and whether remedial actions are needed. The Progress Report Cards can be found in Appendix H.
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Table 14. Measures of success and measurement indicators for each watershed plan goal. Specific interim
milestones incorporating these measurement indicators can be found in the Progress Report Cards in Appendix H.
Goal(s) Addressed

Measure of Success

Measurement Indicators

All goals

Projects & Practices Implemented: BMPs to
manage stormwater runoff, including those
that encourage infiltration, clean water of
pollutants, and replenish groundwater.

Number and extent of Management Measures
(BMPs) implemented on public and private land,
wherever such data is available.

Financial and Technical Assistance Secured:
Sources of funding and technical assistance
committed towards plan implementation.

Number of funding sources secured for plan
implementation. Number of partnerships
developed that provide technical and/or financial
assistance.
Removal of Silver Creek and Troy Creek from the
IEPA 303(d) list.

Surface Water Quality

Use Impairments: The reduction of use
impairments as defined by IEPA.
Pollutant Loads: A decrease in pollutants
observed through water quality monitoring.

Point-source Pollution Facility Upgrades:
Upgrades to facilities such as sewage
treatment plants and others that require a
NPDES permit.
Connecting to Public Sewers: Connection of
new and existing properties to public sewers
so that individual septic systems are no
longer needed.
Inspection and Maintenance of On-Site
Waste Systems: Local government codes and
programs for on-site treatment systems.

Surface Water Quality /
Flooding and Flood
Damage
Flooding and Flood
Damage

Wetlands: Restoring and creating wetlands,
which are very effective at storing and
filtering stormwater.
Stream Discharge: Moderate peak flows and
adequate minimum stream flows.

Flood Protection Ordinances: Enaction of
local ordinances to restrict construction in
floodplains and floodprone areas.
Environmentally
Sensitive Development
Practices

Infiltration: Practices allowing stormwater to
infiltrate to groundwater.
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Concentrations and loads of in-stream pollutants
including phosphorus and sediment (assessed by
monitoring), to measure against plan target
reductions.
Nutrient removal technologies incorporated into
upgrades of wastewater treatment plants in the
watershed. New pollutant loads in effluent.
Percentage of new development projects with
private sewer. Number of existing on-site
treatment systems connected to public sewers.
Number and extent of local ordinances requiring
regular inspection and maintenance of on-site
sewage systems. Number of county/municipal
programs inspecting more frequently than is
complaint-driven.
Number and acreage of wetland
construction/restoration, enhancement, and
protection.
Stream flow data from the USGS gauge on
mainstem Silver Creek, plus flow data collected
from monitoring at other HUC14 locations. Data
correlated with rainfall.
Number and extent of flood damage prevention
ordinances, riparian buffer ordinances, and other
actions by local governments to restrict
construction in floodplains and riparian areas.
Area of impervious surfaces in new development
(see NLCD Percent Developed Impervious Surface
dataset) and number of detention basins or other
stormwater infrastructure constructed and
retrofitted to allow more infiltration.
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Table 14 continued.
Goal(s) Addressed

Measure of Success

Measurement Indicators

Land Conservation: Preservation of sensitive
lands.

Environmentally
Sensitive Development
Practices

Green Infrastructure Implementation:
Encouragement of green infrastructure and
native landscaping, including incentives for
developers that design for or implement it.
In-Lieu Fee Mitigation: Program that allows
and incentivizes wetland and streambank
restoration in impactful locations

Flooding and Flood
Damage/ Fish and
Wildlife Habitat

Riparian Buffers: Vegetated, undeveloped
buffers adjacent to waterways.

Fish and Wildlife Habitat

Improvements to Fish and Wildlife Habitat:
Protection and restoration of stream areas
for fish and wildlife.

Flooding and Flood
Damage/ Organizational
Frameworks

Stream Cleanup Efforts: Programs with
funding and resources for stream cleanup.
Financial Support for Stormwater
Infrastructure: Funding sources directed to
infrastructure maintenance and upgrades.

Organizational
Frameworks/
Environmentally
Sensitive Development
Practices

Protection through Policy: Several aspects
of local policy can protect watershed
resources, including ordinances and
agreements.
Open Space and Natural Area Protection
and Management: protection of sensitive
natural areas/open space, creation of
naturalized stormwater management
systems, and long-term management of
those features.
Public Involvement: Public awareness,
understanding and action, which affect
decisions in watersheds where individuals
own most of the land.

Education & Outreach
Education: Effective materials to encourage
behavior changes for a healthier watershed.
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Acreage of land enrolled in conservation
easements including CRP and CREP, and number
of new development proposals using Conservation
Development design to protect natural features.
Number of counties/municipalities implementing
green infrastructure incentives, eg flexible
regulation implementation, fee waivers, tax
abatement, and streamlined development review
process. Number of ordinance changes
allowing/encouraging native landscaping.
Number of acres wetland restored and number of
feet streambank restored under in-lieu fee
mitigation program.
Area and length of restored riparian corridors.
Number and area of conservation easements for
riparian areas. Number and extent of riparian
buffer ordinances adopted by local government.
Macroinvertebrate sampling results (diversity and
stream health indicators) from RiverWatch
volunteers and fish sample data collected by the
Illinois Natural History Survey.
Number of programs and participants for stream
cleanup activities in the watershed.
Number of counties/municipalities with dedicated
funding for stormwater infrastructure, eg a
Stormwater Utility. Dollar amount of revenue.
Number of watershed partners adopt and/or
support (via a resolution) this plan as a “guidance
document”. Number and extent of municipal
ordinances that support: stormwater, flood
management, green infrastructure, wetlands
protection (eg in-lieu fee), and native landscaping.
Number of new and redevelopment projects
protecting sensitive natural areas/open space and
creating naturalized stormwater systems. Area of
land donated to a public agency/conservation
organization for long-term management. Number
of HOAs with rules about management of the
natural areas in their bylaws.
Number of people reached by and involved in
outreach efforts related to this Watershed Plan.
Percent of county residents who know which
watershed they live in (survey).
Percent of attendees who rate watershed-related
presentations and other public education and
outreach activities and good or excellent and
percent who commit to action or follow-up with
the county. Percent of schools that incorporate a
watershed-based project or learning session.
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Glossary of Terms
Terms found in the Watershed Plan and its Appendices:
100-year floodplain: Land adjoining the channel of a river, stream, watercourse, lake, or wetland that
has been or may be inundated by floodwater during periods of high water that exceed normal bank-full
elevations. The 100-year floodplain has a probability of 1% chance per year of being flooded.
303(d) list of impaired waters: The federal Clean Water Act requires states to submit a list of impaired
waters to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for review and approval every two years using
water quality assessment data from the Section 305(b) Water Quality Report. These impaired waters are
referred to as “303(d) impaired waters”. States are then required to establish priorities for the
development of Total Maximum Daily Load analyses (TMDLs) for these waters and a long-term plan to
meet them.
305(b): The Illinois 305(b) Water Quality Report is a water quality assessment of the state’s surface and
groundwater resources compiled by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency and submitted as a
report to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as required under Section 305(b) of the Clean Water
Act.
Animal Feeding Operation (AFO): Agricultural operations where animals are kept and raised in confined
situations. Feed is brought to the animals rather than the animals grazing or otherwise seeking feed in
pastures.
Aquifer: A layer of permeable rock, sand, or gravel through which groundwater flows, containing
enough water to supply springs and wells.
Base flow: The flow to which a perennially flowing stream reduces during the dry season. It is commonly
supported by groundwater seepage into the channel.
Bedrock: The solid rock that lies beneath loose material, such as soil, sand, clay, or gravel.
Best Management Practices (BMPs): See Management Measures.
Biodiversity: The variety of organisms (plants, animals and other life forms) that includes the totality of
genes, species and ecosystems in a region.
Center for Watershed Protection (CWP): Non-profit 501(c)3 corporation founded in 1992 that provides
government entities, watershed organizations, and others around the country with the tools to protect
streams, lakes, rivers, and watersheds.
Channelization: The artificial straightening, deepening, or widening of a stream or river to accommodate
increased stormwater flows, typically to increase the amount of adjacent developable land for urban
development, agriculture, or navigation.
Conservation Development: A development designed to protect open space and natural resources for
people and wildlife while at the same time allowing building to continue. See Appendix E for more
detail.
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Conservation easement: The transfer of land use rights without the transfer of land ownership.
Conservation easements can be attractive to property owners who do not want to sell their land now,
but would support perpetual protection from further development. Conservation easements can be
donated or purchased.
Conservation Practice Program (CPP): Illinois Department of Agriculture program implemented by the
Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs) in Illinois. Cost-share funds are available through the
SWCDs for various conservation practices including Filter Strips, Grassed Waterways, No-Till, and
Terraces. See Appendix G for more detail.
Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP): The country’s largest private land conservation
program, administered by the Farm Service Agency (FSA). An offshoot of the Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP), CREP compensates farmers and landowners for removing environmentally sensitive land
from production and implementing conservation practices. See Appendix G for more detail.
Conservation Reserve Program: A land conservation program administered by the Farm Service Agency
(FSA), which provides a yearly rental payment for farmers who remove environmentally sensitive land
from agricultural production and plant species that will improve environmental health and quality. See
Appendix G for more detail.
Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP): U.S. Department of Agriculture program that helps producers
maintain and improve existing conservation systems and implement additional activities to address
priority resources concerns. See Appendix G for more detail.
Conservation tillage: Any method of soil cultivation that leaves the previous year's crop residue (such as
corn stalks or wheat stubble) on fields before and after planting the next crop, to reduce soil erosion and
runoff.
Contour Buffer Strip: Strips of perennial vegetation that alternate with strips of row crops on sloped
fields. The strips of perennial vegetation, consisting of adapted species of grasses or a mixture of grasses
and legumes, slow runoff and remove from it sediment, nutrients, pesticides, and other contaminants.
See Appendix E for more detail.
Conveyance: The act or means of carrying or transporting water from place to place.
Cover crops: Crops that protect soil from erosion by covering the ground in the fall and sometimes in
the spring. See Appendix E for more detail.
Designated use: Appropriate use of a waterbody as designated by states and tribes. Designated uses are
identified by considering the use, suitability, and value of the water body for public water supply;
protection of fish and wildlife; and recreational, agricultural, industrial, and navigational purposes.
Determinations are based on its physical, chemical, and biological characteristics; geographical setting
and scenic qualities; and economic considerations.
Detention basin: A man-made structure for the storage of stormwater runoff with controlled release
during or immediately following a storm. Wet detention basins are also known as retention ponds. See
Appendix E for more detail.
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Digital Elevation Model (DEM): Grid of elevation points used to produce elevation maps.
Discharge (streamflow): The volume of water passing through a channel over a given time period,
usually measured in cubic feet per second.
Dissolved oxygen (DO): The amount of oxygen in water, usually measured in milligrams/liter.
East-West Gateway Council of Governments (EWG): The metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for
the 4,500 square miles encompassed by the City of St. Louis; Franklin, Jefferson, St. Charles, and St. Louis
counties in Missouri; Madison, Monroe, and St. Clair counties in Illinois. EWG is a forum for local
governments of the bi-state St. Louis area to work together to solve problems that cross jurisdictional
boundaries.
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP): A program that provides financial and technical
assistance to agricultural producers, helping them to plan and implement conservation practices that
address natural resource concerns and improve natural resources on agricultural land and non-industrial
private forestland. See Appendix G for more detail.
Erosion: The displacement of soil particles on land surfaces due to water or wind action.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): Government agency within the Department of
Homeland Security that responds to, plans for, coordinates recovery from, and mitigates against natural
and man-made disasters and emergencies, including significant floods.
Flash flood: A rapid rise of water along a stream or low-lying area, usually produced when heavy
localized precipitation falls over an area in a short amount of time. Flash floods are considered the most
dangerous type of flood event because they offer little or no warning time and their capacity for
damage, including the capability to induce mudslides.
Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance: Ordinance that imposes certain rules and limitations on
development in floodplains in order to reduce the risk of flood damage. See Appendix E for more detail.
Geographic Information System (GIS): A computer-based approach to interpreting maps and images
and applying them to problem-solving.
Geology: The scientific study of the structure of the Earth, focused primarily on the composition and
origins of rocks, soil, and minerals.
Grassed waterways: Vegetated channels designed to prevent gully erosion by slowing the flow of
surface water with vegetation. See Appendix E for more detail.
Green infrastructure: Green infrastructure can be defined as our region’s natural resources, including
open space, woodlands, wetlands, gardens, trees, and agricultural land. It can also be defined as the
nodes and corridors of vegetation over the region, or the site-scale structures and landscaping that
recreate natural processes. See Appendix E for more detail.
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Groundwater recharge: Primary mechanism for aquifer replenishment which ensures future sources of
groundwater for commercial and residential use.
Headwaters: Upper reaches of streams and tributaries in a watershed.
HUC or HUC Code: A Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) that refers to the division and subdivision of U.S.
watersheds. The hydrologic units are arranged or nested within each other, from the largest geographic
area (regions) to the smallest geographic area (cataloging units). Where two digits follow “HUC”, they
refer to the length of the HUC code. For example, “HUC14” refers to the lowest-nested subwatershed
level with a 14-digit long code, such as HUC 07140204050101.
Hydric soil: Soil units that are wet frequently enough to periodically produce anaerobic conditions,
thereby influencing the species composition and/or growth of plants on those soils.
Hydrologic Soil Groups (HSG): Soil classifications from the Natural Resource Conservation Service based
on the soil’s runoff potential. The four Hydrologic Soils Groups are A, B, C and D. A’s generally have the
smallest runoff potential and D’s the greatest.
Hydrology: The scientific study of the properties, distribution, and effects of water in relation to the
earth’s surface, in the soil and underlying rocks, and in the atmosphere.
Hydrologic Soil Groups (HSG): Soils are classified by the Natural Resource Conservation Service into four
Hydrologic Soil Groups, A, B, C and D, based on the soil’s runoff potential. A’s generally have the
smallest runoff potential and D’s the greatest.
Hydrophytic vegetation: Plant life growing in water or on a substrate that is at least periodically
deficient in oxygen as a result of excessive water content; one of the indicators of a wetland.
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR): State government agency established to manage,
protect, and sustain Illinois’ natural and cultural resources, provide resource-compatible recreational
opportunities, and promote natural resource-related issues for the public’s safety and education.
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA): State government agency established to safeguard
environmental quality so as to protect health, welfare, property, and quality of life in Illinois.
Illinois Nature Preserves Commission (INPC): Commission responsible for protecting Illinois Nature
Preserves, state-protected areas that are provided the highest level of legal protection, and have
management plans in place.
Illinois Pollution Control Board (IPCB): An independent agency created in 1970 by the Environmental
Protection Act. The Board is responsible for adopting Illinois’ environmental regulations and deciding
contested environmental cases.
Impervious Cover Model: Simple urban stream classification model based on impervious cover and
stream quality. The classification system contains three stream categories (sensitive, impacted, and nonsupporting) based on the percentage of impervious cover.
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Impervious cover/surface: An area covered with solid material or that is compacted to the point where
water cannot infiltrate underlying soils (e.g. parking lots, roads, houses, etc.).
In-lieu fee: A payment made to a natural resource management entity for implementation of projects
for wetland or other aquatic resource development, in lieu of (in place of) on-site restoration or site
mitigation. See Appendix E for more detail.
Infiltration: Rainfall or surface runoff that moves downward from the surface into the subsurface soil.
Loess: An unstratified loamy deposit, usually buff to yellowish brown, chiefly deposited by the wind and
thought to have formed by the grinding of glaciers.
Logjam: Any woody vegetation, with or without other debris, which obstructs a stream channel and
backs up stream water like a natural dam.
Low Impact Development: Comprehensive land planning and engineering design approach with a goal
of maintaining and enhancing the pre-development hydrologic regime of urban and developing
watersheds.
Macroinvertebrates (aquatic): Invertebrates that can be seen by the unaided eye (macro). Most benthic
invertebrates in flowing water are aquatic insects or the aquatic stage of insects, such as mayfly nymphs
and midge larvae. They also include organisms such as leeches, clams, and worms. The presence of
benthic (bottom-dwelling) macroinvertebrates that are intolerant of pollutants is a good indicator of
good water quality.
Macroinvertebrate Biotic Index (MBI): Index method/calculation used to rate water quality using
macroinvertebrate taxa tolerance to organic pollution in streams.
Management Measures: Also known as Best Management Practices (BMPs). Methods or techniques
that are the most effective or practical means to achieving objectives including improving water quality,
reducing flooding, and improving fish and wildlife habitat. These practices include non-structural
practices such as site planning and design aimed to reduce stormwater runoff and avoid adverse
development impacts, or structural practices that are designed to store or treat stormwater runoff to
mitigate flood damage and reduce pollution.
Marsh: An area of soft, wet, low-lying land, characterized by grassy vegetation and often forming a
transition zone between water and land.
Missouri Resource Assessment Partnership (MoRAP): Program at the University of Missouri which
develops, analyzes, and delivers geospatial data for natural and cultural resource management. MoRAP
partnered with the East-West Gateway Council of Governments to deliver mapped data on wetland
importance and wetland restoration value.
Mitigation: Measures taken to eliminate or minimize damage from development activities such as
construction in wetlands.
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4): A system that transports or holds stormwater, such as
catch basins, curbs, gutters, and ditches, before discharging into local waterbodies.
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National Hydrography Dataset (NHD): Digital database of surface water features, such as lakes, ponds,
streams, and rivers. The NHD is used to make hydrology and watershed boundary maps.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II: Permit program authorized by the
Clean Water Act requiring smaller communities and public entities that own and operate a Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) to apply and obtain a NPDES permit for stormwater discharges to
surface water. Permittees must develop, implement, and enforce a stormwater program designed to
reduce the discharge of pollutants from the MS4 to the maximum extent practicable. Individual homes
that use a septic system, are connected to a municipal system, or do not have a surface discharge do not
need an NPDES permit. The NPDES permit program is administered by authorized states. In Illinois, the
Illinois EPA administers the program.
National Land Cover Database (NLCD): Database with mapped land cover categories produced by the
Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) Consortium with land cover classifications based on
Landsat satellite data and ancillary data sources such as topography, census and agricultural statistics,
soil characteristics, wetlands, and other land cover maps.
National Wetland Inventory (NWI): U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service program that provides information on
the characteristics, extent, and status of U.S. wetlands and deepwater habitats.
Native landscaping: A landscape that contains native plants or plant communities that are indigenous to
a particular region.
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS): Government agency under the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) that provides technical assistance to landowners and land managers.
Nitrogen: A colorless, odorless, unreactive gas that constitutes about 78% of the earth’s atmosphere.
The availability of nitrogen in soil is important for plant growth and ecosystem processes, and nitrogen is
used in many fertilizers.
No-till: No-till farming (also called zero tillage) is a way of growing crops or pasture from year to
year without disturbing the soil through tillage. It uses herbicides to control weeds and results in
reduced soil erosion and the preservation of soil nutrients. See Appendix E for more detail.
Nonpoint source pollution (NPS pollution): Any source of water pollution that is not from a discrete
outflow point. Instead, NPS pollution comes from diffuse sources and is carried into waterways with
runoff from the land. Pollutants can include oil, grease, sediment, and nutrients in excess fertilizer.
Nutrients: Substances needed for the growth of plants and animals, such as phosphorous and nitrogen.
The addition of too many nutrients to a waterway causes problems to the aquatic ecosystem by
promoting nuisance vegetation including excess algae growth.
Open space parcel: Any parcel of land that is not developed and is set aside for recreation or
conservation purposes.
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Overland flood: Flooding that occurs when rainfall collects on saturated or frozen ground. When surface
runoff cannot find a channel, it may flow out over a large area at a somewhat uniform depth in sheet
flow or collect in depressions as ponding.
Partners: Key watershed stakeholders who take an active role in the watershed management planning
process and implementing the watershed plan.
Pervious pavement: Pavement type (also referred to as porous or permeable pavement) that allows
water to infiltrate to the soil or a storage area below. See Appendix E for more detail.
Phosphorus: A nonmetallic element that occurs widely in many combined forms especially as inorganic
phosphates in minerals, soils, natural waters, bones, and teeth and as organic phosphates in all living
cells.
Point source pollution: Pollution that discharges in water from a single, discrete source, such as an
outfall pipe from an industrial plant or wastewater treatment facility.
Pollutant load: The amount of any pollutant deposited into waterbodies from point source discharges,
combined sewer overflows, and/or stormwater runoff.
Private sewage: Sewage systems that are the responsibility of the owners or occupiers of the properties
connected to them. These systems can include septic tanks, lagoons, and leach fields.
Rain garden: Vegetated depression that cleans and infiltrates stormwater from rooftops and sump
pump discharges, typically planted with deep-rooted native wetland vegetation. See Appendix E for
more detail.
Rainwater Harvesting: The accumulation and storing of rainwater for reuse before it reaches an aquifer.
See Appendix E for more detail.
Retention basin: A man-made structure with a permanent pool of water for the storage of stormwater
runoff. Also known as a wet pond, or wet detention basin.
Retrofit: Modifications to improve problems with existing stormwater control structures such as
detention basins and conveyance systems such as ditches and storm sewers. See Appendix E for more
detail on detention basin retrofits.
Riparian: The riverside or riverine environment adjacent to the stream channel. For example, riparian,
or streamside, vegetation grows next to (and over) a stream.
Riparian Buffer: An undisturbed naturally vegetated strip of land adjacent to a body of water, such as a
stream or lake. Riparian buffers have water quality, flooding, and habitat benefits.
Riverine flood: The gradual rise of water in a river, stream, lake, reservoir, or other waterway that
results in the waterway overflowing its banks. This type of flooding generally occurs when storm
systems remain in the area for extended periods of time, when winter or spring rains combine with
melting snow to create higher flows, or when obstructions, such as logjams, block normal water flow.
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Runoff: The portion of precipitation that does not infiltrate into the ground and is discharged into
streams by flowing over the ground.
Sediment: Soil particles that have been transported from their natural location by wind or water action.
Special Flood Hazard Area: The area inundated during the base flood is called the Special Flood Hazard
Area or 100-year floodplain.
Special Service Area (SSA): Special taxing districts in counties and municipalities that are established by
ordinance. Taxes from SSAs are used to pass on the costs of items such as streets, landscaping, water
lines, and sewer systems in new development to homeowners who reside within it. See Appendix E for
more detail.
Stakeholders: Individuals, organizations, or enterprises that have an interest or a share in a project.
Stream reach: A stream segment having fairly homogenous hydraulic, geomorphic, riparian cover, and
land use characteristics.
Streambank stabilization: Techniques used for stabilizing eroding streambanks.
Streambank Stabilization and Restoration Program (SSRP): Illinois Department of Agriculture (IDOA)
program designed to demonstrate effective streambank stabilization at demonstration sites using
inexpensive vegetative and bio-engineering techniques. See Appendix G for more detail.
Subwatershed: Any drainage basin within a larger drainage basin or watershed.
Terrace: Ridges and channels constructed across the slope of a field to intercept runoff water, reducing
soil erosion. See Appendix E for more detail.
Threatened and endangered species: A “threatened” species is one that is likely to become endangered
in the foreseeable future. An “endangered” species is one that is in danger of extinction throughout all
or a significant portion of its range.
Topography: The relative elevations of a landscape describing the configuration of its surface.
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL): The highest amount of discharge of a particular pollutant that a
waterbody can handle safely per day.
Total Suspended Solids (TSS): The organic and inorganic material suspended in the water column
greater than 0.45 micron in size.
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE): Federal group of civilian and military engineers and
scientists that provide services for planning, designing, building, and operating water resources and
other Civil Works projects. These include flood control and environmental protection projects.
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA): Federal government agency that provides leadership
on food, agriculture, natural resources, rural development, nutrition, and related issues. The USDA
administers several programs to encourage land conservation and agricultural best practices.
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United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA): Federal agency whose mission is to protect
human health and the environment. USEPA enforces the Clean Water Act, among other laws.
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS): Federal government agency within the U.S.
Department of the Interior dedicated to the management of fish and wildlife and their habitats.
United States Geological Survey (USGS): Federal government agency established with the responsibility
to provide reliable scientific information to describe and understand the Earth; minimize loss of life and
property from natural disasters; manage water, biological, energy, and mineral resources; and enhance
and protect quality of life.
Urban runoff: Runoff that runs over urban developed surfaces such as streets, lawns, and parking lots,
entering directly into storm sewers rather than infiltrating the land upon which it falls.
Wastewater Treatment: Process that treats wastewater to alter its characteristics such as its biological
oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), pH, etc. in order to meet effluent or water
discharge standards.
Water and Sediment Control Basin (WASCOB): Small earthen ridge-and-channel or embankment built
across a small watercourse or area of concentrated flow in a field. See Appendix E for more detail.
Watershed: The area of land that contributes runoff to a single point on a waterbody (in this case, the
outlet of Silver Creek from Madison County to St. Clair County).
Watershed-Based Plan: A strategy and work plan for achieving water resource goals that provides
assessment and management information for a geographically defined watershed, including the
analysis, actions, participants, and resources related to development and implementation of the plan.
Wetland: Lands that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration
sufficient to support, under normal conditions, a prevalence of vegetation adapted for life in saturated
soil conditions (known as hydrophytic vegetation). A wetland is identified based upon the three
attributes: 1) hydrology, 2) hydric soils, and 3) hydrophytic vegetation. A wetland is considered a subset
of the definition of the Waters of the United States.
Wetland Reserve Easement (WRE) program: Component of the Agricultural Conservation Easement
Program (ACEP) that provides technical and financial assistance to restore, protect, and enhance
wetlands. See Appendix G for more detail.
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